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Searching, not Leaving:
Exclusion, Belonging, and Becoming in Religious Communities

Keith A. Menhinick

Issue 14 Editor, Practical Matters Journal

For the first time in recorded history, religious membership in the United States has dropped 
below 50%. Earlier this year, in March 2021, Gallop released this finding in its most recent 
poll, which tracks the number of U.S. adults who belong to a religious house of worship. 

“Do you happen to be a member of a church, synagogue or mosque?” Gallup asked, and a 
reported 47% of U.S. adults answered, “No.”1 A major limit of the poll is its lack of data about the 
membership trends of other religious traditions in the United States, as well as its preoccupation 
with “American citizens.” However, what seems clear is that religious membership in the U.S. has 
been steadily declining since Gallop began their polls over 80 years ago.

According to Gallup, the primary reasons for the decline in religious membership are twofold: 
the percentage of Americans who claim no religious tradition (the so called “nones”) is steadily 
increasing; secondly, the percentage of religiously affiliated Americans who claim no membership 
in a church, synagogue or mosque is also steadily increasing. While religious membership is largely 
correlated with age (66% of those born before 1946, compared to 36% of millennials reporting 
religious membership), the declining trend is true for all age groups, with less and less U.S. adults 
of all generations claiming membership in a local house of worship.

The trend correlates with what I have noticed in many religious and academic circles—while 
some scholars are eager to study the decline, others are increasingly anxious about the future of 
religious life and education. We clergy and religion professors are all asking similar questions 
about the loss of faith in organized religion, the decrease in funding for religious education, and 
even how organized religion and theological education might reinvent itself (or entrench) in 
order to counter the negative trends in religious affiliation. One of the main anxieties I hear voiced 
in many religious and academic circles parallels one of the questions of the Gallup poll: why is 
everyone leaving?

However, as a scholar-practitioner, what is most interesting about the Gallup poll to me is its 
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repeated use of the word belong: “In 2020, 47% of U.S. adults belonged to a church, synagogue or 
mosque.”2 In other words, one way to read this poll is that religious belonging is down and declining 
for decades.

As it concerns belonging, though, what Gallup is really assessing in this poll remains unclear. 
Does “belonging” here refer to documented membership, frequency of attendance, degree of 
participation, a sense of connectedness to others? What if Gallup asked different questions, like 
have you ever felt deep connection to a local house of worship, and when did that change? Have 
you been microaggressed or rejected by a religious community? Did they fail to affirm your culture, 
your race, your heritage, your gender and sexuality? Did they police your beliefs, your politics, 
your ethics? Gallup specifically headlined individuals leaving rather than the communities they 
left, and they certainly did not ask about new inclinations toward neopagan and other non-
mainline religious movements. A subtle shift in perspective might show that many people did 
not leave the church, synagogue, or mosque, but, for example, were harmed, kicked out, rejected, 
turned away. Or perhaps some of those people no longer experienced those places as relevant to 
their lives. 

What I want to suggest is that the primary concern for us as scholars and practitioners is not 
whether or not people are increasingly leaving organized religion (other polls, for example the 
Public Religion Research Institute, suggest that trends of those leaving organized religion are 
beginning to stabilize).3 Rather, a primary concern should be that they (we) are all searching for 
somewhere, some people, some place to belong—a deep belonging that many of us sometimes 
struggle to find in the church, synagogue, mosque, or house of worship of our ancestors, much 
less in the nation state. As practical theologian Gregory C. Ellison II writes, “Belonging—the need 
for membership and acceptance in a specified group or space—is arguably the most essential of 
the four fundamental human needs.”4

In recent years, the topics of exclusion and belonging have gained much traction in practical 
theology and the study of religious practices. For example, the category of “multiple religious 
belonging” has proved generative for many scholars seeking to produce new comparative studies 
and interreligious dialogues. Meanwhile, other scholars question the category’s integrity and 
the very idea of an autonomous religious tradition at all. Consider Devaka Premawardhana’s 
provocative argument about the redundancy of multiple religious belonging and the impossibility 
that any tradition “exists independently of others.”5 Accordingly, Premawardhana writes, “To 
belong is already to multiply belong.”6

Some scholars have researched the absence or “foreignness of belonging,” as Nathaniel Roberts 
describes it in his ethnographic study of the social, religious, and moral worlds of India’s poor.7 
Similarly, Willie James Jennings, in his work After Whiteness: An Education in Belonging, critiques 
how whiteness and its norm of the “white self-sufficient man” thwart formation and belonging in 
theological education. Jennings issues a powerful summons: “Theological education must capture 
its central work—to form us in the art of cultivating belonging.”8

Issue 14 of Practical Matters Journal responds to Gallup’s findings, Jennings’ call, and this 
popular topic of research through its exploration of the theme Exclusion, Belonging, and Becoming 
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in Religious Communities. Our hope in this issue is that by exploring analyses of exclusion and 
belonging in our world, we might resuscitate curiosity and shed light on the future and promises 
of religious life and education, rather than simply assuming their decline and deterioration.

Many articles in this issue expose dynamics of exclusion in our world, addressing concerns 
about exclusion from the protections of the state, the discourses of the classroom, the theologies 
of our faith communities, and the politics of the ecclesial structures of the church. These same 
articles also open fresh insight into the meaning and practice of belonging in a variety of contexts, 
including a women’s prison, a healthcare clinic, a seminary classroom, a local Black church, and 
an indigenous activist camp. Issue 14 of Practical Matters thus hosts a montage of images and 
practices of both exclusion and belonging in our world, with contributions from physicians, 
activists, educators, theologians, and practitioners.

Images of exclusIon

Numerous religious traditions uphold values of justice, community, and belonging, yet many 
also occupy ambivalent positions vis-à-vis systems and acts of exclusionary violence. Sometimes 
religion is the target and other times the perpetrator and accomplice. The study of religious practices 
has much to offer to conversations on the complex entanglement of religion and exclusion, and all 
articles in this issue offer something to this conversation by engaging local contexts.

Addressing the lives of those that Gallup most certainly did not survey, Rachelle Green 
analyzes the dynamics of mass incarceration through the lens of exclusion, investigating how 
“prisons function as death-dealing environments that criminalize ways of being and belonging.”9 
She unfolds a theory of the prison as a set of “social death practices” employed by the state to isolate 
people, punish them for not conforming, and diminish forms of connection and self-expression.

In a similar vein, Soon-IL Song assesses the criminalization of abortion. She argues that 
the commonly invoked “sanctity of life” stance in Christian pro-life abortion debates ignores 
scientific knowledge and the history of theology. Furthermore, Song reveals how these debates fail 
to connect to socioeconomic life-affirming factors, like the establishment of safe and affordable 
housing, and thereby function to harm women, children, and families. Courtney V. Buggs also 
addresses the neglect of women, specifically Black laywomen in the church. Through detailed 
qualitative research with two Black laywomen in the United Methodist Church, Buggs wrestles 
with the exclusion of Black laywomen from analysis in the academy and the invalidation of their 
implicit authority in the church. 

Kyle B. T. Lambelet, Jennifer Lewis, and Aizaiah Yong all write about the theological 
underpinnings of exclusionary violence. In the context of Camp Oceti Sakowin in 2016, Lambelet 
studies how Christian clergy come to activism work first as “enemies to the earth and the people 
of the earth.”10 Lambelet exposes the harm embedded in the Christian “Doctrine of Discovery,” 
which creates a friend/enemy and European/native distinction (among others).

With a similar critique of Christian exceptionalism, Aizaiah Yong looks at the exclusion of 
multiple populations in the University classroom, for example, students of non-Christian faith 
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traditions and those with LGBTQIAA identities. Yong argues for the need to decolonize the 
pastoral care literature and its pedagogical practices to be more inclusive of diverse populations. 
Finally, Jennifer Lewis focuses on the lack of mercy towards the poor of the world in the context 
of a multitude of global crises, including the Covid-19 pandemic. Through analyses of seeing and 
hearing, Lewis declares, “Rather than a brother or sister who belongs to our community, we see a 
categorical ‘other,’ who does not fit into our circle of concern.”11

As each of the authors in Issue 14 illuminate, violence often manifests as exclusion, whether 
it be theological, political, or social. While it takes a variety of forms and ideologies, exclusion is 
a practice of isolation and denial, referring to a variety of acts that isolate us from each other and 
deny our fundamental interconnectedness.

Images of BelongIng

On the flip side, many of the articles in this issue assess how communities respond to and 
resist exclusion with creative processes of becoming and transformation. As this issue works to 
convey, studying religious practices can help us understand how religious communities nurture 
belonging and work toward personal and collective becoming in more capacious ways. 

For example, one might be surprised to find communities of rich belonging in a prison. Yet this 
is precisely what Green illuminates as she studies what she calls the “counter-environments” that 
women in prison create through practices of erotic creativity. These women refuse “to belong to 
the State,” and instead cultivate spaces and rituals of belonging to self, each other, and God.12 Song 
makes a similar argument about abortion debates by broadening the discourse about “choice” to 
entail “the removal of oppressive socioeconomic barriers” in service to the “fullness of life” for all 
people.13

Moving from the level of population to the microhistories of two Black laywomen, Buggs 
highlights the “implicit authority” that is already operative and transformative in Black church 
contexts.14 Though they may be excluded from academic and ecclesial validation, Black laywomen 
reveal power beyond the pulpit in a multitude of ways that are recognized by their local 
communities. In the context of Camp Oceti Sakowin, Lambelet sketches a portrait of “indigenous 
belonging” in tandem with the process of becoming an ally to the land and its people—what he 
configures as a process of conversion, greatly nuancing many current conversations on coalition-
building. Lambelet writes, “Belonging is an ongoing task, a spiritual discipline, as the Lakota have 
shown, of simultaneous resistance to the world making powers of settler capitalism and proleptic 
ally-making even as this world is falling away.”15 

Yong too emphasizes belonging as a process. Attending to the theological classroom, Yong 
outlines a set of pedagogical practices that are “rooted in sacred connection” and “embodied 
knowledge.”16 The practices that Yong offers are integral for creating inclusive classrooms and 
compassionate caregivers. Finally, for her part, Lewis also attends to practices that shift from 
exclusion to belonging. Specifically, Lewis describes a theology and practice of mercy through 
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seeing and hearing others as “kin.”
Just as each of the contributors in this issue reveal that exclusion is a practice, so too they 

reveal that belonging is a practice requiring personal and communal devotion. Less a destination 
and more a process, belonging is about actively practicing a compassionate interconnectedness to 
self, others, and the earth. As a practice, belonging begins when we start showing up for ourselves 
and each other through erotic creativity, ally-building, activism, and embodied acts of seeing, 
hearing, teaching, organizing, proclaiming, and caring.

BelongIng as a PractIce

The popular author, TED talk speaker, and sociological researcher Brené Brown has captured 
the hearts of many in our world today. Brown famously writes, “True belonging is not passive. It’s 
not the belonging that comes with just joining a group. It’s not fitting in or pretending or selling 
out because it’s safer. It’s a practice that requires us to be vulnerable, get uncomfortable, and learn 
how to be present with people without sacrificing who we are.”17 Each of the articles in Issue 14 
echo Brown’s conceptualization and offer new criteria for assessing religious belonging in our 
world today.

The process of belonging begins through practice: when we repudiate colonialist theologies; 
when we practice conversion and allyship in political solidarity; when we recognize the implicit 
leadership of the historically discredited; when we extend mercy and cultivate erotic creativity 
with the neglected of society; when our teaching and caring prioritize sacred interconnection; 
when see and hear each other as kin.

Of course, when we as a staff settled on Exclusion, Belonging, and Becoming as the theme 
for Issue 14, we had no idea that a global pandemic was right around the corner. The Covid-19 
pandemic has significantly altered our sense of community in a global context of simultaneous 
social distancing and technological connection. It thus goes without saying that there is much 
left unsaid in this issue as it pertains to practices of exclusion and belonging. Our hope here at 
Practical Matters is that these articles continue an ongoing conversation and inspire new directions 
as we all seek to better study and practice belonging. To reiterate Jennings’ poignant insight, “The 
deepest struggle for us all is a struggle for communion.”18

As Issue Editor, I am grateful for all the authors who contributed to this issue and the Practical 
Matters staff that made it all possible: Cara Curtis, Palak Taneja, Chelsea Mak, and Mujahid 
Osman. You all took the pandemic and the necessary move online in stride, trouble-shooting 
problems and supporting each other at every step of the process. Our Reviews Editor, Mujahid 
Osman, oversaw five excellent book reviews, and the whole staff worked diligently to edit and 
produce every piece in this issue. Finally, I want to offer a special word of thanks to Dr. Elizabeth 
Bounds: you pioneered this journal, and I am grateful that your support and encouragement have 
come full circle in the publication of this current issue. 
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Carve Out Living Space:
Creativity, Counter-environments, and the Formation of Salvific 

Community in Prison

Rachelle Green

Fordham University

Abstract 

In an era of mass incarceration and systematic social dismantling, US 
prisons function as death-dealing environments. Yet, people in a prison 
for women use their creativity to fashion communities that celebrate 
life in the face of death and welcome others into a space of being and 
belonging. Critical carceral creativity refers to this capacity of people 
incarcerated to generate new possibilities for life in the midst of suffering, 
to recognize and resist obstacles to living, and ultimately to create counter-
environments in prison that make living more possible. I ultimately claim 
that healing counter-environments in prison are salvific, signifying God’s 
life-affirming presence and preference in contexts of confinement.

A Scene from Inside

The cake is tres leches, Morgan says, even though I have never heard of more than one 
form of milk in this place. Her hair is intricately braided, held together by elastic ribbons 
from worn-out clothing. “It smells like sticky buns, you know – the kind you used to 
trade your chips for in middle school.” But this is not school, and these sticky buns have 
matriculated to a new form, reconstituted with what she says is a concoction of cream 
fillings from cookies collected from around the range. 

“Can you sign this?” she asks, waving her manicured hands, nails painted with a mixture 
of eye shadow and floor wax, the bright magenta a pleasant contrast to the drab monotone 
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aesthetic of the prison. Morgan brings me an oversized, homemade card. Despite the lack 
of scissors here, there are no ragged edges. I open the pages glossed by packing tape to the 
sight of pop-up images torn from magazines with calligraphy that rivals Hallmark. Next 
to me, someone scribbling feverishly — lyrics for a new poem or maybe her theology 
homework – stops what she is doing to participate. We both add our names to the dozens of 
other greetings and well-wishes. This is how I am invited in, by name only, to a celebration 
my identity as a teacher precludes me from witnessing firsthand. 

Painting a picture in words of what I will miss, Morgan begins the story: “After the cake, 
Dawn,” she signals to the one we all know as the resident singer, “is going to lead everyone 
in singing Happy Birthday.”

“The basic version and then the Black version,” Dawn interjects with a laugh before 
bellowing out Stevie Wonder’s rendition of the song. 

“But here’s the most exciting part...” My narrator’s voice lowers as not to echo throughout 
the barren halls of the school building, “we’re going to do a drag show! And they’re going 
to be in it!” She points to two other students in the room, one laughing and the other 
folding into his chair in anticipation. “Don’t worry,” our storyteller says as she embraces 
the crumpled over colleague, pulling him up and into her arms. She rattles off names, some 
I know, others I do not, of those who will do hair and makeup and costumes. Interrupting 
a list of details that could have filled the next three hours, someone entered the class saying 
– “stop talking, they’re coming.” As quickly as the story began, it ended, as the story’s 
subject entered the school hall. Today was their birthday, and tonight, a community of 
people would gather in celebration of the life of a person surviving a life sentence without 
parole. 

This scene is emblematic of any number of Fridays I spent teaching in this prison.1 Creativity always 
abounds here. As a curator of theological learning experiences in prison, I was used to displays 
of ingenuity. The week prior, I offered feedback on final projects from the Biblical Foundations 

class: a self-made pop-up children’s book retelling the creation stories, a reimagined and enacted history 
of abuse and resilience from Bathsheba’s perspective (in costume), and a three-dimensional family “tree” 
focusing on Ishmael and highlighting the importance of communities whose histories are silenced. These 
students were used to producing in scarcity.2 Contemporary research around prisons and prison-art 
continue to highlight creative practices in prison, marveling at what people can do and produce in scarcity. 
But there was something remarkable in how these students artfully transgressed prison conventions to 
collaborate, support, challenge, and ultimately affirm one another. In the crucible of incarceration, these 
students were using their creativity not only to produce works of their imagination but also to fashion 
communities to celebrate life in an environment that “feels like death,” and welcome others into a space 
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of being and belonging. In a prison regime that “punishes people who do not belong” and continues to 
punish and suppress attempts to create belonging, any place of healthy belonging that emerges in prison 
is extraordinary.3

In this prison, people create spaces where, despite the name of the institution (prison for women), there 
are shes, hes, and theys.4 Despite the barren walls, limited work and social activities, and monochromatic 
state-mandated attire, there are birthday parties for lifers and drag shows for recreation. Despite the 
threat of disciplinary action, there is hugging, singing, communal cooking, and creative writing. In a 
space equated with death, there is laughter and life. The people in this scene routinely transgress prison 
protocol to create possibilities for life for themselves and extend those possibilities to others. The space 
depicted in the opening scene is something other than the prison. It is a counter space to the death-dealing 
environment of incarceration. The creativity by which counter-environments emerge is what I call critical 
carceral creativity and is essential to carving out living spaces in prison. 

Borrowing the phrase from Dr. Katie Geneva Cannon, “to carve out living space,” is to create one’s 
freedom in conditions of moral constraint; to activate a space of grace inside incarceration.5 This essay 
explores how people in a US prison for women use creativity critically to create spaces in prison where 
people can resist the death-dealing environment and generate possibilities for belonging and healing. As a 
Christian practical theologian, I ultimately claim that healing counter-environments created in prison are 
salvific, signifying God’s life-affirming presence and preference in contexts of confinement. 

In what follows, I explain how prisons function as death-dealing environments that criminalize ways 
of being and belonging in a prison for women. Second, I explicate how carceral creativity functions to 
create freeing counter-environments in prison where being and belonging are (re)constructed. Moreover, 
I name carceral creativity as theologically significant. Finally, I reflect on the ethics of witnessing carceral 
creativity, how it challenges us to choose whether we will participate in the perpetuation of death-dealing 
environments or if we will actively participate in the carving out of life-affirming ones.

PrIsons as Death-DealIng envIronments

Death has been and continues to be the dominant way humans think about remedying crime. In 
the history of criminal justice, physical death was a leading form of punishment. But a humanitarian 
movement shifted practices away from physical death to what scholars call social death, suggesting that 
human response to crime merely shifted from one form of physical termination to other insidious forms 
of social and psychological assault.6 According to the words of a nineteenth-century warden in a New York 
prison, prisons are designed to be an experience of death – an experience that ostracizes persons from 
broader social connections and removes them from the social order. According to one warden, convicts 
were to “receive no letter or intelligence from or concerning their friends, or any information on any 
subject out of prison.” Relatives were not permitted to visit with an inmate, and they, in turn, were not 
allowed to correspond with them. “The prisoner,” a Sing-Sing chaplain of this period recalled, “was taught 
to consider himself dead to all without the prison walls.” A warden reportedly told an incoming group of 
inmates that they were “to be literally buried from the world.”7 The prisons we have today descend from 
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this obsession with punishment as “systematic social dismantling.”8 To this end, social death is not just 
descriptive of what happens when someone becomes incarcerated; it describes the entire process and 
philosophy of punishment. Prisons are death-dealing environments.

Systematic social death by incarceration involves intentionally and continually erasing or distorting 
relational and environmental connections that give life meaning. Criminal justice scholars suggest that 
removing (and continuing to remove) social markers of meaning and identity is an essential precursor for 
agency and power to shift from the self to the prison.9 As such, social death practices intentionally disrupt 
attempts for people incarcerated to develop a sense of belonging—to themselves or one another. Prisons 
as death-dealing environments seek to diminish, degrade and ultimately destroy a sense of being and 
belonging; of selfhood and self-in-relationship that is rooted in an understanding of a person’s full human 
dignity and integrity. In this way, social death becomes necessary for the penal project to fulfill its purpose.

socIal Death anD the crImInalIzatIon of BeIng anD BelongIng

Many scholars have written about the relationship between social death and imprisonment, even how 
people in prison resist the death-dealing effects.10 It is beyond the scope of this essay to revisit the long 
history. However, I want to highlight how social death functions in this prison for women to criminalize 
being and belonging. I do so by drawing our attention to how prisons regulate identity and relationality by 
prescribing gender and sexual norms. Lisa Marie Cacho’s work on social death helps us understand how 
social death goes beyond the criminalization of actions to depraving bodies and being. 

In her work Social Death: Racialized Rightness and the Criminalization of the Unprotected, Cacho 
describes social death as the dark side of social value. Social value refers to one’s worth and personhood. 
Social death conversely refers to the permanent ineligibility of personhood for specific populations, 
populations that do not fit respectable domesticity or heteronormative depictions of US norms and values. 
Bodies, thereby, become marked as disposable and legitimate targets of violence. Historically, Cacho 
argues, these are the bodies of poor people of color – Black, brown, and immigrant bodies. She maintains 
that US law has criminalized the recreational activities, survival economies, and intimate relationships 
of these people, the law reifying both their actions and their bodies as criminal. Today, in US prisons, 
protocols continue this history of criminalizing bodies and relational practices that do not fit so-called 
US white, heteronormative, Judeo-Christian values. As a result, one’s race, religion, gender expression, or 
sexual orientation can mark them as delinquent and sanction forms of violence and hyper-supervision, 
even without proof of an actual offense. To the prison, the performance of their body is offensive enough. 

In the prison where I worked, death-loving prison practices maintain a system that punishes 
nonconformity by replacing opportunities for self-expression with demands for conformity and 
supplanting practices of belonging with calls for isolation. The goal is to create an infantilized subject 
that perpetually seeks its definition not from a community of peers but from a system designed to destroy 
possibilities for quality of life.  For too many Black, brown, lesbian, gay, transgender, queer, Muslim, 
atheist, and immigrant bodies, attempts are futile to gain any recognition from the penal system of being 
anything other than a criminal. 

Sociologist Dr. Lora Bex Lempert, in her research with women serving life sentences, frames practices 
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of regulating clothing and appearance as part of the process of becoming a prisoner. In departments 
of correction, the label “prisoner” is a definitional frame that distorts notions of identity. According to 
Lempert:

...for reasons of control and management, correctional systems work to ensure that 
placement in prison is coexistent with the identity ‘prisoner.’ Admission procedures 
convert a person into an object, “inmate,” that is subject to administrative routines, like 
replacing a woman’s name, a significant identity indicator, with a number, which also 
marks her as belonging to the institution, or by replacing her distinctive personal clothing 
with mandatory uniforms designed for men...[Uniforms] are the overt designation of 
imprisoned men and women as property of the State...11

Lempert goes on to recount how even the tattooing of the body in prison can be sanctioned by the state as 
“destruction of state property.”12 To take agency over the presentation of one’s own body can be a criminal 
act. Policies that remove control over one’s own body and promote the stripping away of identity are a form 
of psychological warfare, according to Lauryn, an agent in Lempert’s research. For Lauryn, these efforts 
“enforce conformity” in an effort to “suppress choices and impose organizational identities...to become 
what the environment dictates.12 What Lempert’s analysis shows, and what Lauryn signals, is that prison 
policies that control bodily presentation are experienced by many women as attempts of the prison to 
own their bodies and deny them control over their own bodily expression and identity. Some people, 
like a woman from the theology program named Arabella, resist relinquishing self-definition and self-
expression to the prison. While prison policies attempt to regulate bodies and identity, Arabella explains 
her viewpoint this way: “I may be in prison but I’m still a woman, they can’t take that from me.” We may 
discern a similar oppositional stance from the narrator in our opening scene.

Recall Morgan, the manicured storyteller. She made nail art out of magazine cut-outs and floor wax, 
turned strips of cloth into ribbons for her hair, and turned a single pallet of eyeshadow into a makeup kit. 
Why such time and attention to the presentation of her body? Reading the scene against Lempert’s analysis 
and Arabella’s claim, this woman’s actions might be viewed as a form of aesthetic rebellion, her body 
becoming the text through which she voices her concerns and takes her body back from the institution’s 
deforming and objectifying hands. She uses her body as a critique, refusing to let an institution strip her of 
her desired self-expression. She re-members herself. An embodied practice of resistance, perhaps Morgan is 
speaking against, talking back to, and testifying about the degrading effects of prison culture, participating 
in her own search for justice, her own search for self-definition. 

refusIng to Belong to the state

Resisting the prison’s attempt to turn their bodies into property that belongs to the State happens in 
part through a practice of breaking silence. Patricia Hill Collins defines breaking silence as a pragmatic 
strategy used to reclaim humanity amid social systems that gain strength by objectifying and oppressing.14 
Researching and writing about Black women in the US, Collins locates this strategic skill in the lives of 
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African American women, real and fictional, throughout history. In Black Feminist Thought, Collins relates 
breaking silence with the acquisition of one’s voice, a crucial feature on the journey toward “self-definition, 
self-valuation, and an empowered self.”15 For Collins, breaking silence is the first step toward healing. 
In later writings, she ultimately contends that breaking silence is always related to a search for justice, a 
political act that “not only captures human dignity but also constitutes a profound act of resistance.”16 In 
this way, breaking silence recognizes and exposes the penal system’s death-dealing practices and begins the 
work of carving out living spaces in prison. 

The drag show is an example of breaking silence, drawing attention to how prison’s gendered protocols 
seek to deform and inhibit being and belonging. The act of dressing in drag is a radical turn on its head 
of how prison tries to force people incarcerated to succumb to a prescribed construction of gender. In a 
different way from that of our storyteller, Morgan, the drag show pushes back against a prison culture that 
wants to define gender expression and sexual orientation toward a cisgender, heteronormative ideal. For 
example, I witnessed resistance among some prison staff and volunteers to respect forms of gender identity 
and expression that were not stereotypically feminine. “If you’re in this prison, you’re a woman and you 
need to act like one,” is a refrain I heard reverberate from an employee throughout a corridor filled with 
incarcerated people. By exaggerating femininity in a drag show, those who identify as male in a US prison 
for women mock the prison’s desired ideal. The drag show functions as a liberating play that “protest[s] 
against the evil plays of the oppressor and the exploiter.”17 Political and playful, both the adorned body and 
the drag show demonstrate how embodied creativity are ways of breaking silence; mechanisms for survival 
when access to resources may depend on the ability to play or perform identities acceptable to the prison. 

Performing a normative ideal of an obedient woman is not the only means of resistance. Again, 
Arabella offers perspective. Explaining how she “demand[s] humanity” in prison, she states matter-of-
factly, “I cry.” Affirming Arabella’s confession, a colleague adds, “Sometimes, you have to throw a tantrum” 
before admitting, “I think it wouldn’t work as well if we were men.” These women understand how gender 
stereotypes work in this prison, and they use them to “work the system.” In a way different from the drag 
show, these women exaggerate feminine characteristics to get what they need from the administration. 
They knowingly play into a different but acceptable prison identity: that of an emotionally erratic and 
infantile woman. “But we’re doing it to get an education...or new pants, or hot water...or to get [our] toilet 
plunged!”18 For these women, performing the prison ideal, obedient or infantile, but never self-assured, 
are only pragmatic means of resisting the death-dealing environment of incarceration.

To summarize, prisons are death-dealing environments that effectively criminalize incarcerated persons’ 
attempts to resist the definitional frame of “prisoner” and (re)construct ways of being and belonging in 
prison. Because a prisoner is “not an immutable identity,” people in prison can and do exercise creativity 
to construct spaces where identity and community can form apart from the prison.19 Critical carceral 
creativity is central to how these spaces are formed. 

concePtualIzIng crItIcal carceral creatIvIty

Theologian Dr. Courtney Goto defines creativity as “the capacity to make what exists into something 
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new or enlivening to oneself.”20 For Goto, creativity thrives in freedom, making the idea of carceral creativity 
a seeming contradiction. Carceral creativity is defined simply as the creative capacity, practices, and 
productions of people surviving incarceration. Goto suggests that while creativity flourishes in contexts of 
freedom and peace, it can also assist “in survival and resistance because it summons possibilities, grants 
agency, and fosters hope.”21 Here lies the dialectical tension in creativity. On the one hand, creativity 
thrives in freedom. On the other, it assists and persists in times of oppression, disenfranchisement, and 
confinement. Creativity can both thrive in freedom and create freedom where there is little to none. Goto 
calls this dual capacity of creativity the greatest hope for transformation. The type of creativity that assists 
in survival and resistance in prison, which is enlivening to oneself and one’s community and summons 
possibilities, grants agency, and fosters hope, is critical carceral creativity. 

Critical carceral creativity is the capacity of people incarcerated to survive – to recognize and resist 
obstacles to living in order to generate new possibilities for life in the midst of suffering. It is the capacity 
to resist carceral forces that deny life and simultaneously construct spaces that affirm life. As a capacity, 
it encompasses many categories of creative expression toward the construction of living spaces in prison. 
I have already discussed aesthetic creativity and how it creates temporal freedom for the body. Now, I 
highlight two additional types of creativity used to construct freedom in unfreedom: erotic and economic 
creativity.

Erotic creativity refers to the relational imagination employed by people incarcerated to be with and 
belong to self, others, and the Divine. Erotic creativity is most noticeable in how people create families, 
find intimate partner love, care for one another, and join together in prison. I can recount numerous stories 
from women who entered prison before having children. They would tell me about their “babies” – about 
the younger women they mentor and help raise while in prison. These same women speak fondly of their 
“sisters.” One woman said it this way, “I have never felt sisterhood like I felt in prison.” While some scholars 
call these relationships fictive kin or pseudo-families, for the women I encountered, their babies, sisters, 
brothers, husbands, and wives in prison are a real family. Erotic creativity generates opportunities for 
belonging that cross lines of racial, sexual, and religious difference, assisting people in creating relational 
bonds with people they may never have considered. 

My use of erotic is shaped by Dr. Willie James Jennings’s use of the term in his book After Whiteness, An 
Education in Belonging. There, Jennings uses erotic to refer to the joining together of peoples in communion, 
intimacy, and belonging. Moreover, he contends that the erotic desire to commune and to belong is more 
than a desire for social gathering but rather is a deep desire of belonging, an intimacy I suspect is made 
difficult but not impossible in carceral spaces. Drawing from a long history of feminist scholarship on the 
erotic as that which “draws us toward one another,” Jennings identifies erotic power as that which “finds its 
home in the divine ecstasy in which God relentlessly gives Godself to us, joyfully opening the divine life as 
our habitation.”22 In Christian tradition, the erotic power that draws creation together is witnessed in the 
life and work of Jesus Christ. For Jennings, the erotic impulse toward communion is God’s vision, God’s 
dream for creation. 

The erotic impulse toward communion, intimacy, and belonging persists and expands in the face of 
incarceration. God’s dream for creation does not cease with a prison sentence, even one of life without 
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parole. In a system that seeks division and dominion over human relationality, people creatively enact 
new ways of belonging. Through erotic power, people create communities of belonging and inclusion in 
prison and participate in the power of God to gather together.23 Counter-environments that support, heal, 
and value life in prison are present-day iterations of the erotic creativity Jesus demonstrated between Mary 
and the disciple at the foot of the cross. At the site of death, Jesus redefined and recreated relationships to 
promote healing and inclusion. As people creatively reconstitute and reconstruct relationships in prison, 
they exercise erotic creativity and create a form of relational and erotic freedom. 

Economic creativity is the second type of carceral creativity used to construct freeing spaces in prison. 
Prison practices rooted in social death isolationist philosophy forbid and restrict incarcerated persons 
from sharing resources. The rationale for this is unclear, but according to people in prison, it is “against 
policy” to collect goods for others. Let me share a story from the students in the theology program to 
illustrate this point. During a class on Theologies and Practices of Care, students related a story about 
how complicated it could be to practice caring for others in prison. The story was about a woman in 
one of the dorms who decided to collect goods so that everyone would have something for Christmas, 
especially those without family on the outside. Eventually, most of the people who had something to offer 
participated in the collection. This display of coordinated, communal care and concern, they said, was 
technically “illegal.” To help us understand the impact, a student interjected, “If the officers found out, they 
could have taken everything and sent us to lockdown.” In what I suggest is a display of economic creativity, 
these people collected goods anyway. 

Economic carceral creativity is how incarcerated people redefine the inner workings of the prison. 
While there are countless stories about destructive forms of the prison economy’s inner workings, this 
story offers another perspective of how economic creativity can be a source of good toward collective 
well-being and quality of life. Risking punishment, the people in that dorm resisted the isolationism of the 
prison. Instead, they focused on communal care and responsibility through sharing resources – reminding 
this Christian theologian of koinonia and the image of the early church in Acts. 

creatIng counter-envIronments for lIvIng

The ultimate goal or purpose of critical carceral creativity is the creation of freeing counter-environments 
in prison that make living more possible. To define counter-environments, I turn again to the work of Dr. 
Courtney Goto. Drawing on the work of Jürgen Moltmann, Goto defines counter-environments as sites 
where people “feel, see, and know newness from the living of it.”24 The newness in counter-environments 
is what beckons a sense of aliveness. Goto suggests that “[w]hen human beings exercise their creativity, 
it fosters a sense of aliveness in them, as being creative leads to a sense of feeling real...[and] Feeling real, 
which means having a sense of self and of being, is essential to health.”25  

As counter-environments in prison create spaces for aliveness, they simultaneously function to critique 
the institution itself, exposing the prison as a death-dealing space. Philosopher Marshall McLuhan was 
a scholar of media theory and one who influenced Moltmann’s use of counter-environment. McLuhan 
suggests that “[e]nvironments are not just containers, but are processes that change the content totally...
antienvironments, or counterenvironments (sic)...are indispensable means of becoming aware of the 
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environment in which we live and of the environments we create for ourselves technically.”26 For McLuhan, 
counter-environments are revelatory, enabling us to see the environment and to understand it more clearly. 
Critical carceral creativity used to form counter-environments functions as a revelatory practice, exposing 
the reality of the prison as a death-dealing environment even as it simultaneously constructs spaces for 
living. Engaging critical carceral creativity, people in prison carve out living spaces for themselves.

Using Goto and McLuhan’s definitions, we can name the theology classroom and the birthday 
gathering site in prison as possible counter-environments. Students describe the theological classroom, 
for example, as a place where “I don’t feel like I’m in prison” and “I feel like myself.” Describing scenes 
like the birthday party, students disclose, “you forget for a moment where you are, and you feel normal 
again.” These testimonies suggest feelings of newness and aliveness and reconnect people in these counter-
environments with a sense of self and being. This, according to Goto, is essential to health. As such, 
counter-environments in prison provide space for people to reunite with themselves and to (re)member 
themselves. This is a healing act.

In stark contrast to the death-dealing environment of prison, living spaces refer to environments that 
are not only healing but also freeing. This freedom is the type Dr. Emilie Townes describes as a temporary 
state with moments of release, triumph, and hope.27 The experience of freedom in unfreedom creates 
a quality of life, burdened and imperfect as it may be, beyond that which is determined by the death-
loving institution. Through pragmatic visioning, people find ways to create temporary states of release 
and hopefulness in prison. As such, the constructive promise of carceral creativity lies in its ability to (re)
create spaces where living can occur — to create freedom for bodies to be self-defined and to belong. Yet 
again, both the theological classroom and the birthday party are examples of freeing spaces created in 
incarceration. Freeing spaces are creatively constructed sites to imagine, construct, embody, and extend 
freedom in unfreedom, where people employ different forms of creative agency to construct new models 
of living. 

By using erotic and economic creativity to transform death-loving spaces into life-affirming ones, 
people in prison can make a type of freeing environment for themselves. Countering the death-loving 
logic of the prison, life-affirming and life-sustaining logics attempt to govern these counter-environments 
to form temporal and imperfect communities. These are communities where life triumphs in, over, and 
against the death-dealing environment.  These are communities that save. 

a theology of crItIcal carceral creatIvIty

To say that critical carceral creativity aids in creating healing and freeing counter-environments in 
prison that are salvific is to make a theological claim about God’s presence and preference in an era of 
mass incarceration. I maintain that when spaces of life emerge in death-dealing environments, God is 
present saving, and affirming life in a preferential way.  I make this claim in the vein of womanist and other 
liberationist theologians throughout history — that God has been and is present in times of constrained 
agency and suffering, that God is particularly and intentionally found saving in the midst of oppression; 
and that not just behind barbed wire but especially there, God is present making a way out of no way. 

Making a way out of no way is a salvific claim — a womanist claim with universal applicability about 
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God’s presence and human possibility in contexts of oppression, suffering, and confinement. Building on 
the work of womanists before her, theologian Dr. Monica Coleman writes that making a way out of no way 
“is the way of life that appears in situations that threaten death...when Black women rebel against death-
dealing situations and God offers possibilities that were previously unforeseen, a way is made out of no 
way.”28 Coleman goes on to explain “making a way out of no way” as a constructive womanist concept of 
salvation that comes from the new vision God gives to Black women, “who then have significant agency 
in moving toward a just and participatory society. By operating in life threatening situations, this vision 
actually does struggle against the death dealing powers that threaten us.”29 When people in prison resist 
and rebel against death-dealing practices and participate in new visions for their lives, they enact their 
agency to create an environment more just than the one offered to them by the prison. 

I contend that critical carceral creativity and the healing counter-environments it creates signal claims 
about God’s preferential presence in prison. The claim is this: God is present in prison, calling people to 
new forms of life and into communities that help make that life possible. According to Coleman, God calls 
each of us to this ideal vision: 

God’s constant calling is to address, among other things, the evil of the world. God calls 
us, knowing who we are and what our situations are, and God tailors God’s calling to us 
for our life situations. God calls us in every moment, so we always have the opportunity to 
do something new, to create again, to get rid of the bad, to be reborn. God does not give 
up on us, but calls each and every one of us to Godself, to relationship, to community, and 
to God’s ideal vision.30 

For Coleman, God’s ideal vision is one of justice, well-being, and quality of life for all of creation, regardless 
of one’s past (making Coleman’s theological claims fitting for the prison environment). Coleman adds, 
“Without God, we are completely determined by our past. Because God contains the possibilities that are 
available to the world, God is the source of novelty. It is because of God that we can become something 
new, something not available within our past alone.”31 In God’s vision that Coleman describes, we sense the 
erotic impulse Jennings describes, and the newness and aliveness Goto writes about. 

Inspired by the work of Coleman, Goto, and Jennings, I maintain that counter-environments are 
sites for experiencing new possibilities for living amid death-dealing environments, and they come from 
God. People in prison are overwhelmingly judged by and held captive to their past in a pervasive culture 
of perpetual punishment. Living spaces in prison suggest these people can and do receive new visions 
and new possibilities for living from a God that continues to call them despite their conviction. Crime 
and conviction, theologically speaking, are never fundamentally determinative of one’s future. God still 
provides visions for a new life, giving possibilities for something new to emerge. In God, these visions can 
contribute to improved quality of life and communal common good even in death-dealing incarceration.

The creativity that carves out living space in death-loving carceral contexts is a sign of God’s presence in 
prison. Though a distorted and degrading human system, prison cannot terminate the call of God toward 
communion, well-being, and quality of life—a call felt most intimately in the community. Theologians like 
Coleman, Goto, and Jennings have long argued that community is the site of salvation. It is where and how 
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salvation is enfleshed and mediated, especially in contexts of domination. Salvation is found in the process 
of building and participating in “a community of diverse, disenfranchised people with a common yearning 
for a better life.”32

Salvific communities, like Coleman describes, are the counter-environments I witnessed in my 
time teaching in prison. In death-dealing domination, these communities in prison are examples of the 
“cooperative working together of the divine and creation.”33 These communities enable people to survive, 
to make a way of life out of no way. While survival is short of full liberation from the death-dealing system 
of incarceration, the tradition of womanist scholarship reminds us that “surviving with integrity” is still a 
way God saves.34 The construction of counter-environments that promote and affirm healing, inclusion, 
and self-definition in prison are ways that people survive prison, claiming their own dignity and integrity 
in the process.

the ethIcs of WItnessIng carceral creatIvIty

Reflecting theologically on carceral creativity, I have claimed that in prison, God saves from (social) 
death, calls to new life, and provides visions for new living that people enact in the construction of living 
spaces for themselves and others in prison. We might be tempted to stop here and celebrate the resilience 
of people who respond to God’s vision for a new life. Perhaps, we stop in thanks to a God who keeps calling 
despite a prison sentence. But I do not think that admiration and thanksgiving alone are the reactions that 
carceral creativity should elicit. We are not primarily called to venerate or look in awe at the creativity 
of those who survive contexts of death-dealing suffering. The creativity of the confined should move us 
instead (or also) to remedy the causes of suffering, not just marvel at what is possible in its midst.

Recounting his own experience of incarceration, theologian Jürgen Moltmann believes that God is 
“present even behind the barbed wire—no, most of all behind the barbed wire.”35 Moltmann is a former 
graduation speaker to the students I taught in prison and a pen pal to a previously incarcerated woman 
there. To him, God is present not incidentally in prison but intentionally and purposefully. In contexts of 
domination and degradation that deny life, healing counter-environments that affirm life, according to 
Moltmann, affirm the “creative, life-giving Spirit of God [who] brings us this eternally living life even now, 
before death...”36 The mission of God, therefore, is “nothing other than the movement of life and of healing; 
spreading consolation and courage and lifting up whatever wants to die.”37 God’s mission today is a mission 
of life that rejects prison’s death-loving social practices and calls all creatures to life, even in prison – no, 
especially in prison. 

I appreciate Moltmann’s use of the word mission. It reminds us that admiration, sincere or patronizing, 
is not the only or most appropriate response to witnessing critical carceral creativity. The appropriate 
response for those of us who witness it firsthand, as I did, or secondhand as you are through this essay, is to 
commit to participating in this movement of life and healing, extending living, healing, and freeing spaces 
in prison. When we accept this responsibility, we become co-laborers and holy conspirators with a God 
who brings about freedom and transformation in the darkest places for the most afflicted, even for those 
who have caused affliction themselves. 
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In this age of mass incarceration, God is found in the everydayness of the prison, creating spaces for 
living that resist the death-loving impulses of our culture of punishment. As long as prisons remain unjust 
death-dealing spaces, people who participate in prison education, ministry, or service must challenge 
death-loving practices and create and protect living spaces in prison. We must also construct and maintain 
living spaces outside of prison for those who are released, who hear God’s call to survive and live, and are 
desperately seeking communities to affirm and support this new vision of life. 

conclusIon

Growing up in a Black Missionary Baptist Church in the Midwest, I often heard it said that human 
creativity is a sign of God’s Spirit – a feature of God’s activity in the world. Heeding the wisdom of that 
tradition, I maintain that carceral creativity reveals to us glimpses of how God operates and is experienced 
in spaces of death-dealing incarceration. It reveals God’s saving presence in the crucible of suffering that 
is a US prison for women. In the long tradition of Christian theology that recognizes the revelatory power 
of aesthetic and embodied creative expressions, I claim that the carceral creativity I have written about, 
which creates living spaces in contexts of death, is God’s new creation appearing even if only temporarily 
in prison. 

A theology classroom, a birthday party for a lifer, a clandestine Christmas collection – all counter-
environments where living spaces are creatively constructed in prison. Explored theologically, I have 
demonstrated both the salvific significance of life-affirming counter-environments and the responsibility 
of those of us who witness them. While I was never able to see with my own eyes the birthday party I 
was told so excitedly about, I believe it was a glimpse of God’s ideal vision breaking forth and becoming 
enfleshed inside a prison. In that carceral communal celebration, perhaps God was present, salvation was 
enfleshed, and for a moment, freedom was created – a momentary embodiment of the gospel.
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notes

1  All stories and examples from the prison are from my time teaching and researching in a prison for women in the 
southern part of the United States. Names of incarcerated people in this paper are pseudonyms. Details in the stories 
are factual though identifying details and timelines have been changed as necessary to protect confidentiality. I offer 
this scene less as an exact retelling of any particular Friday and more as a condensed vignette into the creative and 
complicated reality of a women’s prison. Some details have been rearranged and altered to promote anonymity.

2  See Nicole R. Fleetwood, Marking Time: Art in the Age of Mass Incarceration (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard 
University Press, 2020) and Sharon Luk, The Life of Paper: Letters and a Poetics of Living Beyond Captivity, First 
Edition (Oakland, California: University of California Press, 2017).

3  A. Elizabeth Stearns, Rick Swanson, and Stephanie Etie, “The Walking Dead? Assessing Social Death among Long-
Term Prisoners,” Corrections, November 21, 2017, 2.

4  I use gender-specific pronouns to reflect desired gender identification of the person I am discussing. Some of the 
students in the Theology program identify as “she/her,” others as “he/him,” and still others as “they.” For some, this 
definition is fluid, flexible, and prone to change. My use of respective pronouns throughout is to acknowledge and 
respect this self-definition.

5  Katie G. Cannon, Katie’s Canon: Womanism and the Soul of the Black Community (New York: Continuum, 1995), 
62.

6  One of the more influential conceptualizations of social death comes from sociologist Orlando Patterson. In his 
work Slavery and Social Death: A Comparative Study (1982), Patterson describes social death as both a state of being 
and a process. As a state of being, social death is defined as “a state of existential non-personhood; a condition of being 
in existence and non-existence simultaneously.” Exploring social death in slavery, Patterson describes how African 
people were removed from their home contexts and systematically stripped of markers of identity such as language, 
clothing, kinship, and status. With markers of identity devalued or removed, African people were forcibly placed 
into a context governed by rules they had no agency in forming or reforming. Patterson maintained that separated 
from society, people now enslaved existed socially and legally only through their masters and were given the status 
of nonbeings. Scholars of prison studies and mass incarceration see similarities between Patterson’s portrayal of the 
process of social death in slavery and that same process in incarceration. For a full treatment of Patterson’s argument, 
see Slavery and Social Death: A Comparative Study. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1982. For more on the 
similarities between social death in slavery and incarceration, see Price, Joshua M. Prison and Social Death. Critical 
Issues in Crime and Society. New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 2015.

7  David J. Rothman, The Discovery of the Asylum: Social Order and Disorder in the New Republic (Boston: Little, 
Brown, 1971), 95.

8  Sharon Luk describes the process or purpose of incarceration as “systematic social dismantling.” See The Life of 
Paper: Letters and a Poetics of Living Beyond Captivity (Oakland: University of California Press, 2017).
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9  Stearns, Swanson, and Etie, “The Walking Dead?”

10  For qualitative analysis on how men studying theology in prison resist the effects of social death, See: Stern, Kaia. 
Voices from American Prisons: Faith, Education and Healing. London: Routledge, 2014.

11  Lora Bex Lempert, Women Doing Life: Gender, Punishment and the Struggle for Identity (New York: NYU Press, 
2016), 60.

12  Lempert, 60.

13  Lempert, 61.

14  Patricia Hill Collins, Fighting Words: Black Women and the Search for Justice (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1998), 47.

15  Patricia Hill Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment, 2nd ed. 
(New York: Routledge, 2000), 119.

16  Hill Collins, Fighting Words, 238.
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Abstract

 
When hundreds of clergy gathered at Camp Oceti Sakowin on November 
3, 2016, they did so not as allies or friends, but first as enemies. This site 
of social movement uprising against settler colonial capitalist extractivism 
emerged within a long legacy of Indigenous resistance. Recognizing 
this, clergy first repudiated the Doctrine of Discovery—a centuries old 
precedent of international law allowing European Christian settlers 
to dispossess Indigenous people of their lands and lifeways—before 
marching in a witness of solidarity. In the following essay, I argue that 
the distinction between friends and enemies, an apocalyptic dualism 
often critiqued, offers Christian settlers a needed realism for confronting 
historic harm and combating anthropogenic climate change. It forces a 
moment of reckoning. It calls to conversion. It names the reality that some 
of us are acting as enemies to the earth and the people of the earth by 
hastening its destruction. We are all interconnected. Yes, economists and 
ecologists can agree that colonial capitalism has forged real and enduring 
global connections. But, we are not all interconnected in the same way. 
This essay invites us to ask the question: how are we connected? In the 
bonds of violent antagonism that construct the world of settler colonialism 
and capitalist extractivism? Or allied in hopes for the end of this world 
and the struggle for planetary life?

On the chilly morning of November 3, 2016, hundreds of clergy gathered at Camp Oceti Sakowin 
at the confluence of the Cannonball and Missouri rivers.1 They had been called together by 
Episcopal priest Rev. John Floberg to stand with the Water Protectors resisting Zuzeca Sapa, the 

Black Snake of the Dakota Access Pipeline. 
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According to Lakota prophecy, Zuzeca Sapa would extend across Sioux lands as a harbinger of the 
end of the world: polluting water, contaminating land, and destroying creaturely life.2 The Dakota Access 
Pipeline or DAPL, a $3.8 billion, 1,172 mile project running from the Bakken oil fields in North Dakota 
to Patoka, Illinois, cuts across four states, skirting the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. The projected path of 
the pipeline ran across ancestral burial grounds and under Lake Oahe, a dammed reservoir created by 
the Army Corps of Engineers in the course of the Missouri River. The river, known by the Lakota as Mni 
Sose, provides drinking water to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe’s over eight thousand inhabitants, not to 
mention the many towns and cities further downstream. 

In this front line of the struggle against anthropogenic climate change, Indigenous Water Protectors 
had risen up to defend the sacredness of water and the sovereignty of native lands, crying “Mni Wocini! / 
Water Is Life!” Following Lakota youth, and building on movement connections forged in protests against 
the Keystone XL oil pipeline, Indigenous activists from hundreds of tribes and their allies had gathered at 
several protest camps in the late spring and summer of 2016. At its height, the main camp Oceti Sakowin 
(literally “seven council fires” to indicate a gathering of the Great Sioux Nation) held a population of a large 
town with thousands of Water Protectors, guests, and media. 

The camp proleptically formed a new world in the shell of the old. Or as Lower Brule Sioux historian 
Nick Estes and anthropologist Jaskiran Dhillon have suggested, “In the colonial context, it’s the old world 
that came before, an Indigenous world that never went away, that inhabits the imprisoning shell of the 
new world, waiting to break free.”3 If Zuzeca Sapa portended the end of the world, the camp offered an 
apocalyptic vision of another world beyond settler colonial extractive capitalism.4 

In order to enter this new world, however, those clergy who gathered on the crisp November morning 
had to begin with renunciation of the world Christendom and capitalism have wrought. As they arrived 
the clergy were directed toward the sacred ceremonial fire at the center of the camp. The fire, which was 
constantly tended by fire keepers selected by camp elders, was at the heart of the uprising: a gathering 
place for ceremony, announcements, movement building, and story telling. As clergy gathered in a large 
circle around the fire, leaders of the Oceti Sakowin camp welcomed them.

Following this word of welcome, representatives from each of the religious traditions assembled—
Episcopal, Lutheran, United Church of Christ, Presbyterian, Unitarian Universalist, among others—
proceeded to repudiate the Doctrine of Discovery. The Doctrine of Discovery is a set of theopolitical 
legal principles that were articulated incipiently in the fifteenth century, codified later into international 
law, and affirmed by the US Supreme Court, that served as the justification for Christian colonization of 
Indigenous people and lands. As the organizer Floberg reported, “We had to do our business publicly 
before we could ever come out here and say we are standing in solidarity...We had to be as right as we could 
with the nations that are represented in that camp, and we don’t expect everybody to accept our apology, 
accept our renunciation, we have to live into that.”5

In the following essay, I interpret the clergy’s action of repudiation through the apocalyptic distinction 
between friends and enemies to propose renunciation of the settler colonial world as a prerequisite for 
belonging as allies. Such apocalyptic dualisms, of course, are dangerous. They organize the world into us 
and them, the light and dark, the chosen and the left behind. Theologians, scholars of religion and violence, 
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feminists, and others have rightly critiqued such dualisms by showing the ways they tempt us toward 
purifying violence. Alternatively, some have proposed more universal affirmations of interconnectedness 
as a salve for such division. As I show, however, the apocalyptic dualism between friend and enemy invites 
a resignification that Christian settlers need. The friend-enemy distinction unveils the historic antagonism 
of Christian-heathen articulated in the Doctrine of Discovery that comes to animate other distinctions: 
European-Native, white-black-red, civilized-savage, and more. Calling up the antagonism merely discloses 
the reality that Christian settlers (in this case white US Americans) are acting as enemies to the earth and the 
people of the earth. We are all interconnected—yes, the ecologists and economists can agree—but, we are 
not all interconnected in the same way. In fact, some of us have been performing an identity of antagonism 
as enemies of the earth and the earth’s peoples. As I argue, coming to recognize one’s participation in such 
destruction is a precondition for the possibility of the types of conversion that enable enemies to become 
allies. 

1. DIscovery, DIsPossessIon, anD settler colonIal extractIon

For Christian settler clergy to rightly enter the Oceti Sakowin camp, even at the invitation of Indigenous 
leaders, they had to acknowledge first that they did so not as friends or allies (as Lakota, Dakota, and 
Nakota literally mean). Rather, they did so as enemies. Christian settlers have historically and presently 
allied themselves with the project of dominion over Indigenous people, places, and lifeways, a project 
justified by the Doctrine of Discovery. But what is the Doctrine of Discovery? And how is it relevant to the 
pipeline that was being built in the upper-midwest of the United States in 2016?

1.1. the DoctrIne of DIscovery In the Past

Contemporary scholars and activists use the term Doctrine of Discovery to refer to a precedent of 
international law developed over centuries that granted European Christians certain rights to supposedly 
undiscovered Indigenous lands. Scholar of law and member of the Oneida Nation Robert J. Miller has 
traced this genealogy through its many permutations, arguing that it is “the primary legal precedent that 
still controls native affairs in rights.”6 In essence, the doctrine granted certain European Christians the 
preemptive and thereby exclusive right to purchase so-called discovered lands, or, as was often the case, to 
claim title through conquest. 

Scholars commonly locate the origins of the doctrine in the fifteenth and sixteenth century as Spain 
and Portugal competed for colonial dominance. Drawing on earlier papal decisions—that the pope had a 
global jurisdiction of dominion, and that (infidel) Muslims’ sovereign and property rights were limited by 
this prior dominion—Portuguese and Spanish rulers impressed upon the pope to legitimize their discovery 
and occupation of Muslim lands. Though Muslims had a natural right to dominion, this right was forfeited 
by their failure to admit Christian missionaries or by their violation of (European interpretations of) 
natural law. These failures identified them as enemies of Christ and therefore void of legitimate natural 
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rights to territorial sovereignty. Thus, in Romanus Pontifex (1455) and then later in Inter Caetera (1456), 
Popes Nicolas V and Calixtus III granted Portugal the right “to invade, search out, capture, vanquish, 
and subdue all Saracens and pagans whatsoever, and other enemies of Christ wheresoever placed, and 
the kingdoms, dukedoms, principalities, dominions, possessions, and all moveable and immovable 
goods whatsoever held and possess by them and to reduce their persons to perpetual slavery . . . ”7 Pope 
Alexander VI extended this same right of discovery to Spain following Cristóbal Colón’s (Christopher 
Columbus) inauspicious voyage, calling the rulers of Spain and Portugal to “to bring under your sway the 
said mainlands and islands with their residents and inhabitants and to bring them to the Catholic faith.”8 
Though the primary geo-political aim of these papal pronouncements was to prevent intra-European 
squabbles on threat of excommunication, the decisions had far reaching effects.

From these beginnings, the doctrine of discovery developed as a fundamental tenant of international 
law. France and England also developed their own use of the doctrine, especially as claims of discovery  
began to swing free of the pope’s universal jurisdiction and became rooted more firmly in an account of 
natural law. Like their predecessors, they judged violations of natural law as the condition for just conquest. 
What France and England added to the doctrine, according to Miller, was the importance of “actual 
occupancy and possession as a requirement to establish European claims to title.”9 Discovery and rituals 
of occupancy, such as the requerimiento, became integral to the practice of dispossession of Indigenous 
people from their land. Fundamental to these projects of domination, as Shawnee/Lenape legal scholar 
Steven T. Newcomb has argued, is the cognitive frame of the Israelite conquest of Canaan.10 European-
turned-American settlers utilized the story of the Hebrew conquest of Canaan as the analogical lens to 
justify their domination of native peoples. The analogy was not perfect: potentates (kings, presidents, 
supreme courts, legislators) took the roll of God in declaring the right of dominion, and the Christian 
people (whether Spanish, English, or American) occupied the roll of God’s chosen people. The Indigenous 
people of America, then, were figured as the Canaanites whose removal was not only allowed but obliged.11

It was also during this period that a shift occurred within the doctrine. Whereas early articulations 
located the motivation and justification for conquest in religious identity, the 17th and 18th Centuries 
saw a shift to focus on race as the relevant marker of difference.12 Whereas the spread of Christendom 
was the prior justification, the spread of white, European, civilization became the later aim. This subtle 
secularization replaced conversion to Christianity with capitalist productivity as the goal for so-called 
discovered lands and peoples. 

Building on these precedents, the United States codified its own version of the doctrine in its early 
relations with Indigenous people. For example, Thomas Jefferson’s Louisiana Purchase and subsequent 
dispatch of Lewis and Clark proved an essential expedition for the establishment of preemptive property 
rights for the new nation from the Atlantic to the Pacific oceans.13 

The doctrine was later affirmed within US law by the Supreme Court in Johnson v. M’Intosh (1823). 
Writing the unanimous opinion, Chief Justice John Marshall ruled that for the United States “discovery 
gave an exclusive right to extinguish the Indian title of occupancy, either by purchase or by conquest; and 
gave also a right to such a degree of sovereignty as the circumstances of the people would allow them to 
exercise . . . discovery gave title to the government, which title might be consummated by possession.” 14 
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The particular decision sought to adjudicate between competing claims of title from two land companies 
(The Illinois Land Company and the Wabash Land Company), which had bought property from the 
Illinois and Piankeshaw Indians and William M’Intosh who had bought the same property from the US 
Government. The Court found in favor of M’Intosh’s claim, but the implications of the decision were far 
more sweeping. Most proximately, the Court ensured that Indigenous peoples sold their properties only 
to the United States government, thus creating an exclusive right. Tribes could not sell their lands to other 
tribes, nor to other colonial powers. 

Yet, what is significant here is the justification of this exclusive right. Marshall rooted his account 
in the “universal recognition” of the principle of discovery and justified that principle by the “superior 
genius of Europe” that graciously bestowed upon the “heathen” inhabitants “civilization and Christianity 
in exchange for unlimited independence.”15 Building on the doctrine of discovery developed from papal 
pronouncement and colonial precedent, Marshall argued that the Indigenous inhabitants of the Americas 
had only provisional title to their lands, due to their status as heathens and savages, and that the gift of 
civilization was plenty compensation for the presumption of sovereign rights. Again, quoting Marshall: 
“the tribes of Indians inhabiting this country were fierce savages whose occupation was war and whose 
subsistence was drawn chiefly from the forest. To leave them in possession of their country was to leave the 
country a wilderness; to govern them as a distinct people was impossible because they were as brave and as 
high spirited as they were fierce, and were ready to repel by arms every attempt on their independence.”16 
Here Christian supremacy and the fantastic hegemonic imagination of the native other was encoded into 
US legal precedent.17 As Hunkpapa Lakota legal scholar and member of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe 
Vine Deloria argued, “Federal Indian law actually begins with a sleight-of-hand decision that proclaimed 
that the United States had special standing with respect to ownership of the land on which the Indigenous 
People lived. This nefarious concept was called the ‘Doctrine of Discovery.’ . . . It was, as it turned out, the 
greatest real estate transaction in history.”18

It is beyond the scope of this essay to give a full accounting of this doctrine, its development, and 
its consequences. Other scholars have offered those accounts elsewhere.19 For the purposes of this essay, 
however, I want to resurface a very schematic genealogy of the doctrine—developed in the wake of centuries 
of crusades against “enemies of Christ” and during the initial scramble for colonial dominance—in order 
to show how it sets a semiotic range of recognition that continues to operate within the present. The 
Doctrine of Discovery has functioned since its inception as a tool of inter-European cooperation, enabling 
Christian colonial powers to ritualize the claim-making process for land and resources. It identified the 
“superior genius,” to use the words of the Marshall Court, of European Christianity as the purveyor of 
civilization and just claimant of property and people. Thus, Euro-American, Christian, colonial settlers 
were consolidated as an identity group that, as God’s chosen people, obtained special legal powers. 
Meanwhile, the Indigenous inhabitants were rendered invisible as Canaanites and their lands as terra 
nullius. A look at the immediate context of the clergy action on November 3, 2016 begins to demonstrate 
the continuing perverse performative power of this doctrine.

1.2. the DoctrIne of DIscovery In the Present
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During the spring and summer of 2016, Standing Rock Sioux tribal leaders pushed their case through 
legal channels while Water Protectors utilized nonviolent direct action to halt the construction of the 
pipeline. The legal claims for tribal leaders were made, as Cherokee legal scholar Mary Kathryn Nagle 
has shown, through appeals to environmental and historical protection laws.20 Nagle argues that these 
legal claims were insufficient for stopping the pipeline construction because they did not address the 
root problem: the Doctrine of Discovery. Though the legal arguments were thus constrained, the actions 
of Water Protectors were more symbolically evocative. Creatively employing a variety of tactics, Water 
Protectors brought international attention to the struggle. And in bringing that attention they resignified 
the struggle—variously understood as an environmental protest, an Indigenous uprising, or a pilgrimage 
site—within a much wider frame. Through their prayers, ceremonies, advocacy, and more, Water Protectors 
brought attention to the long legacy of settler dispossession of native land, lives, and livelihoods. 21 In 
particular, as Nagle argues, the crisis at Standing Rock was a direct result of the Supreme Court’s decision 
in Johnson v. M’Intosh: “the failure to commercially exploit land became the legal basis for transferring 
title from those who would not to those who would.”22 It was the failure of the Standing Rock Sioux to 
appropriately exploit their land, land that was home to ancestral burial sites, that provided the justification 
for Indigenous subjugation.

While the Water Protectors drew widespread media and public attention through their direct actions, 
they also drew the attention of a coalition of private and state security agencies intent on thwarting the 
uprising. Local and state law enforcement agencies collaborated with TigerSwan, a private security agency 
hired by the corporation constructing DAPL Energy Transfer Partners.23 Together, this private-state 
counterinsurgency collaboration surveilled and suppressed the uprising, bringing the full weight of the 
settler colonial state upon Indigenous attempts to claim sovereignty over their land and water. 

The particular incident of settler colonial violence that preceded the clergy’s action on November 3, 
featured at the outset of this essay, was the brutal demolition of the short lived 1851 Camp on October 
27. Set up outside of the Standing Rock Sioux reservation, but within the boundaries specified by an 1851 
treaty, the camp stood directly in the path of the Dakota Access Pipeline. The repression of the camp was 
swift and severe. North Dakota Governor Jack Dalrymple declared a state of emergency and facilitated the 
largest mobilization of military and police in the state since the 1890 Wounded Knee Massacre.24 In a series 
of counterinsurgency actions, security officers cleared Water Protectors from the camp and confiscated 
camp infrastructure. Nick Estes described the action:

Cops in riot gear conducted tipi-by-tipi raids, slashing tents and tipi canvases. They 
dragged half-naked elders from ceremonial sweat lodges, tasered a man in the face, doused 
people with CS gas and tear gas, and blasted adults and youth with deafening LRAD sound 
cannons. The 142 arrested were marked with a number in black permanent marker on 
their forearm, led onto buses, and kept overnight in dog kennels. To add insult to injury, 
personal belongings—including ceremonial items like pipes and eagle feathers, as well 
as jackets and tents—confiscated by the police during the raid were returned soaked in 
urine.25
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The actions of private and governmental security officials cohere with the long project of dispossession 
initiated by the Doctrine of Discovery: identifying native peoples as enemies of progress, civilization, 
and development in order to remove them by purchase or conquest so that their lands could be exploited 
for commercial purposes. No longer justified with evangelistic intent or even natural law, the doctrine is 
now rooted in the sacredness of the right of private property and resource extraction for the purpose of 
economic development.26 Gov. Jack Dalrymple cleared the way for the settler resource extraction of Energy 
Transfer Partners through a combination of appeals to the rule of law and counterinsurgency repression – 
in other words, purchase and conquest. This only thinly veiled secularization of the Doctrine of Discovery 
continues to invalidate Indigenous claims to land rights and to fuel modes of capitalist extractivism. 

These escalating tensions and manifestations of settler colonial violence precipitated the clergy call 
to solidarity with Standing Rock on November 3. Floberg, Supervising Priest to the Episcopal faith 
communities at Standing Rock, issued an invitation to his colleagues to join him in an effort “to be 
peaceful, to be prayerful, to be nonviolent and to show the church’s solidarity with the Standing Rock Sioux 
Tribe’s struggle.”27 In particular, Floberg was “concerned by the increased repression of non-violent Water 
Protectors whose ranks include men, women and youth.” Floberg reported:

[We were] seeing that the use of force is getting to the point where, if there isn’t something 
done that interrupts how things are going, then we’re going to have death. Somebody’s 
going to die because of excessive use of force. And so it’s at that point that I went to a 
headman of the camp and asked them permission to gather clergy from around the 
country to come and then stand ground with them. And we were given permission for 
that to happen.28

In the lead up to the action, Floberg was visiting the camp daily. It was during those visits that he discerned 
what he believed they needed to do.

It just became clear to me that we can’t come alongside and stand with these tribal nations, 
well over 300 of whom had already identified themselves with their flags flying in the 
camp, that we couldn’t go in there and act as though ‘we’re the hero coming alongside and 
aren’t you glad . . . that we got here’ kind of thing? Because it was the church’s action, in 
the papal bull, that got the whole thing going in the first place. That whole business about 
being able to take somebody else’s territory, if they aren’t Christian, is the precursor to all 
of this back in the 1500s.

Thus he decided to include the repudiation of the Doctrine of Discovery as a part of their action. On 
October 31, Floberg announced via Facebook: 

Many of our faith traditions have now rejected the Doctrine of Discovery that provided 
the way for church sanctioned oppression during the past 500 years. For those of us that 
are able, in our faith tradition, we will reiterate our renunciation of that doctrine in Camp 
Oceti Sakowin before we ever go out to stand witness with the Standing Rock Nation. That 
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act will be the first thing and the first time done by so many in attendance of denominations 
and of Indigenous people.29

And so it was that clergy repudiated the doctrine before marching together to the site of violence at the 
former 1851 Camp. United Church of Christ minister and theologian Rebecca Voelkel reflected,

If we, as Christians, were to stand with Standing Rock with any degree of integrity, we had 
to first be clear where we stood in relation to our collective history. It was Christian theology 
that encouraged, directed and literally baptized and blessed the genocide of indigenous 
people. It was Christian theology that undergirded broken treaty after broken treaty. It 
was Christian theology that created the Boarding Schools, many of whose missions were 
explicitly to “kill the savage in order to save the man.”

She concluded, “the Doctrine of Discovery is alive and well in the Dakota Access Pipeline.”30

The Doctrine of Discovery, the nefarious belief that Christians/Europeans/US Americans have the 
right of exclusive title to lands discovered regardless of the occupancy of previous inhabitants, has been 
justified through a doctrine of election that imagined a fundamental opposition between God’s chosen 
people and enemies of Christ. The genealogy reconstructed here reveals real changes and development. 
The Muslim enemies of Christ have become Indigenous enemies of economic progress. The Christianizing 
and civilizing mission of the Portuguese and Spanish has become, ever so subtly, an economic project of 
capitalist extraction. Yet, the deep structure of thought and practice that animated the contest between 
police and Water Protectors at Oceti Sakowin emerges from this long history. To some, the action of 
clergy—repudiating the Doctrine of Discovery publicly and then burning representations of a fifteenth 
century papal bull—may seem obscure to the point of unintelligibility. What does this doctrine developed 
at the dawn of the colonial era by the Roman pontiff for the benefit of rulers of Spain and Portugal have 
to do with a pipeline in the upper midwest of the United States in the twenty-first century? But the the 
organizers and participants in the November 3 action respond that these seemingly antiquarian documents 
have everything to do with the present. The dispossessions of centuries past continue to live today as 
corporations and settler states violently thwart Indigenous resistance. 

2. BelongIng at the enD of the settler colonIal WorlD

It was by no means inevitable that settler clergy—representing Christian, Unitarian Universalist, and 
other religious traditions—would have participated in a public renunciation of the doctrines of the past 
and their continued violence in the present. Alternatively, they might have simply affirmed that we are all 
connected, as many eco-theologians are wont to do.31 A vague sense of solidarity may have been enough to 
allow showing up alongside Indigenous Water Protectors. Yet, these clergy took a different tack, one that 
reveals the impotence of universal appeals. My contention is that this action was made possible in part by 
an apocalyptic clarity that distinguished between friends and enemies. 
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2.1. The end of The world

The uprising at Standing Rock was apocalyptic.32 By apocalypse here, I invoke the term’s etymological 
origins meaning literally revelation or unveiling. The uprising unveiled the possible endings of worlds, and 
thereby a dualistic competition between worlds. Most proximately, the uprising aimed to bring attention 
to the potential end of the lives and lifeways of those creatures that stood in the path of Zuzeca Sapa. For 
Lakota activists chanting “This is what the prophecy looks like!” the oil pipelines spreading across tribal 
lands were foretold. As Nick Estes reports, “prophecy told of Zuzeca Sapa, the Black Snake, extending 
itself across the land and imperiling all life, beginning with the water.”33 The Black Snake, according to 
Water Protectors, was the oil pipelines of Keystone XL and DAPL. The uprising invigorated the visions of 
participants to imagine the endings of the colonial semiotic structures that have, perniciously, made sense 
of human and nonhuman communities, identities, and relations.34 These prophecies were not so much 
predictive, as they were “diagnoses of the times in which we live, and visions of what must be done to 
get free.”35 Importantly, such declarations for Osage theologian George Tinker are principally spatial, not 
temporal.36 Consistent with an Indigenous imagination of time and space, this apocalypse is all about land, 
place, and belonging. In one sense, then, the possible world ending revealed by the uprising is the end of 
the flourishing of Indigenous life and all their relations. 

But, this world ending was not the only one imaginable. The apocalypticism of Oceti Sakowin was 
not only critical; it was also proleptic. The threat of ending lives and livelihoods that the DAPL pipeline 
foretold also opened the possibility of visions of the end of the settler colonial modes of dispossession and 
extraction and a construction of a new world of Indigenous belonging. The Sacred Stone camp organized 
by LaDonna Brave Bull Allard and then the Oceti Sakowin camp were spaces of Indigenous world-building. 
Like Estes and Dhillon noted, the camp was the old world in the shell of the new: a space for the recovery 
of Indigenous language, ceremony, and lifeways. As Lower Brule Sioux Lewis Grassrope reflected, “Most 
people who come here never had a role to play in their own lives. We saw a lot of lost people, people who 
don’t realize they’re more than Americans. Their ancestors are indigenous from somewhere, which means 
they were once caretakers of the Earth.”37 In the Standing Rock uprisings Indigenous people found a new 
world of belonging. Grassrope continued, “We’re sharing work, and we’re sharing stories. We’ve learned 
a new way, and it’s teaching us to be human beings again.” Chief Arvol Looking Horse shared a similar 
vision of belonging, one that included peoples from across the planet. “Our vision is for the peoples of all 
continents, regardless of their beliefs in the Creator, to come together as one at their Sacred Sites to pray 
and meditate and commune with one another, thus promoting an energy shift to heal our Mother Earth 
and achieve a universal consciousness toward attaining peace.”38 While capacious in its reach, the invitation 
was not without conditions. It was to come to pray and meditate, to join with the peoples gathered to 
protect the water, and thereby to resist settler colonial extractive capitalism. 

This at once critical and proleptic call of Indigenous Water Protectors at Standing Rock gives rise to an 
apocalyptic imagination. To be clear, this is primarily a revelation of Indigenous wisdom. As Potawatomi 
scholar Kyle Powys White has argued, “in the Anthropocene . . . some indigenous peoples already inhabit 
what our ancestors would have likely characterized as a dystopian future.”39 The point here is that the world 
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constructed by the perverse apocalyptic of the Christian European colonial project has been catastrophic 
for Indigenous peoples. The Doctrine of Discovery in which all people are organized into friends or 
enemies of Christ, and lands and lifeways are thus ordered accordingly, is a form of world making. The 
arrival of the Zuzeca Sapa precipitates the observation by Lakota scholars and leaders that this project of 
world making is coming to an end. Such apocalypses are not predictive, but merely describe the reality that 
the end of the world has come, and with its ending that new forms of communion are emerging.40 

In light of this new world emerging, the invitation of Indigenous leaders was gracious and capacious. 
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe Chairman David Archambault II issued his call for actions of solidarity in The 
New York Times: “Our hand continues to be open to cooperation, and our cause is just. This fight is not 
just for the interests of the Standing Rock Sioux tribe, but also for those of our neighbors on the Missouri 
River: The ranchers and farmers and small towns who depend on the river have shown overwhelming 
support for our protest.”41 Archambault sought to make common cause with the ranchers and farmers 
downstream who depended on the Missouri River for drinking water and irrigation. Drawing on a culture 
of allyship, Archambault invited settlers to join their cause. Such an invitation, while emerging from Lakota 
commitments, was also strategic. See, for example, Chief Arvol Looking Horse’s call for allies: “We are 
asking the religious leaders to come and support our youth, to stand side by side with them, because they 
are standing in prayer. So, if you can find it in your heart to pray with them and stand beside them. The 
police department and National Guard would listen to each and every one of you.”42 Lakota leaders knew 
that the private and governmental security officials gathered at the edge of the camp would listen to white 
Christian settler clergy. Maybe more importantly, they knew that the brutal suppression of white Christian 
settler clergy would look bad in the media, where pictures and video of such an action would inevitably 
come to light.

Christian clergy, for their part, often echoed parts of these universal affirmations of solidarity. 
Episcopal Presiding Bishop Michael Curry, for example, during a visit to Camp Oceti Sakowin affirmed 
that “water means life for all of the children of God, human beings who are gifts of the creator.” Curry 
proclaimed that “your struggle is not just your struggle, it is our struggle; it is the struggle of the human 
community.”43 Of course, this seemingly universal appeal takes on particular significance when issued by 
the first Black Presiding Bishop of a largely white denomination. Moreover, the actions of the clergy were 
supported by the Rev. Stephanie Spellers, Canon to the Presiding Bishop for Evangelism, Reconciliation 
and Stewardship of Creation who is also Black. Thus, the identities of those Christians who came alongside 
the Standing Rock Sioux were already mixed.44 

These universal affirmations, however, should not obfuscate the real differences that had to be crossed 
in the work of solidarity. Some members of the camp challenged Christian clergy during their visits. In 
one encounter, a Water Protector called out clergy visitors asking if they were there to “convert Indians.” 
Floberg’s colleague, Rev. Lauren Stanley, the Episcopal priest-in-charge on the Rosebud Indian Reservation, 
responded that they were there to offer support, not to coerce conversion. “We are not here to convert you. 
We are not. We are not the old Christians.”45 In attempt to make good on her statement, she brought food, 
wood, a generator, and log splitter to the camp. Yet, questions hovered around the interaction: which side 
are you on? Which world is your imagination invested in? Floberg reported that while “the elders who 
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came forward were very glad to receive [the] repudiation [of the Doctrine of Discovery], and to light that 
papal bull on fire . . . there were voices in the camp saying, so are you going to give back the land?”46 As 
much as Stanley and other Christian settler clergy would have liked to draw a strong contrast between the 
present and the past, such distinction has to be demonstrated, not merely stated. As Floberg concluded, 
“The Christian Church has not yet proven what it means by repudiating in the Doctrine of Discovery.” 
Repudiation may be the first step, but following after it comes reparations.

In an essay addressed to white allies of Indigenous struggles, Kyle Powys Whyte identifies two 
temptations: the romantic and the same boat approach.47 The romantic approach valorizes Indigenous 
wisdom and spirituality. As such this approach ignores the deformations introduced by colonialism that 
pit Indigenous people against each other, in some cases collaborating in the project of resource extraction 
and in others resisting it. The same boat approach diminishes the differences among Indigenous and settler 
environmentalist causes. This approach ignores the demands of Indigenous people for territorial control 
and subsumes it within struggles against climate change. Both temptations were present at Camp Oceti 
Sakowin. Clergy visitors valorized Indigenous spirituality even as they suggested that the struggle is one 
that involves us all. 

2.2. ApocAlypTic duAlisms

Yet, affirmations of universal solidarity were not the only mode of relationship engendered at Oceti 
Sakowin. The apocalyptic frame of the uprising pushed relations in a different direction. Yes, we are all 
connected. But, the apocalyptic frame unveiled the fact that in the world constructed by settler colonialism 
and justified by the Doctrine of Discovery we are connected in relationships of division and violence.48 
This specter of apocalypse evoked a dualistic opposition of friend and enemy. 

A scholar who developed the dualism of friend and enemy with frightful clarity was Carl Schmitt. 
For the Nazi jurist, the distinction between friend and enemy was as fundamental to politics as good and 
bad are to ethics or beautiful and ugly are to aesthetics. “Tell me who your enemy is and I will tell you 
who you are.”49 The identification of a common enemy, for Schmitt, was necessary for the construction 
of any political unit, especially the state. Dubiously, Schmitt argued that this identification need not carry 
moral or aesthetic judgments along with it: politics is an autonomous sphere. Yet, it is the identification 
of this antithesis that determines the construction of the political. As such, Schmitt easily dismisses the 
suggestion that love of enemies might degrade this distinction, for “never in the thousand-year struggle 
between Christians and Moslems did it occur to a Christian to surrender rather than defend Europe 
out of love toward the Saracens or Turks.”50 It is no mere coincidence here that Schmitt’s account of the 
friend-enemy distinction draws from the same source as the Doctrine of Discovery. It is the Muslim, and 
later the Indigenous, other that creates the conditions for the practice of settler colonial politics. Schmitt’s 
theoretical clarity came to a terrible practical conclusion in the Nazi identification of the Jews as the enemy 
of the German people. In a compatible way, it was the clarity of the friend-enemy distinction that allowed 
many European Christians to enact the project of settler colonialism with genocidal effect.
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For good reason, then, a clear distinction between friends and enemies can sit uneasily with critics of 
apocalyptic dualism. The distinction can signal forms of antagonism that end in an irresolvable conflict. 
And, to be fair, this is what Schmitt had in mind, defining the enemy as “the other, the stranger; and it is 
sufficient for his nature that he is, in a specifically intense way, existentially something different and alien.”51 
If we wish to reject Schmitt’s antagonisms, the option it seems would be to do away with the distinction 
altogether. Rather than friends and enemies, we would affirm that we are all connected, Christian and 
Muslim, settler and Indigenous, white, black, red and more are all joined in a universal human kinship of 
solidarity. Yet, making this move introduces a number of problems. First, by making such appeals we end 
up falling into the blithe liberalism that Schmitt justly sought to undermine.52 We aim to resist antagonism, 
and thereby we create an enemy of the antagonists. So, it seems, we are stuck in Schmitt’s trap. Second, 
and maybe more damning, in appeals to universal solidarity, we risk doing away with the particularity of 
our subject positions and history. For example, while all are impacted by the dynamics of climate change 
poor people of color bear the brunt of planetary devastation. This is not simply an accident of history, but 
is a product of historical designs, like the Doctrine of Discovery, that aimed intentionally to extract wealth 
through the labor, land, and lives of the very same people. 

What, then, can be done with this distinction? We dare not resist it by universal appeals. And, 
furthermore, Schmitt’s own hardened distinctions begin to break down with his insistence on the autonomy 
of the political and his rejection of the political significance of enemy love.53 Schmitt could not imagine that 
identifying an enemy can easily bleed into moral and aesthetic spheres or that enemy love, as a political act, 
can lead to conversion of one’s allegiances. It is with this immanent critique of Schmitt that we can begin to 
see the possibility of a fruitful use of the distinction between friends and enemies. In order to develop this 
further, let’s look at how this distinction operated at Camp Oceti Sakowin. 

Rather than simply affirming a universal kinship—and thereby obfuscating the real role that their 
own traditions have played and continue play in Indigenous genocide and dispossession—clergy named 
the ways that they and their people had performed the identity of enemies. As governmental and private 
security officers gathered on the edge of camp to surveille and suppress, it would have been easy for 
the clergy simply to say, “That is not ‘us.’” Yet, at Floberg’s leadership, the settler clergy repudiated the 
Doctrine of Discovery and then addressed a group of security officials guarding the pipeline saying, “You 
are protecting a pipeline that was put in place because of a Church doctrine and we are here to say that we 
were wrong.”54 In fact, Floberg suggested that the action was meant to force a revaluation among Christians 
about where their alliances lay. 

North Dakota is a pretty Christian state, as the population here is overwhelmingly 
Christian. I wanted to make the people of the state face their two alliances or allegiances of 
respect: that they respect law enforcement and the National Guard and they respect clergy. 
Now what happens when you put those two entities in confrontation with each other, 
peacefully but in confrontation with each other across a barrier? Then our people in North 
Dakota are going to need to reevaluate how they are seeing what’s happening at Standing 
Rock and how they’re supporting what the state is doing, versus their determination to 
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suppress what the tribe was trying to do.55

Settler clergy recognized that, given the history of the Doctrine of Discovery, a history encoded in 
US law and performed actively by the suppression of Indigenous resistance, they identified first with 
the enemies of the Water Protectors. By repudiating the Doctrine of Discovery, by calling to account the 
security officers, they began the work of performing a different identity: of becoming allies with Indigenous 
people.56 

2.3. from enemies To Allies

The clergy who visited Standing Rock inverted, and thereby resignified, a relation of enmity over five 
centuries in the making. With the clarity of the distinction between friend and enemy, they were able to 
enter the camp in a way that would have been obscured and confused by appeals to universal solidarity. 
To be clear, while I am commending a retrieval of the friend-enemy distinction, I am commending a 
particular, subversive twist. Rather than using the heuristic as a lens to understand and strengthen the 
formation of political communities, I am suggesting we—here meaning settler Christians—use it as a 
source of self-knowledge in the service of solidarity. Rather than identifying Muslim and Indigenous others 
as the enemy—as the Doctrine of Discovery would lead us to do—I am suggesting we settlers ought to 
identify ourselves as the enemy, with all that this entails. From the clergy example we can learn that the task 
of becoming allies starts not with declarations of universal kinship, but with acknowledging our current 
status as enemies of the earth and its people. The friend-enemy distinction has indeed constructed the 
settler colonial world of capitalist extractivism. The white, American, European, Christian (friend) has 
been set against the black, brown, red, African, indigenous, heathen (enemy) other. Understanding that 
Christian settlers have acted as enemies to the earth and the people of the earth is a first step in repenting 
of this behavior and converting from enemy to friend. In order to ally with Indigenous people, then, the 
Christian settler must renounce the world that was built through the dispossession of the enemies of Christ. 

Such a renunciation is the work of conversion. Conversion, in the Christian theological tradition, is a 
grace, a gift that cannot be earned. In this case, it is a grace given by the capacious invitation of Indigenous 
peoples. In fact, followers of Jesus have something to learn from the capacity of Indigenous leaders to 
love their enemies. Such graciousness reveals the rot in Christian theology that gave rise to the Doctrine 
of Discovery.57 Enemy love modeled here by Lakota and other Indigenous leaders initiates possibilities 
for new modes of relationship between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people. To be sure, it would be 
a mistake to suggest that the Water Protectors at Camp Oceti Sakowin were of one mind in their offer 
of grace. Floberg admitted as much in his explanation of the clergy action. Furthermore, such grace can 
never be required or obligated. Here we can merely acknowledge the miracle of such an invitation. As a 
Christian theologian, I would note how this grace cooperates with the gift of a loving God welcoming new 
relationships even after genocidal enmity. 

Yet, there are fruits that follow from this unearned grace: confession, repentance, and repair. If settlers 
wish to avoid rituals that merely assuage guilty feelings, we will have to do more than mere acknowledgement. 
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To belong to a people and place, on the other side of genocidal violence against that people and place, 
requires nothing less. To hope for such belonging is to hope for the end of the settler-colonial world, a 
world structured on the distinction between friends and enemies. To enact such belonging is to question: 
what must be done after the repudiation? What skin do we have in the game? What actions must follow 
that repair the concrete harms of land and lives stolen? Asking such questions is dangerous, as it involves 
not only symbolic repudiations but material changes.58 To begin asking these questions within a hegemonic 
order of extractive capitalism is to imagine the end of the settler colonial world, a world built on the friend- 
enemy distinction. And, to undo the friend-enemy distinction one must begin with a recognition of living 
within, and for Christian settlers, benefitting from, this distinction. As the Episcopal Bishop of California 
Marc Andrus observed through tears, “I think we witnessed the end of an age . . . While we were here, by 
burning copies of the Doctrine of Discovery we were signaling an end to a past that has affected millions 
and millions of people. People who have been colonized and people who have been enslaved, but also the 
enslavers and the colonizers, it’s affected us all.”59 If such an observation is to be more than symbolic, it will 
be followed by concrete acts of reparation that reject the world that the Doctrine of Discovery has wrought. 
By repudiating the Doctrine of Discovery publicly, performing this act of renunciation, settler clergy took 
one step toward allyship with Indigenous peoples, one step that presumes many more. 

3. conclusIon

As Indigenous people hailing from around the planet gathered to protect the water of Mni Sose and 
the lands where their ancestors lie, Christians and other religious settlers were invited to join with Water 
Protectors in the work of solidarity. Though they might have responded to this capacious invitation with 
appeals to universal kinship, instead they acknowledged their identity first as enemies and then repudiated 
that identity through acts of repentance and repair. Their action, partial and incomplete, invites other 
settlers to ask ourselves: which side are we on? In which world have we placed our hope? Are we on the 
side of those who would dispossess Indigenous peoples of their land, justified by their supposed inability 
to rightly use its resources? Or, are we allies, a L/N/Dakota, a friend of the people and the earth? 

Responding to these questions of belonging animated the action of settler clergy in their public 
repudiation of the Doctrine of Discovery. Responding to these questions, too, casts an evaluative light 
on their action. Belonging is not achieved by solitary symbolic acts of contrition alone. Such actions are 
necessary but not sufficient for becoming allies.60 Belonging is an ongoing task, a spiritual discipline, as 
the Lakota have shown, of simultaneous resistance to the world making powers of settler capitalism and 
proleptic ally-making even as this world is falling away. The act of repudiation was an outward and visible 
sign of an inward grace. But, what happened when the clergy went home? Did they return to their settler 
world without interruption? Or did the renunciation change their orientation to the settler colonial world 
materially?

An apocalyptic dualism that separates enemy from friend, the wheat from the chaff, offers a heuristic 
that was needed for settler clergy to begin to relate rightly to the Indigenous peoples gathered at Oceti 
Sakowin camp. The point is not that the friend-enemy distinction is finally constitutive of politics, as 
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Schmitt argued. Rather, the point is that the friend-enemy distinction is constitutive of the politics of 
this settler colonial world. If a settler wishes to exit this world, to see this world come to an end, we must 
recognize our own actions as those of an enemy, renounce the world, die to it, and be reborn in a new way 
of life, a way that affirms that water, not oil, is life.
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60  To be clear, the action was not sufficient, but it was a gesture, an opening. Some participants critiqued the 
action. “My main discomfort with the way the clergy group behaved was that it seemed more important to 
display their solidarity rather than express solidarity. When someone is concerned about displaying solidarity, 
they make the effort about themselves. They control the narrative and ensure their experience is validated. They 
make the story about themselves, and not about the people they are in solidarity with.” Sung Yeon Choimorrow, 
“Don’t Display Your Solidarity, Express It!,” Evangelicals for Social Action, November 15, 2016, https://www.
evangelicalsforsocialaction.org/creation-care/dont-display-your-solidarity-express-it/.
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Kaleidoscope Authorities:  
Reflections on African American Laywomen’s Leadership

Courtney V. Buggs

Christian Theological Seminary

Abstract

In this essay I use the image of the kaleidoscope to reflect on the ways in 
which two African American laywomen, matriarchs in their families and 
religious communities, perform religious authority in the local church.  
Whereas discussions about women’s leadership in the church are often 
reduced to debates about ordination, these women represent those whose 
callings are as lay leaders, lay influencers, who play a vital role in the 
growth and sustainability of Black churches.  I assert that the realm of 
religious authority is beautifully expanded by Black laywomen who claim 
their own authoritative voices.  Their stories represent a constituency of 
women, Black laywomen who have given their lives and leadership to 
Black church communities and continue to do so.  Regardless.1

IntroDuctIon

Colors and shapes – so many colors and shapes!  That was my reaction to the do-it-yourself elementary 
school science project that consisted of making a kaleidoscope.  The term kaleidoscope comes 
from a combination of Greek words meaning beautiful and shape or form.  It is an instrument 

through which strikingly colorful patterns and shapes are made visible, depending on the angle of view.  
Even slight movements of the device and its interaction with light, reveal new patterns and shapes of colors, 
shades, and slight tints, interacting in ways that captivate my attention.  As I reflect on being enamored by 
the kaleidoscope, it wasn’t just that I could see different images, but the images before me were differently 
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beautiful and unique, yet integrally connected. 
The varying images in the kaleidoscope come to mind as I explore what some may consider 

nontraditional notions of religious authority.  When viewed from an axis of entry outside of the pulpit, 
religious authority takes on new shapes, new colors, new patterns.  It is more egalitarian than hierarchal.  
It is more decentralized than centralized.  It makes space for the beauty of mature Black women who might 
otherwise be deemed inconsequential to the formation and leadership of the church.  With new light, 
religious authority is expanded to church mothers and women’s departments and the laywomen who may 
say very little yet have been anchors of Black churches for generations.  These women have seen pastors 
come and go.  They have seen visitors and members come and go.  They have now worshiped in person 
and online.  Through it all, they have led and do lead, in their own way.

 In this essay I introduce two United Methodist Black laywomen—Cynthia and Arnetta 
(pseudonyms)—who were participants of a larger qualitative study on Black laywomen.  Detailed 
descriptions of Cynthia and Arnetta enable readers to enter the worlds which inform their religiosity and 
shape their faith commitments.  Specific attention is given to how the participants understand, interpret, 
and perform religious authority.  Using countermemory and microhistories, I show how a re-reading of 
their religious histories through the categories of interpretive authority, institutional authority, and implicit 
authority reveals new ways of thinking about authority, particularly ways that decenter pulpit ministry.

settIng anD stuDy PartIcIPants

settIng

The participants in this study are long-time members of the United Methodist Church.  The congregation 
is predominately African American and spans a range of generations.  At one time it was a family church, 
but in the past 20 years the church has increasingly welcomed newcomers to United Methodism and/or 
the local community.  In its 150+ year history, the church has had two women pastors.  Conversations 
with parishioners and listening to the sermons preached at this location reveal that the congregants lean 
politically Democrat and theologically conservative.  There are more couples than single persons, and 
heterosexual marriage is regularly celebrated.  There are also more baby boomers than millennials.  The 
study site was selected because the congregation has a denominational history and local history that 
includes African American women functioning in leadership capacities at all levels.  Additionally, I chose 

this study location because I had direct access to the congregation as an associate minister.        

InsIDer-outsIDer rIsk mItIgatIon

My familiarity with persons in the congregation, particularly from pastoral care and Christian 
education perspectives, made this research vulnerable to bias and the unintentional influences of power.  
This is common in qualitative research that involves an insider-outsider positionality of the researcher.  
While I did not serve in a denominationally appointed leadership capacity, my role as a clergyperson in 
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this particular religious setting carries an inherent degree of authority and power.  I have preached at the 
location, led religious education studies, and performed pastoral care duties.  Thus, there exists a familiarity 
with persons in the congregation, some more personally than others, and at the same time, I maintained 
personal distancing commiserate with what I consider appropriate and reasonable clerical boundaries, 
research aside.  The lay-led culture of this congregation partly mitigates the power imbalance introduced 
by my clergy status.  Additionally, my attendance as an associate minister from a different denomination 
makes clear to the congregation that I have no decision-making authority or judicial authority in the 
local congregation.  The denominationally appointed senior pastor is the only clergyperson with formal 
authority.  Still, the culture of this community is such that my identity and credentials as a clergy person 
carry expectations of spiritual leadership and, thus, a degree of deference to my clerical status.   

To mitigate risks presented by the lay-clergy power differential, I took the following actions.  At the 
onset of the research project, I explicitly identified the factors that could potentially impact this study at this 
location:  familiarity, gender, personal background, and clerical status.2  During participant recruitment, 
I intentionally selected interested persons with whom I had had limited contact or contact that did not 
involve discussions regarding my research interests.  Having been at the location for four years, it was not 
possible to locate persons who knew nothing of my status as a researcher.  

Prior to and during data collection, I reminded the participants of my role as a researcher, that their 
responses were confidential, and that they could speak candidly.  The relationships I had cultivated as an 
insider seemed to minimize concerns about misrepresentation of the participants or their words.  This 
was particularly important when participants shared comments that might be considered controversial 
or counter to the status quo.  Participants were eager to share, often commenting, “No one has ever asked 
me about my experiences.”  There seemed to be little to no concern about what I would or would not say 
or think; rather, I observed an appreciation for listening to their stories.  I found that persons wanted to 
talk, wanted to be heard, wanted to tell of their journey.  That said, as an outsider to the community of 
families within the church, and to the intricate relationships of the lay constituency, I acknowledge there 
were stories and histories to which I was not made privy.  

While my positionality as a Black clergywoman is significant to the research, participants did not seem 
hesitant to name their pleasure and displeasure with lay and ordained leaders, regardless of gender.  To 
some degree I attribute this to the ways in which they were familiar with my tendency to raised critical 
and not always popular questions during Bible studies.  My precedent of welcoming departures from the 
traditional ways of reading texts created environments of honest interrogation.  Therefore, the request for 
forthright responses in the research process was consistent with my previous practices.  

cynthIa

Cynthia is an African American woman, born in the 1940s.  She grew up on the West coast and after 
several relocations during her years of employment, she has settled in the South with her spouse.  She is 
lighthearted, chatty, eager to share her story.  At the onset of our interview she expresses how appreciative 
she is to participate.  “No one ever asks about my story,” she interjects, “but I do have one.”  She and her 
siblings were raised by a single mother, in a community of aunts and uncles and the Black Baptist church.  
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Later in life she would align with the United Methodist Church.  She laughingly shares how as a child the 
whole community watched her; any missteps in behavior would promptly be reported to her mother.  As the 
daughter of a committed Christian, Cynthia grew up participating in various church activities.  She had her 
first personal encounter with God during her school-aged years, an encounter that shaped her religious life 
for years to come.  “At eight years old, God heard my prayer and opened the door for me,” Cynthia testifies 
tearfully, as she recounts a childhood story.  Since then, she has believed in God as one who is able to do 
anything.  She describes herself as deeply spiritual and a believer in miracles.  When asked about cultivation 
of her spiritual life, she said prayer and “studying the Word” are key.  A personal relationship with God is how 
she understands ministry.  Living as a Christian is not about preaching; rather, it is about obedient living.  
She lives out her own authority through gifts of hospitality and caring for others and affirms the ways in 
which Black laywomen and clergywomen lead with care and compassion and expertise.

arnetta

Arnetta is a lively African American woman of over 80 years of life.  She is welcoming, and professional 
as we take our seats for the interview.  She is a life-long United Methodist and has been in the same church 
for over 25 years.  Unlike Cynthia, Arnetta shares few details about her upbringing beyond her Southern 
rootedness, but generously shares stories about her deceased spouse and adult sons.  They are integral to 
her life in the church and commitments to community improvement.  She shares pictures of her family, her 
church family, and other artifacts she has collected as the church historian.  When her faith community was 
in the ‘old church’ they didn’t have storage space, so she kept programs and other memorabilia in suitcases, 
hopeful one day to share the contents with future generations.  “I wanted us to remember our history, so I 
found a way to do it with suitcases.”  Arnetta’s collection of seven large suitcases of materials would later be 
relocated to the newly formed church history and archives office.  She has been an active laywoman with 
the United Methodist Women for as long as she can remember.  Arnetta smiles as she talks about the many 
attributes of laywomen with whom she has worked over the years.  The interview is filled with stories upon 
stories of laywomen leading in the local church.

Black Laywomen and Black Churches

“Whether in their roles as soloists, ushers, nurses, church mothers, Sunday school teachers, 
missionaries, pastor’s aides, deaconesses, stewardesses, or prayer warriors, women are 
at the core of the Black church, which could not exist without them.  This reality is often 
eclipsed by the emphasis on the preaching and visionary tasks that define the pastoral 

office, which males have dominated.”3

Despite an overt orientation toward justice and equity for humanity, many Black churches in the 21st 
century still tend toward a narrow view of gender justice, even being referred to as “sites of sexual-gender 
oppression.”4  Heterosexist, patriarchal norms remain prevalent though advocacy against other forms of 
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oppression may figure prominently in stated ministry visions and mission statements.  On the one hand, 
the Black church as an institution has been a cornerstone in the quest for social justice and equality, yet, 
on the other hand, has been less willing to examine internal gender injustice.5  The injustice perpetuated 
against Black women in the context of Black churches is an ongoing subject of study and critique by both 
scholars and practitioners.  That said, sexist practices have not left Black religious women impotent.  In 
fact, Black laywomen in the 21st century continue a legacy of carving out their own spaces of religious 
authority with or without institutional validation.  

Exclusively locating religious authority within the pulpit—a space to which Black women have limited 
access—erroneously obscures the agency employed by Black laywomen who perform religious authority 
beyond the boundaries of traditional clerical authority.   Whereas critics may suggest that Black laywomen 
who participate in and support Black-male-dominated religious spaces perpetuate contemporary forms of 
patriarchy, this essay makes space for Black laywomen committed both to their traditional places of worship 
and to expanding what it means to perform religious authority, with or without external endorsement.  The 
realm of possibilities for Black laywomen’s authoritative leadership is further expanded when sacred texts 
are interpreted in ways that include Black women.  Stated differently, Black laywomen have not waited for 
a seat at the proverbial table; they have created new tables, in which their voices matter amidst other voices 
that matter.6  The absence of access to or aspiration for the pulpit does not limit religious authority.7  

In Righteous Content:  Black Women’s Perspectives of Church and Faith, Daphne Wiggins shows how 
African American women in two Baptist congregations understand their religious commitments and 
relationship with the Black church.  The monograph offers insights into the ways in which Black women 
were an integral part of the social uplift of African Americans as well as in building the religious institutions 
that sustained Black life in America at the turn of the 21st Century.8  Wiggins particularly responds to the 
acclaimed Righteous Discontent, in which historian Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham provides an analysis of 
Black women in the Black Baptist church tradition from 1880-1920, and how they navigated class and race, 
while working to alleviate poverty and other ills that plagued Black communities.9  Whereas Higginbotham 
portrays a view that women were unsettled about the denominational and churches affairs, Wiggins “finds 
evidence of a different resolve.”10  Both authors capture histories of Black laywomen engaged in religious 
work, in the public and private sectors of life.  The stories of Cynthia and Arnetta align with these stories 
in that they show evidence of a resolve to be active agents in the life of the church and community.  The 
significance of this essay is how the participants reimagine what it means to have and execute religious 
authority in terms that empower themselves and others.

methoDology

This essay reports the findings of a larger qualitative study on perceptions of Black laywomen 
performing religious authority outside the pulpit. The study may be characterized as qualitative narrative 
inquiry in that it “studies the lives of individuals and asks one or more individuals to provide stories about 
their lives.”11  Narrative inquiry typically elicits a sequence of ordered events connected in a meaningful 
way for a particular audience.12  Drawing from the traditions of literary theory, narrative inquiry assumes 
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that “people construct their realities through narrating their stories.”13  Narrative inquiry has a long history 
in the humanities because of its focus on the voice of participants, and how those voices are shaped by a 
myriad of factors.

Data collection was via interviews and two focus groups.  The interview questions were semi-structured, 
allowing the participant to elaborate on or deviate from the questions with personal anecdotes, at will.14  
The purpose of the individual interviews was to allow participants to respond to the research questions at 
length, narrating stories of the role of African American women performing religious authority.  

Focus groups were used in this study to gather data about how participants’ perceptions about African 
American women in religious spaces took shape in communities, both religious and non-religious.  
Religious communities are spaces in which persons make sense of the world.  Participants shared about 
how their understanding of faith and religious practice took shape in the context of their social worlds.  
The group setting was also intended to mitigate resistance to solo interviews.15

PartIcIPant selectIon

Study participants were required to meet two criteria:  over 18 years of age and active membership 
in the congregation for a minimum of six months.  The study was intentionally geared towards adults 
who may have experienced women in religious leadership in this context or other contexts, and formed 
opinions about said leadership, however malleable those viewpoints may be.  Active participation at the 
study site means persons were reasonably present for six months, which would in turn result in some 
degree of exposure to African American women performing religious authority.  Regular presence at the 
study site also indicated connection and communal ties to the location by suggesting participants have a 
vested interest in the activities of this specific congregational assembly.

For this essay I selected two of the ten original participants, Cynthia and Arnetta:  two Black laywomen 
over 65 years of age.  If Black women are overlooked in contemporary society, all the more are Black 
women in their winter years.  This is an understudied community and I contend that their histories convey 
a glimpse of what it means to do the work of sustaining Black communities and Black religious life, without 
expectation of or desire for formal recognition.  Their interests are not (and have never been), in ordained 
ministry; they are interested in effective leadership for growth of the local church.  Their stories reveal 
how understandings of authority are influenced by culture, familial upbringing, and engagement with 
scripture.  Such histories move discussions about religious authority and agency in Black women’s religious 
lives beyond the oft touted women’s ordination disputes. “To equate the official ordination of female clergy 
with female power,” writes Wiggins, “obfuscates other manifestations of women’s power and agency.”16  
Furthermore, it renders insignificant the ways in which Black laywomen create alternative power bases in 
the community and in the church.  This alternative agency is not without merit.  

Even as local church memberships decline for some demographics, Cynthia and Arnetta represent 
those aged women who have committed themselves to ‘stay in the ship’, that is, the fellowship of their local 
Black church.  Longevity gives them a view across time that helps make sense of contemporary time.  Their 
religious authority takes various forms, yet it is undeniable.
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counternarratIves

Building upon the heritage of African foremothers who were “priestesses, queens, midwives, diviners, 
herbalists...female deities...and rulers,”17 contemporary Black laywomen claim and execute religious 
authority.  The largely male leadership of mainline Black denominations and other faith traditions might 
suggest a docile following of women, but Black churches would scarcely survive without the active support 
of Black women.18  The religious lives of Black women cannot be reduced to simplistic arguments over 
women’s ordination; rather, they reflect a breadth of religious activity that expands notions of religious 
authority.  This essay uses countermemory and microhistories of Cynthia and Arnetta to blur, even cross, 
the traditional boundaries of religious authority.  

  In Womanist Ethics and the Cultural Production of Evil, Emilie Townes deconstructs the myths 
of Black women as Mammy, Sapphire, Black Matriarch and Topsy, and contends that these images are 
mythical portrayals of Black women that serve to reinforce white hegemony, patriarchy, and dominance in 
discourse.  Utilizing the interplay of memory and history, Townes shows “how a stereotype is shaped into 
truth in memory and in history.”19  Counternarratives disrupt the denigrating ‘truths’ perpetuated about 
Black enslaved women and free women under the gaze of racism.  For instance, the mythical Mammy is 
unraveled as an image produced by the white psyche to refute accusations that white slave owners raped 
Black enslaved women.  “Mammy is constructed as an ugly antidote to such charges,” Townes writes.  “After 
all, who would abuse a desexualized, fat, old Black woman when the only other morally viable alternative 
was the idealized white woman?”20  The Mammy image “confuses and distracts from the living proof of 
miscegenation.”21

 At the core of Townes’ project is her ethical commitment to humankind, in general, and Black 
women and women of color, in particular.  Townes envisions the use of microhistories and countermemory 
as means to dismantle evil productions of Black women.  Echoing George Lipsitz, Townes writes, 
“Countermemory is that which seeks to disrupt ignorance and invisibility.  It is a way of “remembering and 
forgetting that starts with the local, the immediate, and the personal.””22  Countermemory is a reconstitution 
of history.23  The local histories of Black women, told by Black women, are “microhistories...ignored or 
forgotten or discounted histories of real people....”24 Microhistories allow history to be told another way.  
Careful consideration of the microhistories of Cynthia and Arnetta enable readers to reject portrayals of 
Black laywomen as voiceless women responding to the demands of religious institutions and Black male 
clergy.  By hearing their stories in their terms, their commitments to the uplifting of Black churches as 
thoughtful execution of religious authority, rather than compulsory service, are made visible. 

In the following paragraphs, I use the categories of interpretive authority, institutional authority, and 
implicit authority to show how Cynthia and Arnetta perform religious authority. It is at the intersection 
of these authorities that contemporary Black laywomen faithfully live out the contours of authoritative 
religious life.
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InterPretIve authorIty

“I think now we all have religious authority. If you are a believer in Jesus Christ, and live 
according to his word, then He has already authorized us to spread the Good News. So, of 
course we adhere to the hierarchy of organized religion, wherever we may be, but we [lay 
members] have religious authority also.”

Cynthia 

Traditional textual interpretations about the place of women in the church are upended as Black 
laywomen claim the right to interpret scripture from perspectives that affirm their humanity, without 
permission asked or granted.  Choosing to exercise religious authority based on one’s relationship with 
the Divine as interpreted from sacred texts is a performance of ontological assuredness that does not 
seek external endorsement.  It is the ‘I know that I know that I know’ stance that challenges what seems 
most pragmatic and prudent and normative.  Choosing to claim authority for oneself is at once resistance 
against Empire and acceptance of Imago Dei.  It is rejection of power that denigrates Black women—be it 
in religious or nonreligious spaces—and reception of Black women as constituted of the Divine.  

Interpretive authority is informed by how one views the salvific relationship, or what Arnetta refers 
to as the exchange.  The Divine-human encounter is grounded in the exchange of giving and receiving, 
which begins with seeing.  God sees the needy condition of humankind and gives, as One who is capable 
of giving.  Humankind, in turn, is to see the needs of the world and give hope and help.  This process of 
exchange is an ongoing series of exerting and accepting of authority, by all believers.

When questioned further about the nature of religious authority, Arnetta is thoughtful and reflective.  
She understands religious authority in the context of three terms:  giver, receiver, and influence.  She 
explains how in relationships there exists an ongoing shifting of positionality, between givers and receivers, 
and religious authority is performed in the influence one has from both positions.  “It is not just what you 
do as the leader or the giver,” explains Arnetta, “it is also how you receive from others and allow them to 
demonstrate their authority.”

Arnetta emphasizes that spiritual authority resides with all Christian believers.  For example, Matthew 
28:20 is interpreted as a call and command to all.  Arnetta interprets sacred texts in ways that include her 
own authoritative voice.  Authority that comes directly from the Divine is not limited to positions or certain 
persons within the faith community; it is for all who believe and are willing to accept it.  These convictions 
are based on interpreting sacred texts in ways that empower all believers, irrespective of clerical office or 
lack thereof.  

Moreover, Arnetta expresses understanding religious authority as a spiritual responsibility to and for 
others.  She says that Black women have a way of seeing needs and are particularly equipped to meet the 
needs they see.  The needs of humankind are always great, and Black women, laywomen, are uniquely 
positioned to meet those needs.  In this interpretation, religious authority is used in the service of others, 
rather than in exerting power over others.  It is shared authority among persons of faith, for the building 
of community and betterment of the world.
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“Years ago, I was chairperson of council on ministries in my church and I worked very 
well with it. But there were times when I not only had to present…I had to get them to see 
it. And I could feel that I as I was giving to them, they were giving to me too, religious 
authority was involved in that.”

Arnetta

This is not to suggest that Black women ‘meet the needs of the world’ to their own demise or self-sacrifice.  
Interpretive authority involves seeing oneself first in the text and in the image of God; then seeing others 
and engaging others with the eyes of God.  Cynthia’s interpretive lens was not so inclusive.

  Cynthia expressed that though she is now supportive of Black women’s authority, this has not always 
been the case.  She recalls her disapproval of Black women who pursued ordained ministry and resistance 
to their preaching.  “The man was the pastor,” she stated definitively.  The tradition of “men are the head” 
as a reinterpretation of Paul the Apostle’s teachings contributed to Cynthia’s rejection of the authority of 
women in religious spaces, especially Black women.  Her adherence to “women should be silent” caused 
her to rebuff women who chose to speak or teach, not to mention those who dared to preach in the church.  
She recalls her suspicion and outright refusal to listen to Black women who claimed to have a ministerial 
call.  Cynthia confesses how her mother taught her to question the intentions of other women, leading her 
to distrust Black women.  Some Black women have been taught to treat one another as suspect, always in 
competition with one another, rarely complimenting one another.  Consequently “horizontal hostility” 
emerges as a separator or limiting condition.25  Not only may Black women distrust their own internal 
power, but also, they may distrust one another.    

In her later years Cynthia has abandoned such thinking and fully supports Black women in all ministry 
capacities.  She attributes her shift not to theological growth or expanded scriptural interpretations, but 
to life experiences and personal engagement with Black clergywomen.  In contrast to what she had been 
told about Black women’s leadership, Cynthia’s experiences of Black clergywomen are positive, inspiring, 
and enriching.  Her understanding of religious authority is now broad enough to include every Christian 
believer – even Black laywomen.  Cynthia doesn’t try to interpret or explain texts that are used against 
women in ministry; in this case, she allows her lived experiences to inform her theological convictions.

InstItutIonal authorIty

Institutional authority is that which is given by governing entities, through the process of ordination 
or licensing.  Cynthia and Arnetta acknowledge that there is a validation process involved in granting 
religious authority for the leadership of their local church.  While it is the responsibility and right of all 
believers to participate in the life of the church through service, there are those who are singled out to lead 
congregations in more formal appointments.  
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“Religious authority can mean an individual that has been ordained or has been voted, 
nominated by the church members to lead. Again, I think that one has to recognize the 
Spirit of God that is within them to move forward into that position.”

Cynthia

Formal callings to religious leadership may be supported scripturally; for instance, see Ephesians 
4.  Institutional authority is tangential to interpretive authority, in that it is grounded in scripture, yet 
differentiates a level of authority that extends beyond that of every believer. Cynthia emphasized the 
process of receiving institutional authority within the United Methodist Church as an ordered structured 
process.  

“In my experience, there was always some steps they had to go through. And that authority 
was given through someone who maybe had a step up, could have been a pastor at a 
church who might have nourished someone’s growth...”

Both participants mentioned persons in the congregation who’d acknowledged a call to formal ministry 
and engaged in the ordination process. Clergypersons having received religious credentials from other 
authoritative bodies were also active in the congregation.  

Institutional authority for lay persons functions differently.  Church culture is a key element in how 
women navigate religious spaces.  Arnetta describes a culture in which the authority of laywomen was 
accepted and expected.  She has always supported Black laywomen and clergywomen.  “They have a little 
something extra,” says Arnetta.  “I don’t want to call it enthusiasm,” she says with a chuckle,” but it is a 
different kind of energy in the church...something that is noticeable...or more recognizable.”  She is hesitant 
to articulate gender preferences but admits that she has seen what capable Black women do and it is 
always inspiring.  Arnetta bears witness to an internal lifeforce,26 an undeniable energy, as normal to her 
experience of Black women in leadership.  She doesn’t recall a time when she questioned the significance 
of Black laywomen’s guidance to the church: “We’ve always been here and we’ve always did what needs to 
be done, with or without the men.”  Even without formal religious authority, laywomen are ‘endorsed’ by 
the congregation because of their character, capacity, and tenacity for ministry. 

Conversely, when asked about religious authority, Cynthia responds with memories of the preachers 
at her church—all Black male preachers—and the ridicule women experienced if they even hinted at a 
call to preaching ministry.  As indicated above, in her formative years she understood pastoral ministry 
in the context of “God calls men.  The man is the head.”  She was not a proponent of women leading 
in the church context without male oversight and held deep convictions that women should follow 
male leadership because “God chose them.”  In her teen years she began to question her carte blanche 
affirmation of male leadership as she witnessed behaviors that were inconsistent with what she considered 
as Christian behavior; however, still, she admittedly, and now ashamedly, preferred male leadership.  It 
would be well into her adult years—the 1980s—before she would question patriarchy and the dearth of 
women in ordained ministry.
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The prevalence of active lay and clergywomen in the United Methodist Church significantly impacted 
Cynthia’s shift toward acceptance of women’s leadership.  She concludes with a pride-filled smile, “I am 
now thankful that my church has a lot of women in the pulpit; may it encourage others to step forward 
and let the Lord use them.  I like to see women lead.”  It is worth noting that rejection of Black women 
in ministry by Black laywomen is not uncommon, particularly for women of Cynthia’s generation, and 
this horizontal hostility continues as a negative spoken and unspoken undercurrent.  Nevertheless, Black 
women, called by the Divine, persist.

ImPlIcIt authorIty 

I refer to implicit religious authority as that authority granted to individuals from the community 
based on observed initiative, the propensity to lead, and capacity for effective leadership.  Stated another 
way, implicit religious authority is evident when persons follow or adhere to the guidance of those who do 
not initially function in established leadership positions.  The authority of Black laywomen most closely 
identifies as implicit authority in that it emerges within or is derived from their willingness to do the work 
of ministry.  For example, Cynthia observed her mother and aunts always involved in church activities, 
even if they didn’t lead the activities.  Over time, they were invited to committees, subcommittees, and 
other positions in which they exerted varying degrees of influence.  Even if they resist formal leadership 
appointments, they are not excluded from the informal authority granted by participant observers.  This 
type of organic leadership is often rooted in character, personality, ethics, and demonstrated commitment 
to the life of the church and a life of ministry.  

Cynthia’s early resistance to women clergy is not to suggest that women in her religious upbringing 
did not lead.  In fact, Cynthia’s mother led subcommittees and participated on various boards in the 
church.  Her mother didn’t talk about leading, she just led.  In reflection, Cynthia reevaluates the activities 
of her mother, and aunts, and other Black laywomen as “just as necessary as preaching, and at times 
more important for the maintenance of the local church.”  She acknowledges the irony of the gifted Black 
laywomen who were informal leaders yet resisted the ministerial leadership of Black women ministers.  Her 
view of women’s authority in the church drastically changed as she experienced first-hand Black women’s 
leadership.  Whereas her conservative Baptist upbringing caused suspicion of the progressive ideas of 
white feminists, she found an affinity with other Black church women who led with character, integrity, 
and self-advocacy.  Their commitment to the church and the community, in the face of sexist practices, 
transformed Cynthia’s thinking.  She now finds herself leading and mentoring younger women to assert 
themselves in every aspect of their lives.   

The ability to recognize needs, organize a plan, mobilize people, work with others, and inspire 
participation are characteristics Arnetta describes of those performing religious authority.  Often these 
traits are observable yet not properly recognized as vital for effective informal leadership.  Additionally, she 
notes how there is a degree of authority that comes by one’s willingness to serve.  Arnetta proudly offers an 
example:  the ‘Improvement Committee.’ 
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This group of laywomen assembled themselves to help with fundraising for new musical 
instruments and organizing to welcome new families.  They organized, strategized, and 
executed their plan.  In the end, they raised more money than needed, and the excess 
monies became the seed investment for a new church building.  

Arnetta tells this story as an example of the ways that Black laywomen perform religious authority.  While 
she acknowledges Black male leadership, it is inconsequential to our conversation.  Arnetta’s focus is on 
the ingenuity and agency of Black laywomen, and their ability to “get things done on their own.”  By her 
estimation, laywomen are critical to the church.  They are more than capable. 

The willingness to serve without compulsion surfaced as an undertone of implicit authority.  
Participants repeatedly stated that one must want to lead and serve for religious authority to be realized.  
Additionally, they affirmed that the authoritative posture of Black laywomen is in both their being and their 
doing.  Specifically, Cynthia and Arnetta described the performance of religious authority as what they do 
and who they are.  In womanist fashion, they both name themselves and engage in communities that call 
forth better versions of self than would be realized in isolation from the community.  They claim their 
own identity and capacity to be their fullest selves.  Little attention is given to how others interpret their 
generous service; they interpret it for themselves.  At the same time, Cynthia and Arnetta affirm the value 
of other voices—communal voices—that are instrumental to their development.  

conclusIon

Cynthia and Arnetta enable us to see beyond the myth of pulpit power as singular power in Black 
churches.  Laypersons, Black laywomen, are the life force, yes, the dynamo, of Black churches.  Though 
our discussions about religious authority were not intended to point to clergywomen (or those in ordained 
ministry), the prevalence of commentary about Black clergywomen suggests a subconscious privileging of 
institutional authority.  Moreover, persons serving in ordained ministry capacities other than pastorates, 
for instance, chaplains, were secondary considerations when describing the practice of religious authority.  
As Cynthia and Arnetta moved beyond their preliminary responses, they expressed practices of religious 
authority that include everyday religious practitioners.  Still, the initial responses may indicate an 
unconscious expectation about religious leadership and external validation, and possibly about gender.  
More specifically, the responses indicate that while Black laywomen of their age group acknowledge 
their own authority, they also value institutional validation by governing bodies such as denominational 
authorities and/or institutions of higher learning.  

 This observation is significant because Black women have historically been excluded from the 
highest levels of Black local church leadership, whether by denominational policies, lack of validation by 
the local religious body or leaders, or some combination of the two.  While some congregations may affirm 
Black women’s pastoral leadership, the pipeline to that leadership lags due to pulpit gatekeeping, even as 
Black women who meet all formal (and informal) requirements continue to emerge.  For example, when 
Black women are redirected from pastoral leadership opportunities to administrative support positions, 
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religious bodies impose a camouflaged form of marginalization.  This redirection, in effect, reinstitutes 
Black male-dominated church leadership, despite inclusive rhetoric that suggests otherwise.  The selection 
of Black women as Executive or Assistant Pastors rather than Senior Pastors is a case in point.  

Nonetheless, the microhistories of Cynthia and Arnetta—told in their words—allow us to witness a 
different resolve.  We witness a story of change and growth, liberation and transformation, advocacy and 
affirmation.  Cynthia shows us the value of personal experience and how one may evolve emotionally, 
cognitively, and theologically.  Her complex journey to acceptance of Black religious women as leaders is 
not uncommon.  In contrast, Arnetta trusts herself to think tArnettas who labored and do labor, opting not 
to leave them behind?
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Moved to Mercy: 
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Merciful Action
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Abstract

In a time of ongoing global crises, the re-prioritizing of mercy as a core 
exercise of Christian identity takes on new urgency. Questions of how 
to love our neighbors concretely, consistently, and in ways that embody 
justice have become topics of everyday conversation, with people around 
the globe wrestling with what it means to care for and support those 
within and beyond their communities. At the same time, intentions to 
show mercy towards one’s neighbors do not always lead to its expression. 
This paper engages the question of “how” people become moved to 
merciful action by examining the roles sight and sound play in cultivating 
compassion for those who suffer. Drawing on Basil of Caesarea’s sermons 
and research from the cognitive sciences, I claim that seeing and hearing 
play fundamental roles in fostering compassion and that prioritizing and 
developing practices of physical and psychological encounter with those 
who are suffering can move religious communities towards merciful 
practice towards others.

In a time of ongoing global crises—devastating weather changes, racial terror, government repression 
and political polarization, and public health crises like the Covid-19 pandemic, and the inequities 
it has exposed and entrenched—the re-prioritizing of mercy as a core exercise of Christian identity 

takes on new urgency. Indeed, questions of how to stand with, support, and care for our neighbors 
concretely, consistently, and in ways that embody justice and the righting of relations, activities Christian 
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have historically called mercy, have become topics of everyday conversation. People across the globe are 
wrestling with what it looks like to assist and support people they know and love, as well as those they do 
not.

At the same time, while public knowledge of communities’ suffering may be high, practical questions 
about whether, who and how to assist are not always clear. The ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, especially 
within the United States, has only sharpened such questions. Struggles over the “who” and “how” 
of mercy have become a subject of public and political debate across increasingly partisan lines, 
exacerbating the country’s existing polarization and obscuring, rather than clarifying, social 
obligations and concern. Even where desires to respond compassionately and materially to others’ 
sufferings are strong, such intentions do not always find expression. In fact, in times of crisis and uncertainty 
such as these, the potential for fear, insularity, apathy, or even antagonism towards others are just as likely 
as their counterpart.

For Christians, the practice of mercy is a first fruit of faith. To care for the least, Jesus says, is to 
welcome him, and to show mercy without distinction is to reflect his image in the world. By mercy, I mean 
dynamic, integral demonstration of empathy, compassion and justice expressed through acts of socio-
political and material support, solidarity, and structural redress of inequity and unjust suffering. Such 
mercy, significantly, is central to God’s identity and a core way that humans imitate the divine. The question, 
of course, is how people move from good intentions and theological ideas about mercy to experiencing 
the compassion and personal connection essential for enacting it. In other words, by what processes does 
one translate contemplation of care for “the vulnerable” into concrete acts of support, compassion and 
advocacy?

Karl Barth, in his Church Dogmatics, offers clues into the process by which we find ourselves moved 
to support others. The key to moving from self-preoccupation and indifference to care and compassion for 
others, he writes, is to “look one another in the eye”1 and to engage in “mutual speech and hearing.”2 Only 
when these two have been practiced are we moved to show “mutual assistance,”3 and to do so with gladness. 
This is because we are “beings-in-encounter:” namely, beings who depend on intimate relationships with 
God and others to be most fully human.4 For Barth, then, the movement from being indifferent and 
ultimately “inhuman” to mercy-full occurs through personal encounter. Such encounter includes speaking 
with and listening to God, as well as turning to look and converse with others.

 Building on Barth’s insights about the significance of looking and listening for encouraging glad, 
mutual assistance, this paper engages the question of “how” people become moved to mercy by examining 
the roles physical and imaginative sight and sound play in cultivating emotional connection with and 
compassion for those who suffer. In developing my argument, I draw on biblical texts, a selection of sermons 
from Basil of Caeserea, and cognitive science research on looking and listening in an effort to create a rich 
and nuanced understanding of how acts of literal and imaginative seeing and hearing nourish our emotional 
concern and care for others. I ultimately claim that seeing and hearing—whether real or imagined—play 
fundamental roles in fostering compassion and that such compassion and emotional connection play a 
vital role in inspiring and sustaining merciful action. Developing and prioritizing practices of physical and 
psychological encounter with those who are suffering can help religious communities move from careless-
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ness to care-fullness and from musings about mercy to its practice. 
 The paper proceeds in four parts. I begin by briefly considering the biblical foundations of mercy 

and its connection to seeing and listening in Scripture, arguing that both looking and listening are deeply 
intertwined with God’s way of exercising mercy towards humanity. I then turn to the fourth century, 
engaging one of Basil of Caesarea’s sermons as translated in a short collection, Sermons on Social Justice, as 
a case study for thinking about “how” to move people to mercy by engaging them in imaginative forms of 
seeing and hearing .5 I show how the logic of the bishop’s argument in his sermon, “To The Rich,” as well as 
his use of rhetorical devices to bring the faces and cries of the poor into his parishioners’ purviews, reflects 
Basil’s convictions that seeing and hearing God and others rightly are intrinsically related to mercy and the 
compassion that undergirds it.  While I provide a fuller rationale for turning to Basil below, drawing on early 
historical sources for insight into mercy serves a wider aim of situating current conversations in practical 
theology about mercy and solidarity in a broader history of Christian reflection on and engagement with 
these central activities of the faith. More generally, historical inquiry can provide practical theologians 
with sightlines into performances of faith not readily visible from our twenty-first century vantage point, 
providing fresh ideas for thinking about and responding to current dilemmas that, while particular to our 
times, share resonances with situations faced by earlier generations.6 

 After examining Basil’s sermons, I bring cognitive science research on the relationship between 
seeing, hearing, and compassion into conversation with Basil’s ideas, parsing out how his attempts to 
move people toward mercy by rhetorically appealing to the eyes and ears align with insights from cognitive 
science research on literal and imagined forms of looking and listening. Cognitive science, like the historical 
sources above, can enrich practical theological reflection by providing complementary readings of human 
relationality, serving as a particularly important conversation partner for reflecting on the relationship 
between emotions, cognition, and action central to the question of how people become moved to mercy. 
Importantly, cognitive science research, in conjunction with cognitive and social neuroscience research, 
indicates that literal seeing and hearing engage the same processes as imaginative forms of seeing and 
hearing, with the latter thus producing equally strong emotional responses and actions in the imaginer as 
literal seeing and hearing. 

 I conclude by reflecting on some tensions that arise with Basil’s approach and scientific accounts 
and point to a few implications for Christian leaders and communities seeking to make the practice of mercy 
more central to their lives—both in this time of crisis and the years to come. Above all, I underscore the 
importance of helping religious communities cultivate an ongoing physical and psychological connection 
with those who suffer by actively engaging their literal and imaginative capacities for seeing and hearing 
others in ways that enable them to recognize suffering others as their “kin.”

ImItatIng goD through comPassIon: BIBlIcal founDatIons for seeIng, hearIng anD mercy-
makIng

Christian history is rife with stories that reflect the inconsistency between proclamations about the 
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importance of mercy and our disinclination to actually practice it,7 yet the mandate to show it remains 
clear. In this section, I briefly examine the biblical basis for prioritizing mercy in the Christian life and its 
connections to seeing and hearing before turning to Basil of Caesarea’s efforts to persuade his listeners to 
practice it. 

One need not look long in the biblical texts before encountering commands to show mercy. German 
Cardinal Walter Kasper, in his Mercy: The Essence of the Gospel and Key to Christian Life, traces mercy’s 
genealogy in the Hebrew bible and New Testament, arguing that mercy is a multifaceted concept intimately 
intertwined with “compassion,” “pity,” “sympathy,” and “justice.”  This joining of mercy with compassio and 
justice, moreover, is tied to claims about God’s faithfulness, hesed (loving kindness), and relational “womb 
love,”8 underscoring the way God’s mercy ultimately arises from compassion.9 In other words, God does 
not offer mercy out of obligation, but out of a relational commitment to and compassion for the creatures 
God created. Kasper points to God’s revelation to Moses on Mt. Sinai, in which God reveals God’s name 
as “the LORD, merciful and gracious, slow to anger and abounding with steadfast love and faithfulness, 
keeping steadfast love to the thousandth generation, forgiving iniquity, transgression, and sin, yet by no 
means clearing the guilty,” as a central manifestation of what is meant by mercy, as well as God’s identity 
(Ex 35:5–7 NRSV). For Kasper, God’s identity is performed and known through acts of mercy marked 
by compassion, love and justice.10 He thus defines mercy as “God’s creative and fertile justice,” a justice, 
importantly, that cannot be separated from compassion and love.11

 Kasper’s conceptualization of mercy as God’s creative, life-giving and sustaining justice, energized 
by compassion and love, is echoed in both the Torah and prophetic literature, and developed with special 
reference to humanity’s imitatio Dei. The Levitical codes, for instance, seeking to explain and codify what 
it means to “be holy as the Lord God is holy” in practical life, make practicing the mercy, graciousness, 
and slowness to anger that mark God’s identity in Exodus 34 central to what it means for Israel to live 
as a sanctified and holy people. Kenneth Seeskin specifically argues that the call for Israel’s holiness in 
Leviticus in 11:44, one of the book’s key concerns, is ultimately a call to the task of mercy and graciousness 
expressed in loving the “stranger, orphan, and widow,” just as God has protected, cared for, and delivered 
Israel when they were strangers and slaves in Egypt.12 Significantly, Seeskin underscores that such mercy 
and graciousness always bring us into contact with other people, making holiness an interpersonal activity 
in which humans love, provide for, and protect others who are oppressed or in need.13 

 This emphasis in Leviticus on imitation of God’s holiness through the practice of mercy is furthered 
developed in the prophets. Micah proclaims to the Israelite community YHWH’s true desires: “I have 
shown you, O human, what is good. And what does the LORD require of you? To do justice, love mercy, 
and walk humbly with your God” (Mic 6:8, NIV). Hosea similarly communicates to his hearers what 
God truly demands from God’s people: “I desire mercy not sacrifice . . .” (Hos 6:6, NRSV). Most of the 
prophets pick up mercy as a theme, stressing its significance by pointing out its absence. Jeremiah laments 
gluttonous priests and deceptive leaders who fail to use their power to deliver the poor (Jer 5:23–31 NRSV). 
Isaiah berates the Israelite nation both for their stinginess towards God and callousness towards vulnerable 
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persons in the community (Is 56:1–11 NRSV).14 Amos pronounces judgment on Israel for “trampling the 
poor and pushing the afflicted out the way (Am 2:6–9, NRSV). The centrality of mercy to God’s identity 
and the imitatio Dei then continues into the New Testament, where Christ is portrayed as the epitome 
of mercy. Mary Farrell identifies two aspects to Christ’s merciful character: compassion and steadfast 
love, which are themselves married to the exercise of justice.15 She writes, “Gospel parables integrate a 
love-mercy-justice continuum explicitly developed in the prophetic tradition of the Old Testament and 
reiterated by Jesus when questioned about ‘the greatest commandment’ (Mt 22:34–40).”16 

Importantly, seeing and hearing occupy a pivotal place in the biblical texts as it relates to knowing 
and loving God and the practice of mercy. To see and hear God rightly is to identify God as merciful 
and attentive, a God whose “eyes are on the righteous and ears attentive to their cry.”17 True knowledge 
of the merciful God then leads to loving God in return. Further, loving the God “who desires mercy and 
not sacrifice” ultimately entails “love one’s neighbor as oneself.”18 Indeed, both that the Hebrew prophets’ 
rebukes of priests whose eyes are oriented only towards themselves,19 as well as Jesus’ censures of Pharisees 
concerned only with how they are perceived by others,20 underscores a vital connection between the 
knowledge of God, the orientation of one’s eyes, and the loving of one’s neighbor by means of mercy. 
By repeatedly refusing to see, hear and attend—in other words, recognize and respond to—the needs of 
others, these groups reveal their lack of understanding of and love for God.21 

 This connection between seeing, loving, and mercy reaches a climax in the words of Christ to 
those who refused to care for those in distress during their lifetimes. Describing a scene in which the Son 
of Man returns to judge the living, Jesus announces the condemnation of those who did not see and hear 
the cries of the needy.22 When the punished protest, “When was it that we saw you hungry or thirsty or 
a stranger or naked or sick or in prison, and we did not take care of you?”23 the Son of Man replies that, 
“just as they did not do it to the least of these, they did not do it to me.”24 The people’s failure to see and 
hear—to recognize and respond—the poor testifies against them that they did not truly know or love God. 
Like the Israelite community Isaiah addresses and the hearers of Jesus’ parables, they have been “seeing but 
not perceiving,” and “hearing but not able to understand.”25 Indeed, if they had seen and heard—that is, 
recognized—God’s compassionate mercy towards them, “they might [have turned] and been forgiven.”26 

 In sum, mercy is definitive of God’s character and central to the Christian life. To respond to God’s 
mercy by practicing it oneself is to both imitate God’s identity in the showing of mercy and share God’s 
compassion,27 a compassion that emerges from seeing others as God does: as God’s own people28 and our 
fellow kin.29 Building on these biblical foundations, I thus use “compassion” and “mercy” interchangeably 
for the remainder of this paper to mean the expression of God’s and humanity’s active care for and co-
suffering with those in need, a category that includes the economically poor, the poor in health, and the 
oppressed.30 

 At the same time, to identify mercy as definitive of God’s character, central to the Christian life and 
energized by the activities of seeing and hearing does not explain how one goes about cultivating it within 
practical life. The following section seeks to address this issue by examining how the sermonic efforts of 
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the socially concerned fourth century bishop, Basil of Caesarea, sought to engage people’s capacities for 
literal and imaginative forms of seeing and hearing as a strategy for nurturing compassion and merciful 
action.  Specifically, I explore the relationship between mercy, sound, and sight in Scripture, late antiquity, 
and Basil’s sermon, “To the Rich,”31 as a case study for thinking about how people might become moved 
from the “fact” of God’s mercy to a desire to show it. 

from seeIng anD hearIng to feelIng: aPPealIng to the senses In late antIquIty

 Like the writers of Christian Scriptures, Basil, fourth century Christian bishop of Caesarea, 
identifies mercy as an imitatio Dei.32 In seeking to persuade his audience to extend such mercy, moreover, 
Basil employs a specific strategy: appealing to his congregants’ capacities for imaginative seeing and hearing. 
I argue that this is because Basil understands seeing and hearing as crucial conditions for cultivating the 
knowledge and love that undergird the practice of mercy. Specifically, the bishop’s arguments and repeated 
use of evocative imagery appealing to imaginative forms of seeing and hearing suggest that right seeing and 
hearing lead to insight—accurate knowledge of God, self, and other—which bears fruit in merciful action. 
For Basil, to see God rightly is to possess “in-sight:”33 namely, the intimate, personal knowledge of God’s 
identity as benevolent giver.34 Such insight into who God is invariably helps us see who we are, and it is 
in seeing oneself and others—namely, as paupers in need of mercy and yet rich recipients and stewards of 
God’s grace – that enables us to live in such a way as to show God’s benefaction to others.35 

 It is important to underscore, as a preliminary point, that the clear connection Basil draws between 
cognitive understanding, sense perception—in this case, seeing and hearing—and the compassion that 
drives merciful action is not necessarily unique. Indeed, other church writers similarly emphasize the 
eyes and ears as implicated in the practice of mercy. John Chrysostom, in his Homily on Eutropius, draws 
his audience’s attention to the asylee’s “deadened countenance,” “chattering teeth,” “the quaking and 
quivering of his whole body,” and “his faltering speech and stammering tongue,”36 so as to “soften [their] 
minds towards him, and to induce [them] to compassion,”37 in a way that words alone cannot. Gregory of 
Nazianzen, likewise, calls his listeners to see and hear the suffering and the sick, so that they might return 
from the “senselessness” that characterizes those who doubt their kinship with these fellow image bearers,38 
as well as the sufficiency of God’s providence.39 While the bishops here do not attempt to engage their 
congregations’ eyes and ears through direct appeals—e.g. “turn and look!”—they successfully generate 
word images of sights and sounds that evoke their congregants’ imaginations and help them re-cognize 
those of whom the bishops speak.   

 These bishops’ attentiveness to the role of imaginative seeing and hearing through their use of 
evocative imagery likely has roots in ancient understandings of how seeing, as well as the other senses, 
relates to rational thought and emotional connection to others. Michael Squires, editor of Sight and the 
Ancient Senses, underscores that ancient understandings of vision involved an intimate interaction with the 
subject of sight. He writes, “‘If you look at me, I also look at you:’ within the Graeco- Roman imaginary, 
and across a remarkably long time-span, to see was to enter upon a dynamic, reciprocal and mutually 
implicative relationship with the thing seen.”40 This interaction between one’s eyes and the subject of 
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sight was thought to supply knowledge, though this knowledge was not considered complete, accurate, or 
objective.41 Moreover, as Andrea Nightingale’s research highlights, seeing was an emotional event, such 
that where a person chose to actively direct her gaze revealed her “passion and desire.”42  

 A selection of Basil’s homilies, translated and collected in a small book entitled Sermons on Social 
Justice, build on some of these assumptions about vision while simultaneously re-formulating them in 
terms of the Christian person’s divine mandate to care for vulnerable persons and communities. For 
Christians contemplating the connection between compassion and merciful action, they provide an 
especially excellent case for studying how seeing and hearing relate knowledge, social emotions, and the 
practice of mercy. The reasons for drawing on Basil specifically are two-fold. First, and more generally, 
the bishop was well known among his contemporaries for his social ethics: particularly his commitment 
to caring for the needy and poor in Caesarea; voluntarily selling his possessions; economic critique of 
wealth accumulation, hoarding, and extractive debt;  and passionate preaching on mercy and “redemptive 
almsgiving” as primary forms of love for God and neighbor, to whom we are joined in the reign of God.43 In 
a time of severe drought, starvation, and a rise in the destitute poor,44 Basil founded an astonishing number 
of charitable institutions, including charitable homes and hospitals for the poor, hospices for travelers 
and pilgrims, leprosariums, asylums, schools for girls, and orphanages, all of which were supported by 
Basil’s church and Basil himself.45 So comprehensive were the bishop’s practical efforts to create a culture 
of solidarity and sharing within Caesarea, that Gregory Nazianzus, one of the three Cappadocian fathers, 
described the complex of charitable organizations Basil founded, affectionately called Basiliad by his 
followers, “an entirely new city.”46

 Significantly, Basil’s compassion and concern for the poor within his community was not ancillary 
to his role as bishop but grew out of and nourished his understandings of mercy as the highest of Christian 
virtues. Specifically, Basil’s teachings on the right use of wealth and relentless, twice-daily homiletic 
admonishments to his congregations to share their possessions with those in need, which he practiced 
in his own life, along with his city-wide charitable work, helped to develop his reputation as a “protector 
and patron of the poor.”47 Basil’s sermons offer a special window into the bishop’s understanding of and 
commitment to mercy, as he reflects practically and theologically on the basis for solidarity with and 
extreme generosity to those who were suffering.48 As we will see in “To the Rich,” Basil’s sermons reveal 
a practical theology of mercy as the imitation of God, who mercifully provides all that we have, and a 
practice of theosis in which people, through acts of economic generosity and just distribution of resources, 
participate in God’s generosity and thus God’s nature.49 Mercy, in this way, serves as a practical pursuit and 
embodiment of the ideal koinonia, namely a Christian polis in which those who have resources share with 
those who do not on the basis of kinship relations rooted in the body of Christ.50

 The second reason for drawing on Basil relates more specifically to the way he creatively appeals to 
his congregations’ faculties for seeing and hearing to help them imagine and reimagine their relationship 
to their neighbors in need. In particular, the bishop’s repeated use of vivid imagery and references related 
to the acts of looking and listening forefront the connection between seeing, hearing and compassion 
in direct and compelling ways. Importantly, Basil’s commitment to creating imaginative encounters 
that challenge and reform his hearers’ abstract ideas about and emotional responses towards the poor 
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demonstrates an intentionality that cannot be credited to rhetorical prowess alone. Rather, Basil’s use of 
imagery reflects his fundamental convictions about how seeing—and ultimately the hearing that often 
accompanies it—inform knowledge, desire, and action in relation to mercy.51 While the bishop’s rhetorical 
training likely informs his strategies, 52 Basil’s imaginative scene constructions and the general flow of his 
arguments establish a direct connection between recognition, re-cognition, and the conception of the 
compassion crucial for mercy. Indeed, as the bishop repeatedly asks in a variety of ways, “How can I bring 
the sufferings of the poor to your attention?”53 His answer? Crafting rhetorical scenes in which his hearers 
imaginatively see themselves, God, and others rightly.54 In the following, I examine one such sermon 
in which Basil explicitly links seeing and hearing to deeper understanding and the care for others that 
might shift them towards mercy. While hardly a comprehensive analysis, it shall suffice to demonstrate the 
wedding of sight, sound, and mercy in Basil’s thoughts. 

the makIng of mercy: the role of sIght anD sounD In BasIl’s “to the rIch”

 Basil begins his sermon, “To the Rich,” by reminding his congregants of the wealthy young man in 
Luke’s gospel who walks away from “what is truly good,” because he “looks to what pleases most people.”55 
The bishop, however, does not linger long in mere exegesis; rather, within two paragraphs, he has moved 
from the biblical story to the sea of people sitting before him. “Do you say ‘teacher’ and not carry out the 
duties of the disciple?”56 Basil implores. “Do you call him good, yet decline to accept what he offers?”57 
Clearly, the bishop is concerned not with promoting orthodox beliefs without addressing the orthopraxy—
or lack thereof—of his congregants. Indeed, his repeated use of first and second-person pronouns put 
his listeners front and center in direct and frequently uncomfortable ways, and his sharp rebukes and 
contextual examples of “mal-practice” highlight Basil’s most pressing concern. Indeed, rather than a mere 
exercise in exegesis, Basil’s sermon is most fundamentally about “moving” people to new ways of acting, 
particularly those of showing mercy.58

 While Basil weaves images, metaphors and analogies through his entire sermon, one of the most 
startling and clearly demonstrative examples of the links between seeing, hearing, insight, and mercy 
is when Basil employs vivid imagery to bring his listeners imaginatively to the judgment day.59 He sets 
the stage for this imaginative encounter by explicitly naming what have been his objectives through the 
sermon: “It was my intention to give you a respite from the works of injustice and to grant some leisure to 
you thoughts, so that you might carefully consider to what end your pursuit of material things has led you.”60 
In other words, the images Basil uses, as well as the logic of his argument, have all been directed towards 
helping his hearers “carefully consider” the results of their running after riches. Such careful consideration 
is essential, particularly as Basil claims they have nearly lost their minds: “Will you not rouse yourself from 
this stupor? Will you never regain consciousness? Will you never come to your senses?”61 The bishop is 
highly alarmed and, as his following efforts show, eager to help them snap back to reality and live the lives 
to which God, their Benefactor,62 has called them.

 Indeed, Basil’s very next question moves his hearers to consider their death by imagining it. The 
bishop inquires: “Will you not bring before your eyes the Judgment Seat of Christ? What will you say, 
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in your own defense, when all around you stand those whom you have treated unjustly, denouncing you 
before the righteous Judge?”63 Basil’s focus here and throughout the rest of the scene is on seeing and 
hearing—seeing and hearing God, others and oneself—with the goal of helping his hearers acquire right 
knowledge and reform their desires. 

 As concerns the first, the bishop invites his listeners to see and hear God specifically as judge. 
While this is not the only image Basil uses—he also describes God as Benefactor,64 Creator of all things,65 
Teacher of Truth,66 Lawgiver,67 and Good Counselor68—the use of “judge” escalates the problematic 
nature of his hearers’ actions and reminds them of a key characteristic of God’s identity they have clearly 
forgotten.  Honing in on God’s activities as judge, moreover, allows Basil to move his hearers in a particular 
way. Specifically, he aims to “sadden them”69 and induce an element of fear.70 While we may recoil from 
such strategies, Basil is, as we saw above, operating from a conviction that his hearers are at risk of losing 
consciousness of Christ. It is only appropriate that he would employ the most shocking sights and sounds—
that of judgment being pronounced—to raise his congregants from what he views as a deadened state. His 
hope in bringing this frightening scene into his hearers’ field of vision, then, is to “move” and “compel” 
them to change their courses of action.71 In this way, Basil makes a direct connection between what one 
sees and hears, the desires of one’s heart and the actions one takes based on both. If this fearful scene fails 
to move his hearers, it is ultimate because they have hardened their hearts and thus failed to truly listen and 
look: “If these fearful visages do not move you, if these dazzling images do not compel you, then surely we 
are dealing with a heart of stone.”72

 Basil, however, is not simply concerned with helping his hearers see God aright or mobilizing 
them to merciful action based on the perception of God as judge. Rather, by placing the poor within the 
judgment scene, Basil attempts to help his hearers perceive others rightly, and he does so especially by 
evoking the experiences of sight and sound. To begin, the bishop has his congregants imagine themselves 
surrounded by the poor, whose testimonies and faces bear witness against them.73 “Wherever you turn your 
gaze,” Basil declares, “you will clearly behold the apparitions of your evil acts.”74 This beholding includes 
both sights and sounds: the “tears of the orphan . . . the groaning of the widow . . . the poor whom you have 
trampled down, the servants whom you have brutalized, the neighbors you have treated treacherously.”75 
All of these poor and needy, the bishop continues, are “denouncing you before the righteous Judge,” and 
the hearers’ works rise up and testify against them, “like a wicked chorus.”76 Basil’s depiction of the poor, 
whom his hearers have treated with disregard and outright hostility, as testifying is significant in helping 
the rich to recognize their true identities. Indeed, rather than unimportant and irrelevant bystanders, the 
bishop presents the disenfranchised as legal witnesses, an especially provocative move in a society where 
the poor could not testify in court.77 Together, both Basil’s recasting of the poor’s identities and use of 
visual imagery to bring the faces and groans of the needy into his hearer’s visual landscape, aim to help his 
hearers re-cognize who they think the poor are and activate their desires to treat them in ways that reflect 
both their powerful position in Christ’s new society, as well as their co-status as heirs of eternal life.

 Finally, Basil seeks, via sights and sounds, to make his listeners aware of who they have become, 
and what it is that God expects of those who call themselves followers of Christ. As we saw above, he 
opens the scene with the hearers standing before Christ’s judgment seat, hailed on every side by the 
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poor’s denouncements.78 Rather than receive the commendation they sought in life, Basil depicts the rich 
experiencing condemnation and utter shame.79 “How will you sway the Judge who cannot be deceived?” 
he asks. “No fine speakers are there to defend you, no persuasiveness of speech to hoodwink the Judge.”80 
As if the lack of speakers or advocates wasn’t enough, Basil lists others who will not be present at this trial: 
no flatterers or friends, no helpers or supporters.81 In fact, any glory the rich enjoyed in their earthly lives 
will not make it past the courtroom’s gates. The scene at this point is eerily quiet; with no witnesses to make 
Basil’s hearers’ case and the testimonies of the poor rising in the silence, they appear to have even lost the 
capacity to speak.82 It is here, in the deadening silence, that the bishop invites his hearers to witness a most 
horrifying possibility: “without even a word in your own defense, you will be led forth in disgrace, with 
bowed head and downcast eyes, utterly forsaken and ashamed.”83 

 Basil’s aims in rousing his hearers’ “senses”—particularly those of their eyes and ears—are to rid 
the rich in his community of the misconception that they are righteousness and urge them to pursue a truly 
honorable life, namely a life characterized by mercy. By drawing their eyes and ears to those evil works” 
and acts of “injustice” that have brought Christ’s judgment upon them—greed, indifference towards the 
poor—Basil shows them who they, at present, truly are. Rather than well-off as they imagine, his hearers 
are woefully needy. Rather than privileged, they are paupers in need of grace. Rather than saints blessed by 
God, they are sinners on the way to their judgment. Rather than honorable citizens of heaven, they belong 
within Satan’s fiery gates. 

 Yet, why does Basil draw on these images and sounds to move his hearers to right perceptions of 
who they, others and God are? Put simply, for Basil, where one focuses one’s eyes impacts how one thinks 
and feels. While this scene does not demonstrate in full how Basil connects these senses to right knowledge 
and reformed desires, earlier images in the sermon reveal how the bishop’s underlying assumptions that 
seeing and hearing impact knowledge and desire. For example, at the beginning of the sermon, Basil 
stresses the connection between the rich young ruler’s emotional, distraught, foolish interpretation of the 
Lord’s invitation and his “looking” in the wrong direction. By looking to “what pleases most people,”84 the 
man misperceives Christ’s words, and his resulting actions reveal how his misguided sight deforms his 
desires and perception of sensible action.  Indeed, “darkened by the passion of avarice,”85 he goes away 
grieving. Basil likens the man’s passionate greed to that of a, “traveler who hastens to arrive at a famous city, 
but then stops short and lodges in one of the inns just outside the city walls.”86 Both fail to “possess sound 
judgment,”87 for they do not recognize that they have received wealth as a stewardship, and not for their 
own enjoyment.”88 By seeking wealth, the man alters his perception of what is “sound,” deforms his desires, 
and pursues a lifestyle that arrogantly scorns “true life.”89   

 The eyes, however, are not the only organs with which Basil is concerned. He is equally attuned 
to how the act of hearing informs reasoning and desires. An excellent example of this connection between 
the ears, understanding and passion is a scene in the middle of the sermon. Basil paints a picture where the 
poor are begging at the door of the wealthy,90 obviously in great need. The wealthy, however, fail to respond 
with compassion: “Yet for their sake, the rich do not respond to the poor, not though thousands should 
come to their door crying with piteous voices.”91 What is more, they “refuse to give anything, insisting that 
it is impossible to satisfy the needs of those who beg. . . ”92—a claim that Basil proclaims is an outright lie. 
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Far from lacking sufficient resources to feed the needy, the rich possess enough wealth to “cover an entire 
town shivering from cold,” and a “single ring from [their] finger” has power to deliver countless people 
from “want.”93 What precisely is the source of this seeming deafness to the poor? 

Basil goes on to describe the rich as group of people whose ears are tuned into opportunities to magnify 
themselves in the present: “When you hear, “Sell what you have and give it to the poor . . . you go away 
sad; but when you hear, “give what you have to a woman in luxury”—that is, to stonecutters, woodworkers, 
mosaicists, painter—you rejoice as though gaining for yourself something money cannot buy.”94 Their 
passions for status and the wealth that accompanies it have ultimately made them unable to perceive their 
abundance: “They have every reason to be happy and rejoice in their prosperity, but instead they weep and 
wail because they fail one or two degrees short of some other wealthy individual.”95 

 When it comes to the judgment scene, then, it is Basil’s final questions that clearly bring the 
connection between seeing, hearing, knowing and desiring and the actions that result from these to the 
fore: “How can I move you? What can I say? Do you not desire the Kingdom? Do you not fear hell? Where 
will healing be found for your soul?”96 Basil’s reliance on imagery that re-directs his hearer’s eyes and ears 
betrays his assumptions that looking and listening can change people’s ideas and reorient and shape their 
desires. Indeed, in the event that “these fearful visages do not move” his listeners, it is because they are, in 
a sense, too “far gone:” their hearts have turned to stone.97 

 Basil’s evocative imagery, by which he seeks to reorient his listeners’ eyes and ears and so reform 
their thoughts and desire, may alarm us. Indeed, preaching by means of scare tactics is not currently en 
vogue. Yet this judgment scene, however disturbing, points to a vital connection between the senses of 
seeing and hearing and our conceptions of and desires to serve God and neighbor. For Basil, helping 
his congregants see and hear God and others—in this case through imagery, metaphor, and evocative 
language—is an avenue for helping them recognize “reality” and thus reconceive what it means to be “rich.” 
In this way, Basil himself enacts mercy: by redirecting his congregants’ ears and eyes, Basil seeks to bring 
them the healing for their souls he believes they need. 

 In sum, Basil creates “encounters” by means of imaginative language and scenes in order to help 
his listeners see and hear God, self, and the poor rightly. This right seeing and hearing ultimately nourish 
insight and compassion, for when one knows God, self and other rightly, one can no longer remain detached 
and “unmoved.” On the contrary, by reminding his hearers that each human depends on God’s benefaction 
and mercy as a client does a patron, and, moreover, that each human belongs to God’s family, Basil shrinks 
the psychological distance between the rich and poor. This reduced distance creates opportunities for 
his listeners to reform their “concepts” of the needy such that they are more nuanced and accurate, and 
this truer and deeper knowing nourishes the care and concern that can move them towards mercy. By 
incorporating imagery—especially shocking and emotionally stimulating imagery—into his sermons and 
preaching them in rhetorically persuasively ways, Basil helps his hearers more accurately recognize the 
poor and re-cognize their ideas, emotions, and responses to them.
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counterIng InDIfference By cultIvatIng encounter: currents In cognItIve scIence

 To what extent might Scripture’s injunctions to see and hear, as well as Basil’s use of imagery to 
evoke the same effect, provide a template for Christian leaders hoping to move people to mercy? Tempting 
though it is to simply transplant the bishops’ theological claims and practices, as well as those of other 
theologians into modern contexts, doing so truncates the hermeneutical process98 crucial to faithful 
interpretation and appropriation. More significantly, “applying” theology or transferring practices without 
engaging in critical reflection on how they intersect with other bodies of knowledge is not only theologically 
irresponsible,99 it fails to acknowledge the interrelatedness of “knowing” in general.

 Practical theology, as a field committed to examining and transforming Christian faith and practice 
in light of the “situated and embodied character of human life,”100 protects against such uncritical transferring 
by engaging with non-theological dialogue partners.101 This is because theology and Christian tradition, 
while useful for nurturing faith and faithfulness, do not address every aspect of human experience directly. 
Non-theological disciplines and research aimed at analyzing lived experience,102 while hardly providing 
final answers, can help theologians and ministers nuance our understandings for the purpose of promoting 
more theologically faithful and critically reflective modes of praxis.103  

 In our case, studying the multifaceted phenomena that is Christian mercy requires equally 
multifaceted methods of analysis. While Basil’s theological claims and imaginative practices provide 
foundational support and direction for merciful action, engagement with non-theological disciplines 
can help Christian leaders develop practices of compassion-cultivation that are empirically rooted and 
critically refined. Specifically, cognitive science research on the relationship between vision and emotional 
connection can sharpen our efforts to shape our own congregants’ theological imaginations and hearts. 
Bringing such research into a mutually critical dialogue with theological disciplines thus serves as a vital 
practice in what Don Browning calls “distanciation”—namely, “a process of critically examining our own 
theoretical and historically shaped assumptions” through dialoging with alternative perspectives.104 Such a 
practice better enables theological educators to not only nuance and reform where necessary their “inherited 
assumptions” and theological claims regarding mercy and compassion,105 but also to develop practical 
methods of religious formation that grapple with the complexity of human processing, relationality, and 
socio-cultural situatedness. Though cognitive science, like all theological disciplines, possesses its own 
hermeneutical and subjective biases, it is only by bringing its insights into conversation with theological 
ones that religious leaders can begin to develop “thicker” descriptions of practices of mercy that, in turn, 
can inform our educational praxis.    

 In the following, I draw on cognitive scientist Wilma Koutstaal’s research on the role of the senses 
in thinking,106 as well as emotions and neuroscience scholars who stress how seeing and hearing impact 
our knowledge, emotional dispositions, and motivation. While practical theologians have long treated 
cognitive science as a conversation partner, research on how sensory knowing might intersect with and 
inform Christian theology and practice is limited.107 I use Koutstaal and other scholars working in this 
area—particularly interpersonal neurobiologist Daniel Siegel and emotions scientist Richard Davidson108—
both because of the comprehensiveness and interdisciplinary scope of their research, and because of Siegel 
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and Davidson’s position as co-founders of their respective fields. In doing so, I hope to point to potential 
“sightlines” for future reflection on the relationship between cognitive science understanding of seeing 
and hearing and theological practices of seeing and hearing for the purpose of cultivating the insight and 
compassion intrinsic to mercy. 

 

carvIng PathWays to comPassIon: cognItIve scIence anD the PractIce of mercy 

 One of Wilma Koustaal’s central claims in her book, The Agile Mind, is that specific attention to 
the concrete world—people, objects, environments—enriches the abstract concepts and categories we use 
to organize that world.109 Indeed, in a chapter called “Thinking with Our Senses,”110 Koutstaal argues that 
cognitive processes are never detached from the physical environment.”111 On the contrary, in forming 
abstract ideas, we draw on, reason from, and incorporate the corporeal and material dimensions of our 
surroundings.112 In this way, our physical environments provide source material for more complex thought: 
“Even thinking that appears to proceed without any overt reliance on such external aids—such as thinking 
that is highly abstract—nonetheless builds on foundations of mental concepts that are, at least in part, 
forged through an individual’s interactions with the concrete world of sights and sounds, and embedded 
actions within it.”113 Everyday phrases such as “fishing for compliments” or “opportunity knocks,” as well 
as words like “jam-packed” or “staggering,” give expression to the physicality of our concepts and betray 
the abstract’s indebtedness to the sensory and material world.114

 Moving beyond cognitive scientific research,115 interpersonal neurobiologist Daniel Siegel argues 
that this tendency to think with our senses stems from a basic fact of our biology as social and embodied 
creatures. In contrast to others that reduce the mind either to the effects of brain or to socio-cultural 
influences, he presents a theory of the mind as an “embodied and relational, emergent self-organizing 
process that regulates energy and information flow.”116 Importantly, the sources and directional flow of 
such energy and information come from both internal and external sensory, emotional, and environmental 
cues, emphasizing how our thinking and perceptual processes interact with and depend on the senses and 
material world.117 He argues, moreover, that learning is fundamentally a process of multiplying, pruning, 
and forging new connections between the brain’s neural pathways,118 and that feedback and input from the 
environment plays a central role in this process.119 In this sense, generating thoughts entails “a remarkably 
subtle interplay” between brain, body and environment,120and the work of learning involves the intentional 
(or unintentional) engagement with and re-construction of our thoughts and concepts in relation to new 
and prior environmental inputs.     

 Significantly, internal stimuli, including feelings and thoughts generated through the use of our 
imagination, can produce similar effects as external ones, altering both our thoughts and actions. In terms 
of our exploration of Basil’s sermons, rhetorical arguments and evocative imagery that help us imaginatively 
see and hear others such as Basil’s, while not precise equivalents of physical seeing and hearing, nevertheless 
mimic in profound ways the effects of physically seeing and conversing with another. Social neuroscientist 
Christian Keysers research on mirror neurons and their connection to individuals’ abilities to empathize 
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specifically suggests that a person’s ability to resonate with another person’s perspective and pain possesses 
a causal relationship to the density, quantity, and activity of their mirror neurons. Mirror neurons, which 
“mirror the behavior and emotions of people around us”121 and are activated via observation, translate “a 
sensory stimulus (an action I see) into a motor vocabulary (an action I can do).”122 Significantly, mirror 
neurons are located in the premotor cortex, which also contains the neurons active when a person performs 
an action.123 fMRI studies and other laboratory tests that have evaluated brain scans of people observing, 
hearing, and performing an action demonstrate that the same mirror neurons are active in all three 
activities: seeing, hearing, and doing.124 Moreover, it is the mirror neurons that help us recognize other 
persons’ intentions, goals, and motivations, and physically stimulate our motor systems to a corresponding 
response.125 

 Of special importance, however, is that mirror neurons are activated not only when we see or hear 
an action,126 but also when we simulate them imaginatively. In other words, imagining others and their 
actions has the same effect as viewing actions. The only difference is that the stimulus for the activating the 
mirror neurons involved is internal rather than external.127 Thus, according to Keysers, “. . . during both 
observation and imagination, our brain uses the premotor cortex to mentally re-enact an action without 
actually moving the body. We can imagine doing something very accurately and understand what other 
individuals do because we use the very same machinery then as when we perform an action.”128 What this 
means is that hearing and seeing profoundly influence one’s ability to perform an action, even if such 
seeing and hearing are only imaginative.129 In short, by linking the “sight of an action with the motor 
program involved in executing it,” 130 mirror neurons play a vital role in helping us to understand other 
people’s goals and intentions, as well as provoking in the observer “an inner feeling of relating to others 
and a sharing of wish to act.”131 

 That words and ideas rely on concrete materials for their construction and, moreover, that both 
literal and imaginative forms of seeing and hearing help us to recognize, empathize, and respond to others’ 
actions  ultimately means that where we look or don’t look, and what we hear or don’t hear, shapes how we 
construe reality and relate to other people. There are clear parallels here to what Basil claims is occurring 
in his congregations. “Do you not know the timeworn remnants of walls that dot the city like so many 
watchtowers? How many poor people were there in the city, who were ignored by the rich of that day 
on account of their efforts to construct these walls?”132 Rather than orient their gaze towards the eyes of 
those seeking bread, the bishop’s hearers have set their eyes on gold. Rather than view God as benefactor, 
they perceive him as a cruel master. Rather than hear the sharp shrills of the poor, the wealthy “plug their 
ears with “avarice”133 or interpret their requests as threats.134 Some of them have even physically blocked 
the needy from sight and earshot.135 These failures to see and hear—physically and imaginatively—have 
altered their perceptions such that they have become “senseless;”136 like those who “who are out of their 
mind do not see reality, but rather imagine things out of the malady,” Basil contends, “thus also your 
soul, being seized with avarice, sees everything as gold or silver.”137 In other words, ignoring the poor and 
refusing to hear their pleas for mercy has radically informed the frames of reference they use to interpret 
the world. In the case above, the losing sight of reality manifests in a homeowner perceiving desperate 
parents hoping to retain all their children as an opportunity to make money. “They come offering their 
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very heart in exchange for food. And yet not only is your hand not stricken with paralysis for taking profits 
from such misfortune, but you haggle for even more!”138 It seems that both Basil and cognitive science find 
truth in the cliché, “out of sight, out of mind.”

 Yet, how precisely can right seeing and hearing contribute to richer and reformed understandings 
of God, self, and other, as well as the psychological and emotional connections to the poor essential for 
cultivating compassion and moving people to mercy? The following further examines recent research 
from cognitive science for preliminary answers to these questions, with a view towards the implications for 
Christian ministers seeking to help their congregants “see” aright and “feel” aright towards God, self, and 
other.  

Gists. First, seeing and hearing, when practiced with attentiveness, can people help to correct their 
concepts and ideas.139 This is because paying attention to material and environmental inputs via our eyes 
and ears forces us to halt automatic processing140 and revisit previously established assumptions and 
conceptions. Such processing “pauses,” in which people are forced to slow down to attentively look, listen, 
and reflect are especially vital given our tendencies to be “sensory-perceptual misers:” namely, overly 
reliant on abstract and sparse verbal information in the construal of an idea or concept.141  Such sensory-
perceptual miserliness, as fuzzy trace theory suggests, results from our voluntary and involuntary attempts 
to minimize the cognitive load we experience at any given time. Rather than consult a range of relevant 
material in constructing ideas and concepts, we tend to draw on fragments of information to generate 
“minimal representations”—called “gists” 142—that explain enough to enable successful behavior.143 This 
capacity to rapidly generate simplified pictures of reality can be incredibly useful: it allows us to quickly 
assess our circumstances and environment,144 identify potential threats, classify what is occurring based 
on previous information and categories, and form a response.145 In creating these gists, however, we often 
“gravitate to the lowest, least precise level in this ‘hierarchy of gist’ that the task will allow.”146 In other words, 
we spend as little time as possible interpreting a given scene so as to not waste time or cognitive energy on 
seemingly irrelevant details. 147 In short, gists function like fuzzy snapshots; they capture a scene’s global 
dimensions. Rather than nuance, they convey generalities.

 Unfortunately, our ability to quickly generate gists means that our snapshots are often inaccurate. 
Because we do not need to look extendedly at a scene or dialogue with those in it to create a gist, we frequently 
misperceive what and who is present.148 These inaccurate snapshots ultimately lead to reduced accuracy in 
our semantic interpretations, categories and language.149 Social psychologist Christina Cleveland describes 
the how these inaccurate pictures of reality often translate into our conceptual categories for people and 
contribute to stereotyping and biases. 150 She writes, 

“. . . in our haste to conserve mental energy we often erect divisions out of thin air by grouping people 
into smaller homogenous categories. These are typically based on less significant but easily distinguishable 
features like physical characteristics, language, and theology that indicate membership specific homogenous 
groups rather than less obvious but more important features that indicate membership in larger, diverse 
groups.”151 
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These categories and grouping, in turn, shape how we interact with people in the future and often 
move from “mere descriptive labels” to “value labels” that prioritize “our group” and keep other groups “at 
bay.”152 

 Category creation, of course, is not intrinsically positive or negative. On the contrary, categorization, 
beyond saving us mental energy,153 serves an essential role in establishing group identity and allows us to 
create cultural connections.154 By creating categories, we bring “order” to reality and are thus able to forge 
webs of shared meaning with other persons and communities, as well as develop habits and routines that 
automatize certain aspects of life.155 Eliminating categories, including those for others,156 would not only 
make daily tasks and events cognitively taxing, since we would have to reinterpret normal occurrences 
as new events, it would also make relating to others difficult, since we could assume nothing about them 
or their worlds. Categories, by both reducing cognitive stress and providing us avenues to create shared 
meaning, actually help us to connect with people. 157

 That said, our tendencies to conceptualize others based on previously established categories,158 as 
Cleveland points out, create problems for cultivating the kind of right knowing and compassion crucial for 
mercy. Basil’s listeners might be understood as prime examples of people who have developed simplistic 
categories based on limited interaction with and intentional disregard for the poor. Specifically, by refusing 
to look and listen to the faces and cries of those in need, the congregants have created categories for people 
that permit them to simply discount them altogether.159 

 Attentive practices of seeing and listening, on the other hand, though certainly more time 
consuming, can allow us to create more nuanced, specific, and accurate categorizes of God, self and other. 
Whether such seeing and listening occurs by means of dialogue, physical interaction, or imaginative 
engagement and reflection, they bring us closer to the details of reality and thus allow us to gain in-sight into 
the “truth:” the truth about God, ourselves and the other whom God has also made. Basil’s intentional use 
of imagery is a good example of how looking and listening more attentively can help enrich our knowing. 
Replete with evocative images and dialogue, Basil’s imaginative scenes help his hearers use their eyes and 
ears to “take in” the poor, as well as see themselves and God accurately. 

 For us who seek to move communities to mercy, helping people paying attention by reorienting 
theirs eyes and re-tuning their ears can help them develop richer conceptions of who they are and enlarge 
their “categories” so that the needy no longer appear as strangers but kin. Just as paying attention to the 
details of a map when one is lost helps a person discern other possible routes, so using our eyes and 
ears attend to the concrete “map” of divinely-inspired reality—specifically, the concrete people and the 
God who created them and us—refines our theological ideas about mercy and ultimately allows us to 
discern the actions we might need to take to “get home.” 160  Basil’s images function like such “maps:” by 
encouraging his hearers to look at the detailed faces and hear cries of the needy, as well as God’s face and 
words at the judgment day, Basil disorients and reorients his congregation. Rather than the quick glances 
that have allowed his hearers to create inaccurate gists, Basil’s imagery requires paying attention to the 
sensory details of suffering so that they recognize and re-cognize who they are, who God is, and what the 
life of faith entails.161 

Koutstaal’s claims are similar: in returning to the concrete and sensory details of reality by means of 
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seeing and hearing allows us to construct more comprehensive and complex “gists.” By helping people look 
and listen more closely, we enable them to see faces, not frameworks; people, not positions; and specific 
communities, not categories. In turn, the “in-sight” we gain through refocusing our ears and eyes provides 
a framework that can sustain the compassion intrinsic to merciful actions, a claim we explore below.  

Promoting Emotional Connection. I have argued above that seeing and hearing promote insight: 
richer, more nuanced “gists” of reality and in our case, the identities of God and the people to whom God 
has called us to show mercy. Yet such “insight,” while certainly involving more accurate understanding, 
is not simply a matter of possessing better information. On the contrary, seeing, hearing, and the insight 
that they provide can ultimately cultivate “kinship:”162 namely, intimacy with others and the realities that 
such categories and concepts attempt to portray. This is because attentive seeing and hearing—whether 
physically or imaginatively—requires us to get close to the reality we seek to know or the people to whom 
we hope to relate. This closeness to people or ideas, in turn, helps foster emotional connections. 

 Cognitive and emotions science research on the significance of visual and auditory experiences 
for fostering emotional connections is telling in this respect. Koutstaal points out how increased attention 
to specific content, whether through seeing, hearing, or using other senses, reduces biases and fosters 
“receptiveness and openness” to self and others.163 Likewise, Richard Davidson’s research in emotions 
science similarly stress how visualizing people or interacting with another person face-to-face heightens 
both our sense of psychological connection with those others.164 Specifically, his research demonstrates how 
compassion meditation, in which participants imagine someone suffering and either reframe the suffering 
or send “well wishes” to the sufferer, strengthens the brain regions that generate feelings of compassion, 
as well as reduces activity in the amygdala, one of brain’s emotions centers.165 Moreover, the meditation 
practice correlated with increased motivation to act compassionately,166 strengthened connections between 
the prefrontal cortex—where abstract ideas are created—and the brain regions involved in empathy,167 
and heightened resilience to negative emotion when faced with circumstances that would typically cause 
distress.168 In short, he argues that seeing other people’s suffering and dialoging with them, when done 
from a posture of attentiveness and openness,169 promotes the feelings of empathy and motivational drives 
linked to compassionate action, of which mercy is part.

 The kinship that seeing and hearing help foster is crucial for Christian ministers seeking to move 
people to mercy, for recognizing others as members of God’s family and emotionally relating to them as 
kin are the founts from which empathetic and merciful action derive. Indeed, the true knowing that results 
from right seeing and hearing, as we saw in Basil’s sermons, goes hand in hand with right desire. For Basil, 
a person does not truly know God unless she feels her dependence on God’s benefaction. A person does 
not truly belong to the Christian community unless she can see the poor and needy as “kin.” In short, true 
competence coincides with “kinship,”170 and kinship leads to a certain way of being in the world.  

 One of the reasons that seeing and hearing, particularly when done from a posture of attentive and 
non-judgmental awareness, enhance this emotional connection and “kinship” is that seeing and hearing, 
lead to more nuanced perceptions and thus more specific descriptions of the world, and these enhanced, 
specific descriptions then reduce the psychological and emotional distance we might feel from people or 
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ideas that feel foreign to us.171 Abstract concepts, on the other hand, foster psychological distance from 
the reality, object or person they describe, and this psychological distance affects how we perceive and 
interact with others. Construal level theory describes this relationship between specificity of concept and 
the physical or emotional proximity or distance a person feels from a concept’s object.172 The more abstract 
the concept or generalized and non-specific our language and description, the more distant one feels to 
the person or thing.173 The more specific or concrete the concept, the more physical and psychological 
proximity experienced.174 

This relationship between concepts, words, and proximity also means that the opposite can occur: 
namely, physical or psychological distance can produce more abstract renderings of the event or person. 
Citing several studies, Koutstaal underscores how persons’ physical and temporal proximity to an object or 
event informed their subsequent construals of that event or object.175 Specifically, the studies showed how 
the temporal or physical nearness of an event or object heightened participants’ attention to the concrete 
details and led to the construction of more specific, concrete and nuanced verbal representations.176 
Conversely, when events or objects were temporally or physically distant, participants described the 
objects in more abstract language, and their descriptions possessed a correlation to how psychologically 
close people felt to the subjects of their descriptions. 

 These effects of time and space on concept-formation bear significant implications for how 
people perceive other persons and the kinds of language and categories they use to describe them. People 
often feel psychologically closer to those who are physically closer to them in space or whom they have 
interacted recently. This sense of emotional “proximity”, in turn, enables people to give more specific and 
accurate descriptions of those people compared to persons who are temporally or physically distant.177 
Koustaal explains this pattern, writing, “physical distance actually changes our perception. What we can 
“see” and “know” when physically near to, versus far from, objects or events, differs, and this learned 
experiential knowledge, based on our physical senses and ways of acting in the world may be mirrored 
or analogically extended into our mental and conceptual world.”178 Basil’s strategy of using imagery to 
reduce the psychological distance his listeners feel from the poor, from the perspective of cognitive science, 
appears well-placed. 179   

 This connection between level of conceptual construal and physical and psychological proximity 
bears implications for those who want to equip Christians with both the knowledge and love of God and 
others that leads to merciful action. The abstract language we often use to talk about God, people, or even 
Christ’s commands can create psychological distance and foster more general, abstract concepts of the very 
people we hope they will see. This overemphasis on abstraction is problematic, since it can unintentionally 
dissolve the personal and emotional connections necessary for cultivating compassion, as well as the more 
specific concept formation necessary for deep understanding. Indeed, without such emotional connections 
and deep understanding, both insight into who God is and who the poor are, as well as the motivation to 
show mercy withers. Rather than meaning-laden cues to specific realities, abstract ideas of rich and poor, 
grace-giver and receiver, Benefactor and benefactee remain simply that: abstract ideas. 

 Seeing and hearing can reduce the actual and perceived distance between the people we want 
to practice mercy and those who would receive it. This is, first of all, because seeing and hearing—when 
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practiced from an attentive and open posture—invite us to notice and observe features that we otherwise 
have disregarded or simply failed to see. Looking at another person’s face or hearing the tonal inflections 
of his or her voice provides us with substantially more information than an abstract concept—such as 
“the disenfranchised”—might. Moreover, as we saw above, visualizing people or interacting with another 
person face-to-face heightens both our perception of proximity with those others and helps us to establish 
emotional connections at a physiological level.180 By physically prolonging our gaze and tuning our ears, 
we expand our perceptual frames so that we literally see and hear more of reality. 181 Basil uses imagery for 
this exact purpose. Describing a scene in which a person promises to provide for the poor after he dies but 
then find himself faced with sudden judgment at the end of his life, Basil writes, “Dark is the night, and 
grave the disease, and help nowhere to be found . . . then, when you look around and realize that you are 
completely forsaken, you will recognize your senselessness and lament your folly.”182 For Basil, it is only 
when one truly “looks around” that one “realizes” the truth of things. In this way, using one’s senses – in 
this case seeing and hearing – can counter the “senselessness” and “folly” that result from refusing to look 
or listen to the poor in the present and promote the emotional connections required for moving towards 
mercy.

  
Summary. When we don’t look or listen attentively to people, we can more readily abstract them away 

and stymie the emotional connections essential for developing a consistent practice of mercy. This is for 
two reasons. First, physical distance—in this case between our eyes and another’s—creates psychological 
distance, and psychological distance leads to more abstract concept formation. Rather than a particular 
person who happens to be vulnerable, we see a “poor person.” Rather than a brother or sister who belongs 
to our community, we see a categorical “other,” who does not fit into our circle of concern. 

 Second, physical distance can obstruct full sight. Details remain fuzzy. Categories must suffice. 
We simply try to “get the gist.” We start to view people as concepts or objects. We begin, as Martin Buber 
argues, to view others as “It.”183 And the moment we begin to see others as “Its” not “Thous,” nouns not 
persons, we veer down the slippery slope of de-humanizing them. Basil’s sermons underscore over and 
over how this occurs, and his use of imaginative scenes, shocking imagery, and personal pronouns aim 
to bring the vulnerable into the rich’s purview so that they might recognize these “others” for who they 
are: bearers of the image of God, brothers and sisters of one’s own family, heirs of the same kingdom and 
entitled to the same benefits of God as oneself. 

 In short, right knowing and right loving require right seeing and listening. And right seeing and 
listening only occur when we have really stopped to look and listen attentively to those outside of us in a 
way that truly takes them into full account.

WIDenIng the cIrcle of kInshIP: ImPlIcatIons for mercy-makIng toDay

 Nearly two millennia years later, Basil’s efforts to cultivate concern for the disenfranchised 
and move people towards mercy remain piercingly relevant. In a world where rich and poor are often 
segregated, class divisions shape social life, and Facebook “feeds” reinforce the echo chambers in which 
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many of us live, indifference towards marginalized and suffering peoples doesn’t take much. Sloughing 
off responsibility is often as simple as averting our gaze or opting out of dialogue. If we don’t look, we 
aren’t accountable. If we don’t talk, it is not necessary to listen and reflect. Even when we do stop long 
enough to look or listen, assuming a posture of detachment is tantalizingly easy. So long as our seeing and 
listening remain impersonal and abstract, action appears optional, a matter of individual choice rather 
than Christian responsibility.

 The Covid-19 pandemic has only exacerbated this tendency to selectively see and listen to those 
within our circles and block out those who do not. Social distancing, remote work, and quarantines, along 
with the increasingly politicized nature of the pandemic and related measures, not only make literally seeing 
and hearing others more challenging, but also make it easier to avoid, ignore, and ultimately misperceive 
those with whom we think we disagree, as well as those who are suffering most deeply. Misinformation and 
“fake news” have only furthered fueled the insidious problem of misrepresentation and non-recognition of 
others, especially marginalized communities, increasing polarization and re-entrenching social and racial 
divisions, disdain, and even violence.

 For Christian ministers and leaders who view merciful action as one of the central modes by 
which Christians communicate Christ’s love in the world, both indifference towards the vulnerable and 
disdain for the “other,” as well as inconsistencies between theological theory and concrete practice present 
significant problems. The question of how to move people from indifference to compassion and from 
theological conversations about the suffering to caring for them thus remains imperative if the Church is 
to cultivate Christians who imitate and experience Christ’s concern for the least. 

 On the one hand, Basil’s efforts to bring suffering peoples into the sightlines of their parishioners 
provide preliminary pointers for Christian leaders who want to move their own congregants to mercy. 
Specifically, the evocative imagery, emotional register, and length of time he devotes to curating imaginative 
encounters in his preaching represent promising tools ministers and educators can use to helping people 
grow in authentic concern for the poor. As we saw above, this is because imagery—particularly when it 
includes people—enriches our understanding, heightens emotional connection and cultivates a sense of 
proximity necessary for establishing personal connections. Basil’s image-laden sermons, when brought 
into conversation with current research in cognitive science, impress upon us the importance of seeing and 
listening for cultivating compassion. 

 That said, while visual and imaginative preaching can help cultivate accurate perception of and 
compassion towards the vulnerable, preaching occurs for most just one a week, making it difficult to 
sustain the kind of repetition that allows for rich knowledge and compassion to develop. Moreover, while 
many ministers may make mercy a repetitive theme in their teaching as Basil appears to do, most likely 
do not devote repeated, extended time in their preaching to the topic of mercy. Finally, the number of 
opportunities to “check-out” of a sermon or distance oneself psychologically (or even physically) from 
the preacher’s words abound. Indeed, since the power in the preaching moment is often unbalanced—
with the one who speaks possessing control and those who listen in a more passive position—preaching 
about mercy does not necessarily require the listeners to receive the minister’s words. On the contrary, 
parishioners or community members can, if they desire, engage in exactly the kind of rationalizing that we 
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witness in Basil’s congregations.184

 Like preaching, cognitive science also has its limitations. While Koutstaal’s and others’ research 
provide helpful insights into how looking and hearing relate to our construals of others and emotional 
connections with them, such scientific explanations do not address how the Holy Spirit operates as an 
agent of change. Christianity, by contrast, claims that right understanding of and love for God and others 
is a partially a gift of God, not something we achieve solely on our own.185 As we saw in our examination 
of seeing and hearing in the Scriptures, right understanding and action require the transformation of 
our eyes and ears so that when we do look and listen, we do so with the illumination that comes through 
spiritual re-formation. In short, seeing others, God, and ourselves rightly entails looking and listening in 
the right directions, as well as having our eyes and ears transformed through encounter with God.

 What then might Christian ministers, leaders, and lay-persons do to help themselves and others 
cultivate the compassion and empathetic insight that correspond to mercy-making? Given the diversity 
of contexts in which Christian persons find themselves, perhaps the simplest step one can make is to 
create climates where seeing and listening deeply are both normalized and abundant. Whether in person 
or over Zoom, we might employ imagery, visuals, emotion, and metaphor to broaden persons’ frames 
of awareness and put flesh on categories like “the vulnerable” or “the sick,” so that those beyond the 
community’s perception can come into view and compassion can begin to take root. We might practice 
a preferential attentiveness in one’s preaching, teaching, and gathering toward those who are unseen and 
vulnerable. We might attempt—whether through prayer, corporate laments, service opportunities, art and 
music, or other faith practices—to foster psychological and physical proximity to those who are suffering 
through stimulation of the imagination. Each of these strategies aim to help others and themselves widen 
their circle of kinship: namely, the circle of those to whom they believe they belong and to whom they have 
an obligation. 

    A critical question can be raised as to whether cultivating compassion as I have described is possible 
via digital media or in a digitized environment. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to engage this 
question fully, my initial assessment is that digital platforms may actually enhance emotional connection or 
make more likely than if an event was held in-person. Of course, digital platforms like Zoom may impede 
certain aspects of relational connection, such as preventing impromptu conversations or encouraging 
“curated” forms of self-presentation. However, such technologies are also immensely helpful at increasing 
eye contact between people. They also allow more nuanced readings of others’ facial expressions, augment 
hearing through amplified sound, encourage vulnerability and more personal sharing, and bring together 
people who would not normally be in close proximity. All of these can contribute to the deepening of 
emotional connection with and more accurate seeing of those within and beyond our communities.  
While not a complete answer, Zoom and other similar platforms are likely here to stay, and it will be 
important for Christian leaders to consider how to continue to employ them strategically both during 
and following the pandemic. Such platforms can serve as vital channels by which to help communities 
see and hear others, especially those in need of material, physical, and psychological care. Doing so in 
ways that deepen compassion, rather than reinforce stereotypes, will be the challenge, and the strategies 
noted above can offer starting points for making our looking and listening powerful tools of emotional 
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connection. Indeed, looking and listening, taking time to look another in the eye and engage in speech and 
hearing, even in a time of a pandemic, are the first steps towards nurturing the kind of relationships and 
compassion that energize and sustain merciful action.

conclusIon

In a time where the practice of mercy can mean life and death, and where compassion and concern for the 
vulnerable has become a matter of national and global mandate, the necessity of finding ourselves “moved” 
to merciful actions is at a high. How will we sustain the compassion and empathy required for long-term 
support of those in need, both personally and at the level of local and national communities? How will we 
forge the capacities to care for others as our “kin” so central and vital to solidarity? My exploration of Basil 
and cognitive science research seeks to show that seeing and hearing—whether physically, imaginatively, or 
through social and religious practices—will have an indispensable role to play in cultivating and sustaining 
the compassion essential to moving people towards the practice the mercy towards others that they have 
themselves received from God. While not a final solution to enduring and complex social issues, including 
the systemic racism and wealth inequalities that the Covid-19 pandemic has brought into greater relief, 
seeing and hearing are nevertheless invaluable starting points for a movement towards a more lasting 
mercy. Indeed, seeing and hearing, limited though they may be, can, as Basil puts, help us as individuals, 
communities, and nations “imitate Joseph in his philanthropic proclamation . . . ‘Come to me, all you who 
lack bread, let everyone share as if from common springs in what God has graciously given.’”186
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Abstract

The conversation on abortion in the United States is largely at an impasse, 
marked by a polarized dichotomy between “pro-life” and “pro-choice” 
frameworks. Traditional Christian pro-life theology defaults to a “sanctity 
of life” stance that decries all abortion as unequivocal murder, and 
therefore, to be legally criminalized.  This essay formulates an alternative 
pro-life theology grounded in the Scriptural concept of the “fullness of 
life.” This theology incorporates available scientific data to embrace a 
pragmatic, evidence-based approach that promotes the actual flourishing 
of human lives. 

You are the one who created my innermost part; you knit me together while I was still in my mother’s 
womb. I give thanks to you that I was marvelously set apart. Your works are wonderful – I know that very 
well. My bones weren’t hidden from you when I was being put together in a secret place, when I was being 
woven together in the deep parts of the earth. Your eyes saw my embryo, and on your scroll every day was 
written that was being formed for me, before any of them had yet happened. Psalm 139: 13-16 (CEB)

Before I created you in the womb, I knew you; before you were born, I set you apart; I made you a 
prophet to the nations. Jeremiah 1:5 (CEB)

Do not kill. Exodus 20:13 (CEB)

Abortion is one of the greatest flashpoints of social and cultural division in the United States. From 
a progressive perspective, the topic falls under the guise of “reproductive justice.” The SisterSong 
Women of Color Reproductive Justice Collective, a national nonprofit activist organization, defines 

reproductive justice as “the human right to maintain personal bodily autonomy, have children, not have 
children, and parent the children we have in safe and sustainable communities.” 1 In this essay, I first argue 
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that the traditional “sanctity-of-life” framework is grounded in a theologically and scientifically dubious 
foundational axiom, and that this framework fails to be pragmatically pro-life with respect to actual impact 
on individuals and communities. I then lay out an alternative pro-life vision grounded in reproductive 
justice: a “fullness-of-life” framework, in which we create conditions for the real flourishing and thriving 
of all human beings. 

The Psalm, Jeremiah, and Exodus texts above are prominent in the imagination of those who decry 
all abortion as infanticide. To such individuals, these texts declare the “sanctity of life.” The fundamental 
axiom behind the sanctity-of-life framework is that if God foreknew a person from the womb, human 
life begins from the very moment of conception. The corollary is that any voluntary failure to carry a 
pregnancy to term is criminalized as willful murder. 

The first problem with the sanctity-of-life framework is its absolute certainty regarding this notion of 
life from conception, often accompanied by an air of time-honored theological consensus. Yet, diversity 
on this issue has existed since early Christianity. In the late fourth century, for example, Augustine—a 
theological giant in Western Christianity—made a moral distinction between an unformed embryo and 
a fully formed fetus, arguing that only the latter possesses a soul.2  It is also ontologically worthwhile to 
ponder the distinction between the life of an embryo at conception and the life of other living cells in 
the human body, including egg and sperm cells. Do we make the distinction based on sentient capacity, 
such as the ability to experience pain as frequently cited? The human brain does not possess even the 
basic autonomic apparatus to process pain signals until approximately twenty-six weeks into gestation, but 
without the presence of higher cortical consciousness to receive and interpret the signals, it is problematic 
to conclude that pain as we know it can be experienced even at twenty-six weeks.3  I raise this observation, 
not to offer a definitive ontological answer, but to again demonstrate the inherent ambiguity of the issue 
even from a scientific perspective. 

The second problem with the sanctity-of-life framework is the practical impact of criminalizing 
abortion. Does levying punishment, on women who have abortions, act as a deterrent to their seeking and 
having abortions? A review of abortion data worldwide provides a compelling corrective to this notion. 
The most restrictive abortion laws (i.e. abortion is criminalized) are present in parts of Asia, Africa, 
Latin America, and the Caribbean. Ironically, these are the areas with the highest incidence of abortion. 
From 2010-2014, North America reported 17 abortions per 1000 women aged 15-44; Europe reported 29 
abortions per 1000 women aged 15- 44. These are regions with the most liberal abortion laws worldwide. In 
contrast, Africa reported 34 abortions per 1000 women aged 15-44, Asia reported 36, and Latin America/
Caribbean reported 44.4 . Since 1990, abortion rates declined by 41% in countries where laws are permissive 
but remained steady in countries where laws are most restrictive.5 Research on a global level, specific to 
sex-selective abortions, has shown that banning abortion of female fetuses simply leads to the death of 
more female infants after the pregnancies are carried to term, due to neglect by their caregivers.6 

Illegal abortions are performed without qualified medical supervision and therefore carry an elevated 
risk of death or serious morbidity. These abortions account for up to 1 in 8 maternal deaths worldwide. 
For every identified hospital case, there are more women who have a medically unsupervised abortion 
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and do not seek medical care due to fear of abuse, maltreatment, or legal reprisal.7 In other words, it is 
highly likely that the death rate from illegal abortions is underreported. Aside from death, genital trauma 
and infertility are common complications of illegal abortions. The United States has ample historical 
experience with the negative impact of criminalized abortion. The 1960s, prior to the advent of Roe v. 
Wade in 1973, told a sordid tale: because of restricted access to medically safe abortions, women injured or 
dying from botched abortions poured into emergency rooms. In 1967, for instance, ten thousand women 
were admitted in New York City for complications secondary to illegal abortions. The crisis was such that 
half of maternal deaths that year in New York City were due to botched illegal abortions.8 Such deaths 
dramatically decreased after the advent of Roe v. Wade in 1973, which legalized abortion and made it a 
safe, medically supervised procedure in the United States.9 The conclusion is this: restrictive abortion laws 
do not reduce abortion rates. What they do is simply kill more women and leave other women seriously 
and, in some cases permanently, injured. 

I submit, then, that a robust Christian ethic for life cannot rest on a sanctity-of-life framework because 
it lacks theological and scientific rigor. What has allowed such a non-rigorous framework to captivate the 
political and theological imagination of the present time? One reason is that a compelling counter-witness 
was not previously advanced, and so the sanctity-of-life framework simply filled the vacuum. Fortunately, 
the winds have begun to shift in that regard, though they are in very much a nascent stage. Another reason 
is the traditional methodology for engaging Scripture. In Western evangelical Christianity, a dominant 
voice of religion in the United States, abstract theological discourse via Biblical proof texting has been 
heavily weighted over careful analysis of a theological position’s practical implications. It is easy enough to 
speak of an ethic for life, but is that ethic uplifting actual lives? An evidence-based outcomes approach is 
familiar to scientific and medical discourse but has yet to pervade popular American religious discourse. A 
more global theological perspective can be helpful. Feminist postcolonial scholar Kwok Pui Lan discusses 
the differences between Western and Chinese logic: “Classical Chinese thinkers spent very little time 
speculating about abstract propositional truth or constructing theories of metaphysics.” She describes 
instead an Asian Scriptural hermeneutic that emphasizes “wisdom for practical living.”10 Similarly, the 
feminist theologian Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza proposes that the Bible must function “as a resource 
for women’s struggle for liberation”.11 I add that the Bible must also function as a practical resource for 
intersectional struggle: the liberation of all persons into their full potential as human beings. 

What, then, should be the alternative pro-life framework? I propose John 10:10: “I came so that they 
could have life—indeed, so that they could live life to the fullest” (CEB). What does it mean to live life to 
the fullest? Another direct proclamation by Jesus about his mission provides clues: “He has sent me to 
preach good news to the poor, to proclaim release to the prisoners and recovery of sight to the blind, to 
liberate the oppressed, and to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor” (Luke 4:18-19 CEB). Despite clear 
sociological implications, those committed to a hardline neoliberal ideology spiritualize (and in effect 
domesticate) these words, restricting their application to individual sin and eternal destination. What I 
find most inspiring about Jesus’ proclamation is its original historical context. Though the immediate 
reference is Isaiah 61:1-2, the phrase “the year of the Lord’s favor” connects the quotation to the year of 
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Jubilee. This year, described in Leviticus 25: 8-55, is when slaves are freed, the poor are to be economically 
uplifted by having their property returned to them, and “liberty throughout the land” is proclaimed. It 
is an inescapable fact that Jesus is referring to liberative socioeconomic policy—not merely individual 
morality or devotion—when he declares his mission. The earthly well-being of vulnerable persons is so 
critical in the gospel that it is equated to the well-being of the Christ himself: “I was hungry, and you gave 
me food to eat. I was thirsty, and you gave me a drink. I was naked, and you gave me clothes to wear. I was 
sick, and you took care of me. I was in prison, and you visited me…. I assure you that when you have done 
it for one of the least of those brothers and sisters of mine, you have done it for me” (Matthew 25:35-40 
CEB).

I wish to highlight two features of this fullness-of-life framework: liberty and well-being, especially of 
vulnerable or marginalized persons. Merriam-Webster defines liberty as “the power of choice,” “freedom 
from arbitrary or despotic control,” and the “positive enjoyment of various social, political, or economic 
rights and privileges.”12 Thus, liberty and well-being are interdependent. This moral framework transcends 
a myopic obsession with the womb that characterizes the sanctity-of-life framework. As Rebecca Todd 
Peters, a feminist Christian ethicist, notes: “Life is not simply about being born, but also being named, 
claimed, and welcomed into community and nurtured into being”.13 To call for the fullness of life is thus 
harmonious with the aims of reproductive justice: the freedom to have or not to have a child, and the 
freedom to parent in safe and sustainable communities. 

Liberty is a fundamental human right, and an essential ingredient of human flourishing. “Choose life” is 
an oft-repeated motto of those who espouse the sanctity-of-life framework. To choose life, however, implies 
that there is an actual choice to be made. To make a choice requires free moral agency, not compulsion. 
Criminalizing abortion is essentially forced altruism. We must remember that pregnancy is not medically 
benign for women. The risk of mortality for women who carry pregnancies to term is fourteen times 
higher relative to legal, medically safe abortions. The risk of serious medical morbidity is also significantly 
higher with childbirth compared to safe, legal abortion.14 The comparison of abortion to murder—that 
is, the willful taking of another’s life—is simply illogical. The fetus does not possess independent life, but 
quite literally borrows the life of the woman, who carries it at significant risk to her own health and life. A 
more apt analogy would be to legally require one individual to donate an organ to save the life of another, 
and to impose criminal penalties should the would-be donor fail to do so. Is this really the kind of despotic 
power we are willing to grant the state over our bodies?

More appropriate would be to consider what enables and supports the free decision to have a child. 
This is an angle often insufficiently considered by pro-choice and anti-choice activists alike. What is 
usually overlooked in this debate is how closely abortion is tied to socioeconomic oppression. Globally, 
the most frequent concerns women cite as a reason for seeking an abortion are socioeconomic in nature.15  
Women at or below the poverty level in the United States have abortions at a rate of 44 abortions per 1000 
women, but women living above 300% of the poverty level have abortions at a rate of 10 abortions per 
1000 women.16  As Rebecca Todd Peters summarizes eloquently, “although it only takes nine months to 
gestate a baby and bring it into the world, it takes at least another eighteen years to raise that child into a 
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healthy, loving, and well-adjusted member of society. The degree to which a parent can accomplish these 
tasks successfully and without excessive stress depends on whether they have access to safe and affordable 
housing, an education system that teaches kids what they need to know to succeed in life, a job that pays 
a living wage, and a community where their race or ethnic background does not put them at risk.” 17   A 
study published in 2019 reported that 44% of the United States population qualifies as low-wage workers, 
which means their wages cannot cover the basic cost of living.18 This means that these workers can work a 
full-time job, and still be unable to put food on the table, pay rent, keep the electricity on, or afford medical 
bills. Known risk factors for abortion are disruptive life events such as divorce or separation, moving two 
or more times in a twelve-month period, losing a job, or domestic violence. The incidence of such life 
disruptions increases as income decreases. In 2014, seventy five percent of women who had abortions had 
annual household incomes in or near the bottom quintile in the nation—equal to or less than $21,432. 19 
People of color bear a disproportionate share of poverty and, consequently, have a higher rate of abortions.  
According to 2018 United States census data, people who identify as Native American, Black, and Hispanic 
each individually surpass white people in the poverty rate,20 even though white people are the single most 
populous ethnic group.  African American and Latina women have abortions at rates of 49 and 33 per 1000 
women, respectively, in comparison to 13 abortions per 1000 for white women.21   

Poverty increases the risk of death and morbidity due to concomitant health disparities. Maternal 
mortality rate, for instance, is three times higher in the United States for Black and Native American/
Indigenous women compared to white women.22 The impact of poverty on a vulnerable child’s well-being 
is not trivial. Child poverty is highly correlated with poor academic achievement and school dropouts, 
behavioral and emotional problems, and developmental delays. It is also associated with asthma, obesity, 
physical disability, and premature death. Child poverty costs the rest of society dearly: about $500 billion 
a year to the US economy by reducing economic productivity by 1.3 % of GDP, raising crime rates, and 
increasing overall health care expenditure.23 These outcomes are due to the impact the chronic stress 
of poverty can have on children’s developing brains—particularly the hippocampus, which is critical to 
learning, and the prefrontal cortex, which is critical to emotion regulation and planning.24

Again, liberty requires that the decision to continue or not continue a pregnancy is experienced by 
women as an actual choice between options that are both viable. Socioeconomic burdens like the ones 
we just discussed might result in a well-considered decision to terminate the pregnancy. They can also 
result in a reluctant or even desperate decision to terminate the pregnancy, even if the woman might 
otherwise desire a child. Available evidence validates women’s socioeconomic concerns when faced with 
a pregnancy. Women who are denied access to safe, legal abortion are more likely to experience lasting 
economic insecurity and hardship, more likely to receive public assistance, and less likely to be employed 
full-time, compared to women who received abortions.25 Safe and sustainable communities, as called for 
by reproductive justice advocates, are therefore an absolute prerequisite to women’s free moral agency—
whether the decision is to have a child, or not to have a child. Women are not motivated by convenience 
or a callous disregard for children’s welfare. To the contrary, the very opposite is true. They understand the 
lifelong covenant that comes with childbearing, and this understanding informs their decisions. We should 
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take women seriously when they say they do not have the resources to parent responsibly; failure to take 
them seriously deals violence to women, children, and society at large. Merely to carry a pregnancy to full 
term is not to “choose life.” To “choose life” is to maximize opportunity for human beings to thrive (not 
merely survive) when they enter this world. In this sense, the sanctity-of-life framework fails to uphold the 
values of liberty and well-being promulgated in Matthew 25:35-40, Luke 4:18-19, and John 10:10. 

  Thus far, I have considered the evidence that criminalizing abortion causes active harm to women, 
without reducing abortion rates. I have proposed an alternative Biblical ethic of life grounded in human 
flourishing—what I call the “fullness-of-life” framework. In exploring liberty and well-being, the primary 
values underpinning the fullness of life, we have introduced a concept of choice broader than that which 
usually pervades political discourse—one which calls for the removal of oppressive socioeconomic barriers 
that inhibit genuinely free moral agency. I conclude the discussion by moving from the theoretical to the 
practical: how do we enact this new “fullness-of-life” theology that proposes to spread “liberty throughout 
the land” as imagined in the Jubilee of Leviticus 2? 

For those of us who are Christians, it is because of our Christian faith—not despite it—that we 
support social policies that promote authentic freedom by advancing the well-being of women, children, 
and families. We advocate for accessible public transportation and affordable, high-quality childcare so 
that women, particularly those who face single parenthood, can sustainably earn an income. We invest 
in quality public education, especially for the most vulnerable and under-resourced school districts. By 
doing so, we no longer ignore the legacy of racist redlining practices such as those which resulted from 
the National Housing Act of 1934. Under that law, people in minority neighborhoods were systematically 
denied loans to purchase homes, making the building of wealth—and hence the building of good schools 
and other public services—impossible in those neighborhoods for generations to come. We advocate for 
a living wage that covers the cost of safe housing, basic utilities, and access to healthy foods. We insist on 
affordable high-quality health care that provides access to disease prevention, not just crisis management. 
This health care includes easy access to effective contraception (and contraception counseling)—a direct 
way to prevent unnecessary abortions26 and enable women to plan their families thoughtfully. 

Finally, we learn from global justice efforts to raise standards of living in impoverished nations. The 
United Nations Development Program (UNDP) declares: “Women’s empowerment helps raise economic 
productivity and reduce infant mortality. It contributes to improved health and nutrition. It increases the 
chance of education for the next generation.”27 Microfinance loans enabling women to start their own 
small businesses have been deployed with success globally, and more so than when the same strategy 
is deployed with men.28 In a time when massive corporations use their disproportionate market share 
to practice economic exploitation, empowering women residing in low-income neighborhoods to start 
small businesses holds intriguing potential to decentralize economic power simultaneously as improving 
standards of living and the national economy. Now in this era, more than ever before, we need faithful and 
well-defined Christian witness such as this to spark the moral imagination of our political and theological 
discussions. May it be so, as we build and disseminate an evidence-based Christian theology for the fullness 
of life. 
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Experiencing Care Within: Introducing a Pedagogy of Sacred Connec-
tion for Teaching Pastoral Theology & Spiritual Care

Aizaiah Yong

Graduate Theological Union

Abstract

While recent attention has been given to better understand how spiritual 
caregivers might be sustained in their efforts, little time has been given to 
consider what pedagogies might be most helpful to develop both critical 
consciousness and spiritual resilience. In this essay, I attempt to offer a 
new pedagogy for pastoral theology and spiritual care, rooted in sacred 
connection. This approach is grounded in embodied knowledge and seeks 
to foster critical and spiritual capacities within all who are seeking to 
become compassionate spiritual care providers.

IntroDuctIon 

The characteristics of the contemplative life can often be summarized in paradoxes such as: open-
heartedness while also protecting boundaries, clarity in confronting injustice while remaining 
open to surprise, and acts of radical hope even amidst realities of suffering. Hence, I would like to 

suggest a pedagogy rooted in contemplative practice, or what I call a pedagogy of sacred connection, which 
I hope will offer invaluable resources to the field of pastoral theology and spiritual care by providing an 
experientially grounded foundation of spaciousness within the interiority of a spiritual care provider to 
enable the care process to be sustained and continually transformed for the long haul.

The pastoral vocation to acts of care has a long history within the Christian tradition and was re-
introduced in the 20th century through the formation of the field of clinical pastoral education or CPE. CPE 
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emerged from the peculiar experiences (and sufferings) of Anton Boisen, a Christian minister who found 
himself undergoing what was then clinically diagnosed as schizophrenia elucidated by hallucinations and 
delirium. After a three-week period, Boisen regained a basic orientation to the world and devoted the 
rest of his life and ministry investigating how suffering and the spiritual life are intertwined.1 The field of 
CPE has since focused on two central issues: 1) how to best attend to suffering in the world and 2) to re-
interpret theology in light of lived experiences of suffering (giving such experiences privilege and authority 
in theological methods). It is from this unusual launching point that pastoral theology and care (what is 
now often referred to as spiritual care to overcome Christian supremacy) continues to re-imagine what the 
practice of care looks like in contemporary settings. 

In recent years, pastoral theologians have begun to insist that for spiritual care to be administered 
helpfully, it cannot be solely at the individual level but must advocate for transformation of the entire 
human web that human life is tethered to. This includes interpersonal relationships, communal groups, 
social structures, and global systems that create and perpetuate conditions of privilege and oppression. This 
is summarized by Bonnie Miller McLemore’s metaphor of regarding spiritual care as attending to the living 
human web; she writes, “In a word, never again will a clinical moment, whether of caring for a woman 
recovering from hysterectomy or attending to a woman’s spiritual life, be understood on intrapsychic 
grounds alone.”2 In this metaphor, it is the interdependence of life at all levels (personal, interpersonal, 
and social) that spiritual care providers are to consider and address. This insight has given way for pastoral 
theologians to embrace critical theories (from sociology and anthropology) such as critical race theory, 
intersectional theories, as well as postcolonial/decolonial theories to inform effective pastoral care praxis 
that seeks to transform systems and structures within society.3 

However, is it possible for pastoral theology to critique the systems of oppression while inside of it? 
That is, pastoral theology has long existed within Christian higher education, wherein every layer of that 
reality (“Christian,” “Higher” and “Education”) in the context of the United States (US) has a history 
rife with Eurocentric and rationalistic bias. Pastoral theologian Phillis Sheppard recently presented on 
the topic of “Decolonizing Pastoral Theology and Care” and argued that “if spiritual care providers are 
going to participate in the decolonization of US society, spiritual care educators must first decolonize the 
classroom,” pointing out that the field of pastoral theology and spiritual care still maintains blind spots and 
biases that exclude non-Christian faith traditions, and the LGBTQIAA community, among others.4 And so 
critical questions remain such as how does pastoral theology and spiritual care disentangle from systems 
and structures of oppressions of all kinds, beginning in the classroom itself? I suggest that reflections on 
pedagogy is a good starting place. For if, a spiritual care provider is to be sustained in the long haul, it 
will require for the continual attention to the spiritual well-being of the care provider. Recently, pastoral 
theologians such as Carrie Doehring and Ruben Arjona have made the call for pedagogies within spiritual 
care to cultivate competencies of “spiritual integration” and that the foundation of this pedagogy is to assist 
spiritual care providers to “walk the talk by continually engaging in their own processes of integration.”5 
Yet, the work of spiritual integration is not easy and so my interests lie in how our pedagogies can facilitate 
a spaciousness wherein the process of spiritual integration can be welcomed instead of resisted.

Postcolonial critical theories have helped to highlight the problematic assumptions of anthropocentricism 
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within higher education and the unhelpful reliance upon the supremacy of the rationalistic, discursive 
mind within certain strands of Christianity. So, the question for relation here is what happens when those 
long relied upon systems become contested? What pedagogical practices can best help students to find 
courage to explore these challenges without resorting back to old ways of being? Although, the problems 
tied to oppression are increasingly named with precision and detail, what are the remedies that allow for a 
person to become aware of the problems and transform them? At the current moment, even when injustice 
is named and identified, our current models of pedagogy might still assume that students can catch what 
we are talking about, but I would contend that these postures need to be practiced.  

While these questions are large and challenging, there has yet to be literature devoted to investigating 
what might be the most effective pedagogical methods that help hold and transform the tensions of learning 
and doing justice. This is of utmost significance for those persons who seek to offer spiritual care for a person 
who is suffering from a social oppression that is foreign to the care provider. It seems the person will only 
be able to do so effectively if they themselves have been provided moments and opportunities of practice 
that can keep the care provider open and curious when personal and systemic privilege, oppression, and 
blind spots emerge. 

Because, we live a world where domination is often celebrated or justified, it is strenuous work to 
destabilize dominant narratives, assumptions, and problematic ways of being within the life of a care 
provider but yet this is imperative to the success of spiritual care. Spiritual care in a time of systemic 
injustice ought to re-affirm acts of healing, guidance, sustenance, reconciliation, nurturing, empowerment, 
and liberation and yet this will require a renewal of these courageous capacities as well as an enduring 
resilience that weathers institutional and structural forces seeking to silence, erase, and diminish the 
work.6  I suggest that a potential response is to implement a pedagogy of sacred connection where the 
intention is to invite each participant in the learning environment to experience a contemplative practice. 
This practice serves to (re)connect with the sacred in a way that will gift the participant with capacities of 
trust, intimacy, and the ability to be present to themselves and one another amidst difficult conversations 
of suffering and oppression. 7

teachIng sPIrItual care WIth a PeDagogy of sacreD connectIon

In light of the vast diversity of the 21st century classroom and consciousness, pedagogies of connection 
must not be reducible to any one religious tradition but informed by and accessible to people from various 
spiritual backgrounds. There are a few contemporary spiritual teachers who are helpful in this endeavor 
because they have recently offered unique and novel contemplative practices that are informed by multiple 
spiritual traditions and also uniquely creative in their approach. Two specific teachers fit this kind of 
orientation and highlight how their practices were created with inclusion of people across diverse cultural 
and spiritual traditions.  It is also important to note that I have chosen these particular practices because 
each of them is not just concerned with being inclusive so that all might have inner experience, but they 
make explicit connections to the ways that these practices also promote engagement in socially restorative 
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actions and non-violent approaches to societal structures and systems. 
The first practice is by psychotherapist, spiritual teacher, and former monk, James Finley, called 

Transforming Trauma, which is a seven-step contemplative practice primarily directed to therapists but 
also written to anyone interested in a more integrated and interdependent life that supports the healing 
and flourishing of all life. While each step of his practice builds on one another, one of the most helpful 
steps in my estimation is step two because of the way it helps people find the sacred amidst ordinary life. 
In step two of his practice, he identifies something called “spontaneous spiritual experience or SSE.” In 
the words of Finley, “SSE helps us to recognize the beauty of life as it is happening right in front of us 
like in the example of the setting of the sun,” which helps humanity to avoid “thinking all that we are 
is ego” and produces the sense that life is a gift. This fills us with gratitude.”8 Finley refers to the egoic 
mind as the thinking, choosing, desiring, and feeling energies that we spend most of our day-to-day life 
succumbed to. In other words, the invitation of SSE is simply to identify certain moments in ordinary life 
that overwhelm us with joy, love, or tenderness and to imagine what it would feel like to root ourselves 
more deeply in the truth of them as we live our lives, open to the inevitable spontaneity and adventure 
that unfolds. This practice can help us to be more grounded in the truth and mysterious wonder of life as 
a gift, and if we can realize this, we find our deepest identity to be immovable, indestructible, and always 
available to us if we are open. If a person gives themselves to the practice of contemplating SSE, Finley 
attests that it will produce qualities within a person to “touch the hurting places with love until only love 
is left.”9 Finley’s work integrates Christianity and Buddhism by discussing healing as a combination of 
incarnational embodiment and mindful awareness of the interconnectedness of life. 

 The second contemplative practice is one offered by practical theologian Frank Rogers Jr. 
which he calls the compassion practice (CP). For Rogers’, CP is completely based on the foundational 
understanding that all of life is inherently compassionate and involves four-steps that can be taken by 
any individual. CP includes the steps of 1) catching one’s breath, 2) taking your PULSE, 3) taking the 
PULSE of another, and 4) deciding what to do. PULSE is an acronym that stands for paying attention, 
understanding empathetically, loving with connection, sensing the sacred, and embodying new life. For 
Rogers, taking the PULSE of oneself and the others is the exercise of learning to practice compassion. The 
goal of CP is for the practitioner to become aware of all that is coming up in one’s personal experience 
and to touch those energies with compassionate presence. For many, this supports the cultivation of what 
Rogers calls capacities of compassion-based activism such as: curiosity, compassion, calmness, connection, 
clarity, confidence, creativity, and courage.10 In Rogers’ teachings of CP, he highlights the ways wisdom 
teachers from across spiritual traditions were grounded in compassion, and in this way, Rogers also models 
the ways in which contemplative practice creates spaciousness and receptivity in a person to embrace 
difference.

What is beautiful and helpful about both of these contemplative practices is that neither prescribes 
one definition of compassion or SSE. In so doing, this leaves enough flexibility for people across cultures 
and traditions to experience the practice in a way most helpful and meaningful to them. Neither practice 
necessitates prior belief in a deity or requires that a person have any religious affiliation and again their 
practices are malleable to the context needed for the person practicing. Each of these practices, however, 
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invite for a deepened presence to one’s own personal experience grounded in the resources of care and 
compassion. Finally, there are plentiful stories of people who have experienced these contemplative practices 
that attest to increased capabilities to be compassionately present to suffering in the world resourced by 
the goodness of life itself, which is of crucial importance for social engagement and healing. I contend that 
these practices are not only relevant to people’s everyday lives but even more so for those who are placed 
in positions of providing spiritual care.  In the following section, I share my own contemplative practice 
that has been shaped in the spirit of the aforementioned practices. I, therefore, suggest that these practices 
can be used as a pedagogical tool in teaching pastoral theology and spiritual care.

a PeDagogy of sacreD connectIon, PractIcally sPeakIng

The following pedagogical tool is an attempt to envision an example of how a pedagogy of sacred 
connection might be practiced when teaching Pastoral Theology and Spiritual Care. This pedagogy seeks 
to promote an inner excavation for all those seeking to be actively involved in caring for others by first 
inviting participants to ground (and re-ground) themselves in sacred connection. The learning outcome 
is to help students remember and contemplate an occasion from the past where they were recipients of 
compassionate and generous spiritual care. The ability for pastoral theologians and spiritual care providers 
to extend compassion to others is directly connected to their own firsthand experiences of being cared 
for compassionately. It is by reflection on the spiritual reservoirs that ground them that caregivers will 
they find the limitless flow of life that can also sustain them in acts of justice and solidarity with the world 
amidst suffering. 

A pedagogy of sacred connection consists in three movements that assist the instructor in fostering the 
kind of spiritual presence needed in the process of care. The first movement is slowing down. The second 
movement is settling in. The third movement is spreading out. I will illustrate these three movements by 
first summarizing what each entail and then providing a sample of how the approach might be taken in 
a classroom. It should be noted that while I separate each movement for descriptive purposes, all three 
movements happen simultaneously and should be viewed as one holistic pedagogical approach. Depending 
on the level of experience that participants have with contemplative practice, this exercise could take 
anywhere from five to thirty minutes. I would also recommend for those wanting to use this practice for 
the first time, the entire experience should be no longer than five minutes and be strictly invitational for 
students as to not assume willing participation. 

movement 1: sloWIng DoWn

 Slowing down is the first and necessary movement of a pedagogy of sacred connection because it 
allows for a more holistic awareness of oneself. Slowing down invites awareness of our body, mind, emotions, 
sensations, and feelings. We are often living at such a fast pace and are preoccupied with our plans, daily 
agenda, and pressing deadlines that we rarely remember the depth of our own lives and the beauty of it. 
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I would even argue that we are prone to take our very life and its profound wisdom for granted and are 
caught in mental patterns of self-judgment, loathing, complaining, and blaming. We are then caught up 
in a vicious cycle of reactivity enslaved to our own past experiences and judgments which diminishes our 
ability to be present to the larger life and/or purpose that is unfolding as the gift of compassion all around 
us. In slowing down, one is invited to bring intention and openness to the mystery of life as a gift. It should 
be stated that slowing down in this sense is not an invitation to mindful awareness but to concentrate 
specific attention on the ways in which life is given to the person. Examples of this include, noticing the 
beating heart, the ways in which oxygen is granted to us moment by moment, or the experience of care 
from a friend, family member, or nature. In this movement, one begins to identify moments where life is 
brimming with generous and compassionate love. This posture echoes what the mystic Thérèse of Lisieux 
testifies, “The little act done with great love touches the whole world in ways we do not understand. The 
love with which we do each little thing has divine proportions to it. It is this infinite love incarnate in the 
wholehearted sincerity of each moment of our life. Like living our whole life with our whole heart.”11

I invite you now to take a moment and find a comfortable position. Allow yourself to assume 
a posture where your back is upright and your feet are planted on the ground beneath you. 
Find that position where you can be both relaxed and attentive. If you are so inclined, it 
can be helpful to close your eyes or to allow them to be softly open. I want to again invite 
you to take a deep breath and experience the support of the chair you are sitting on, the 
ground beneath you. Allow yourself to rest in the great silence and the compassionate 
presence of life. You might notice within yourself various thoughts, concerns, sensations, 
and feelings arising. Things to do, plans for later on. It is okay and normal, give yourself 
the gift of honoring their presence with warmth and gently allow them to float away. Right 
now, there is no problem to solve or place to go. I invite you now to receive and become 
more deeply aware of the presence of compassion permeating life. Notice the beating of 
your heart and the ways in which oxygen is granted to you freely. Consider how the earth 
supports your ability to stand or sit. Life is extending compassionate care to us always.

movement 2: settlIng In

 This movement accentuates the importance of paying more close attention to the life that is 
happening within and around us. It involves grounding oneself in the revelatory experience of life as pure 
gift being offered to humanity with compassion. The experience of this movement can be characterized 
by moments of openness and depth and in qualities such as gratitude, playfulness, joy, peace, love, and 
compassion. The class will begin to bring greater non-judgmental and curious attention to the times in 
which they received compassionate care. It is in observing this moment in qualitative depth that could give 
rise to trust in life itself as inherently full of goodness, beauty, and mercy.
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Now I want to invite you to turn your attention to a recent experience where you found 
yourself overjoyed by life. Characteristics of this moment might include gratitude, 
spontaneity, laughter, love, and/or compassion. This moment might be when you were 
in the presence of a friend, a lover, a child, a relative or it could be a moment you were 
simply in awe and astounded by nature around you. Perhaps it is a moment where you 
felt comforted by the presence of the sacred as you understand it. Maybe it is a moment of 
prayer, meditation, or during an act of solidarity promoting justice and peace. This should 
be a moment in which you were overcome with the realization that this experience is truly 
a gift. It was not given based on your efforts, accomplishment, planning, or strategy but 
it was granted freely. Many moments might come up for you but try to settle in to one 
that you would like to spend more time with today. Take a moment now to more deeply 
contemplate this moment. Where were you in this moment? What were the surroundings? 
What was the weather like? Turn your attention now to your senses in this moment. 
What did you see in this moment? What were the sounds of this moment? What were the 
smells in this moment? Were there other people present? What were the emotions of this 
moment? What did it feel like? Allow yourself to be intimately present in this experience. 
What do you notice about yourself in this moment? What qualities and capacities are 
present with you? Notice how open you are to the adventure of life and how your heart is 
moved in this moment. Simply savor this moment and extend gratitude towards it.

movement 3: sPreaDIng out

 This final movement is the full integration of the practice which leads us to great courage as we 
reach out to attend to the suffering in the world. This extends beyond our own personal lives and seeks 
to make peace with all things. Rather than only seeking spiritual experience for personal satisfaction, the 
practice involves grounding oneself in the reality of compassion so that the person might become an agent 
or portal to peace and harmony in the world.

Now I want to invite you to imagine grounding yourself in the energy and experience of 
this moment. How would you treat yourself in light of this? How would you treat others? 
How would you go about life in society? How about your relationship with nature? The 
next time you find yourself carried away in stress, worries, or concerns, what is a simple 
act you can take to remind yourself of the qualitative experience of this moment? Perhaps 
there is a symbol that can represent this moment and you can take a screenshot in your 
phone. Perhaps there is a phrase that captures the sweetness of this moment that you can 
repeat to yourself. Whatever the action is, it should be one that re-grounds you in the 
experience of this moment and invites you to return to a way of being that flows from the 
qualities and capacities present in this moment. I invite you now to take a deep breath and 
extend gratitude to yourself for the opportunity to do this practice and when it feels right, 
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allow yourself to gently return more fully present to this moment here and now

conclusIon

In my personal experience of teaching pastoral theology and care, using a pedagogy of sacred connection 
has proved to be invaluable to facilitate difficult conversations centered on suffering and marginalization 
within larger society. This pedagogy helps to create a class environment grounded in sacred connection, 
which are some of the necessary building blocks for intimacy and restored human relations. This pedagogy 
of sacred connection also cultivates and replenishes inner resources within a person such as a sense of 
expansiveness and connection with all of life which are so desperately needed to stay present to the suffering 
at hand. I find that in grounding the class with spiritual practice it also fosters the understanding that 
life is inherently compassionate, which results in greater creativity and empathy which aid in imagining 
innovative restorative social actions from a place of spaciousness rather than scarcity.

It is only through the recovery of interdependence by way of contemplative practice (and experience) 
that bridges to empathic understanding can be built, and it is the first step towards transforming 
relationships at every level of human interaction. A pedagogy of sacred connection could also help to foster 
the spiritual and energetic momentum needed to create and innovate non-violent postures of engagement 
that winsomely and lovingly unearth previously hidden pathways to social healing together. Finally, a 
pedagogy of sacred connection might offer the sustenance to keep going despite difficulty, challenge, and/
or despair. It is common in the lives of activists and pastoral care-providers to experience exhaustion, 
depletion, and frustration, and so it is imperative for those who are committed to this work for the long 
run to have spiritual resources to return to in order for revitalization to occur. It is my sincere hope that 
the field of pastoral theology and spiritual care can continue to integrate practices and capacities of sacred 
connection that flow from across spiritual traditions in order that care providers might be better resourced 
for the important tasks of healing, guiding, sustaining, reconciling, nurturing, empowering, and liberating.
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Queer Palestine and the Empire of Critique 
Sa’ed Atshan
Redwood City, CA: Stanford University Press, 2020. 296 pages. $28.00

In Queer Palestine and the Empire of Critique, Sa’ed Atshan writes about queer activism of and in solidarity 
with queer Palestinians. His book documents queer Palestinian resistance against homophobia and 
colonialism, two complex institutionalized systems of oppression that he shows to be enmeshed with 

one another. Atshan observes that contemporary queer Palestinian activism has plateaued due to the 
immense challenges from the Israeli state. Activism has also stalled due to a kind of criticism internal to 
the movement. He refers to this criticism as an “empire of critique,” revealing a problematic discourse that 
polices the borders of queer Palestinian activism.

Atshan has divided his work into five chapters. Chapter 1 builds on his introduction in providing 
the context to his work. He establishes the theoretical underpinnings of his ethnographic approach as 
well as introducing the heterogeneity of queer Palestinians and a history of Al-Qaws and Aswat, two 
contemporary queer Palestinian organizations. This chapter also justifies his commitment to a “politics of 
the ordinary,” whereby resistance happens in everyday life under extraordinary contexts of homophobia 
and apartheid (28). Chapter 2 addresses pinkwashing, a type of colonial propaganda that is a central 
concern for queer Palestinian activists. Operating through homonationalism, pinkwashing leverages 
gay—and sometimes trans—rights as evidence for Western superiority over that of purportedly intolerant 
minorities, thus justifying their subjugation by the state. Athsan presents several key examples and shows 
how pinkwashing upholds oppressive state policies. Accusations of pinkwashing can also appear within the 
empire of critique as a means of policing activism against the Israeli state. For example, queer social justice 
activists have at times accused fellow activists of pinkwashing when they address homophobia within 
Palestinian communities. Addressing these dynamics, Atshan convincingly argues that one can critique the 
politics of pinkwashing while also critiquing homophobia in both Israeli and Palestinian contexts. 

In Chapter 3, Atshan builds on the previous chapter and focuses on issues of pinkwashing within 
transnational activism. Pride parades and other queer celebrations have become sites of conflict when 
issues of pinkwashing/pinkwatching (the process of deconstructing pinkwashing) arise in relation 
to funding, organizers, and entertainment. He draws from Andrew Robinson and Mikhail Bakhtin to 
understand these conflicts, arguing that schisms between activists reveal a kind of radical purism or 
monoglossia, whereby a singular voice is privileged as representative of a movement that is, in reality, far 
more complicated. In Chapter 4, Atshan shifts from pride parades to queer representation, documenting 
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and analyzing representations of LGBTQ Palestinians in the media and in film. In general, Palestinians 
and those in solidarity with them distrust the media to such an extent that activists often critique most 
portrayals of queer Palestinians. Atshan argues that this trend of distrust becomes a problem when it 
unintentionally silences more nuanced representations. Overcoming this impulse within the movement 
means that demands for better media representation should center the complexities of queer Palestinian 
experiences rather than an unrealistic monolithic experience.

Chapter 5 continues to discuss the empire of critique but through the context of academia. Atshan asks 
that his fellow academics to be more cognizant of which voices they amplify and which they marginalize 
or ignore. Much of this self-reflective writing on academia reminds me of Kecia Ali’s work in the realm 
of Islamic studies, writing about the politics of citation as it relates to gendered authority in academia. 1 
Atshan’s book is a contribution to these emerging conversations on citation and voice. This final chapter 
also reiterates his primary purpose of highlighting the inseparability of Zionism from homophobia, what 
Atshan labels as the “ethnoheteronormativity” that queer Palestinians experience and resist. The empire 
of critique undermines the complex realities of lives, oppressions, and protests. Ultimately, social justice 
requires “holding multiple, interconnected struggles together at once and to welcome a variety of differently 
positioned actors into the movement” (140). Activism, for him, can only truly be effective when it opens up 
space for solidarity between a multiplicity of voices, experiences, subjectivities, and ideologies. Crucially, 
this does not mean critique is bad; rather, any critique should lift up the marginalized and oppressed, not 
silence them.

Atshan’s conclusion reads as a manifesto, tasking his fellow academics to maintain best practices when 
writing about subaltern populations and individuals. Scholars should not impose, for example, a queer 
discourse onto the subjects of their research in what Atshan refers to as a type of “epistemic coercion.” 
Nor should we ignore intersectional realities by expecting individuals and communities to trade queer 
politics for anti-imperialist politics or vice versa (213). My only substantial criticism is his lack of attention 
to the ways religious identities and practices inform the lives of his informants. He acknowledges this 
limitation in the conclusion. He suggests that this is one direction future scholarship on LGBTQ Palestinian 
movements, individuals, and organizations can take. Religious studies has a lot to offer in this regard. Most 
importantly, religious studies can interrogate the role of Islamophobia and how it affects the lives of both 
queer Palestinian Muslims and Christians in ways that are most surely just as complex as being ethnic and 
sexual minorities under an apartheid state.

 In my view, Queer Palestine’s most meaningful contribution is to academic conversations on 
social justice theory that build upon Kimberlé Crenshaw’s concept of intersectionality.2 Atshan’s central 
message is that oppression and resistance are complicated because the lives of the oppressed and those 
who resist oppression are complicated. There is no separating out racialized experiences from those 
that are supposedly only homophobic experiences. This intersectional reality also means that activism 
is complicated. As Atshan argues throughout, there is no singular queer Palestinian experience because 
the lives of queer Palestinians are informed by their varying and unique encounters with homophobia in 
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Israel, homophobia in the West Bank and Gaza, the legal, social, and militarized effects of a Zionist state, 
and the transnational phenomena of homonationalism and pinkwashing. Queer Palestinian struggles 
with homophobia and transphobia cannot be understood without also acknowledging the ways their 
experiences with racism inform those struggles. This is because Israel’s state-sanctioned Zionism justifies 
an ethnocracy that privileges white European Jewish Israelis. Simultaneously, Zionism also privileges 
the rights of heterosexual and cis-gendered citizens. Dividing up queer Palestinian experiences as either 
queer or Palestinian conceals the ways their oppression and their resistance work. Over all, writing on 
Palestinian experiences of and resistance to ethnoheteronormativity attests to the continuing relevance 
and elaboration of Crenshaw’s critical race theory.

Given Atshan’s personal and scholarly commitments to the movement of queer Palestinian liberation, 
Queer Palestine reveals itself to be a labor of love. His personal and ethical commitments to Palestinian 
and queer social justice comes through in his writing. What I admire most is his seamless ability to create 
a work that engages academics, social justice advocates, and those of us who balance both spheres in 
our everyday lives. Scholarship and social justice are not mutually exclusive, especially when our work 
as scholars concerns commitments both personal and ethical. In the same way that queer Palestinian 
liberation is tied to the struggle against Israeli apartheid, so too is our scholarship tied to the flourishing of 
those lives that we document in our books.

Garrett Kiriakos-Fugate 
Boston University
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tidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics,” The University of Chicago Legal Forum, 1989.
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Embracing Disruptive Coherence: Coming out as Erotic Ethical Practice 
Kathleen T. Talvacchia
Eugene, OR: Cascade Books, 2019. 142 pages. $19.00

Drawing from both queer theory and queer theology, Kathleen Talvacchia’s recent work situates 
the act of coming out within Christian practical theology. What does coming out look like in 
a world where—as queer theory suggests—identities are fluid, relational, and intersectional? 

Embracing Disruptive Coherence: Coming Out as Erotic Ethical Practice raises and answers this question 
via a Christian ethical lens. While queer theology has long offered theological justifications and ethical 
explorations of queer experiences, Talvacchia’s book is unique in its focus on the ethical demands and 
complexities of coming out itself as a theological act of truth-telling. Her book is in dialogue with a world 
where intersectional identities increasingly shape and complexify the queer coming out experience.

The book consists of six short chapters. The first chapter situates Talvacchia’s book in her personal 
dilemma of whether to come out to her Korean immigrant parents-in-law who moved in with her and 
her partner. This complex dynamic of cultural identity and queer identity prompts Talvacchia to frame 
modern day coming out practices as a fluid process, rather than a “once-for-all reality” (3). Conversations 
on whether, when, and why to come out still matter for queer individuals today, as the author’s own story 
demonstrates. The inclusion of her personal story is an effective way of framing the book in an intersectional 
and experiential mode of analysis.

The book’s second chapter takes a scriptural turn. Talvacchia follows the example of many other 
contemporary Protestant constructive theological works by grounding her book in the contextual reading 
of a scriptural passage. She engages in a queer reading of Luke 4:16-30, the rejection of Jesus at Nazareth, 
to suggest a parallel between Jesus’ self-disclosure of identity to the coming out experience. Coming out is 
a relational act that comes with risk, she concludes through a close reading of the passage. From there, she 
begins to frame her analysis of the coming out process in the categories of disruption versus coherence, 
and instability versus stability—implying that all four could be present in the experience of coming out.

Chapter three, “Toward Erotic Ethical Practice,” serves as the literature review section of Talvacchia’s 
book. While I found this chapter to be the most fragmented chapter (in terms of structure) of the book, 
the comprehensiveness of the literature review of both queer theory and queer theology may be helpful for 
those who are unfamiliar with the fields. Talvacchia teases out how coming out is viewed within various 
queer theory and queer theology texts. Using these existing theoretical works, she suggests that coming 
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out is not the “expression of a hidden, inner essence” of oneself (59), but a practice of truth-telling and 
testimony.

Chapter four forms the bulk of Talvacchia’s constructive theology in which she asks, “Why is coming 
out as truth-telling an erotic ethical practice?” (62). The chapter answers the question by drawing on 
concepts such as “the erotic as power” from Audre Lorde’s essay of the same name and the idea of indecent 
theology as truth-telling from the works of Marcella Althaus-Reid. However, while she engages with these 
existing concepts, Talvacchia mainly summarizes them and does not challenge or reframe them in any 
significant way. While the chapter centers around what coming out as an “erotic ethical practice” means, 
the wide variety of theologians quoted in the chapter (including John J. McNeill, Marvin Ellison, and 
Mark D. Jordan, among others) makes it difficult to recognize where the author’s original argument lies 
until the end of chapter four, which sees some of the book’s key contributions to a theological ethics of 
coming out. Talvacchia writes that coming out as disruptive coherence must prioritize justice-love and 
honor communal relationships. Whether, when, and how to come out in a world with the “messiness of 
conflicting demands” are the questions that require deep theological discernment (83). The relationality 
of coming out is key to Talvacchia’s queer theology, which places intersectionality and multiculturalism 
at the forefront of queer experience. The book stresses that queer individuals exist in a relational world, a 
world that complicates the already-fluid experience of coming out. Queer theology too must also honor 
the relationality and cultural complexity that lie between all human experience. Talvacchia’s discussion on 
coming out in multicultural contexts is a key addition to existing queer theology (most of which remains 
in the white Euro-American context.

In chapters five and six, Talvacchia expands upon the notion of coming out as disruptive coherence, 
suggesting that the term resists both “destructive disruption” (disintegration of social relationships) and 
“controlling coherence” (integration at the cost of hiding part of oneself). At its best, coming out ought to 
be both disruptive and coherent: it disrupts existing hierarchies via truth-telling, while preserving sacred 
social relationships and integrating one’s whole self in its many identities. Concluding her book, Talvacchia 
encourages queer individuals to ask, as part of their discernment of coming out: what does justice demand 
in this situation?

Embracing Disruptive Coherence adds to the existing voices within the field of queer Christian ethics. 
Along the same vein as Margaret Farley’s Just Love: A Framework for Christian Sexual Ethics (1992), 
Marvin Ellison’s Making Love Just: Sexual Ethics for Perplexing Times (2012), and many other texts, these 
LGBT-inclusive Christian ethics mark a move in Christian theology from LGBTQ-affirming theological 
apologetics to sexual ethics that center the queer embodied experience. In other words, they do the critical 
work of reimagining a Christian sexual ethics beyond a heteronormative framework. 

Talvacchia’s work pushes this field further toward a relational turn, as the book centers relationality—
both within oneself, and between self and other—embedded in the coming out experience. At times, I 
wished that this relational focus of queer theology could have been explored deeper in the book. Given the 
multicultural nature of the author’s own story, perhaps a deeper investigation of non-western theologies of 
the self and of relationality would have added to the author’s already intersectional argument.

Tang, Embracing
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Overall, the book is more practical than purely theoretical. Talvacchia incorporates modern day 
examples of queer and allied Christians such as Sister Jeannine Grammick of New Ways Ministry, and the 
United Methodist Church LGBTQI clergy in their activism and ministry that embraces this “disruptive 
coherence” that Talvacchia theorizes. These examples enflesh the occasionally esoteric concepts that 
Talvacchia brings forth in her book (such as the overtly academic meaning of “erotic” that her book 
incorporates) and allows them to become meaningful for scholars and practitioners alike who may not 
be familiar with queer theology. As such, the book would be a particularly good resource for those who 
work in Christian ministerial settings with queer populations, and all those who wish to deepen their 
understanding of Christian ethics from a queer-centric framework. 

Flora x. Tang
University of Notre Dame
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Lose Your Mother: A Journey Along the Atlantic Slave Route. 
Saidiya Hartman
New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2007. 270 pages. $16.

If you ever lost a home, longed for home, or sought a reconnection with a spiritual or physical home, 
Lose Your Mother: A Journey Along the Atlantic Slave Route will articulate the words that may rest 
in your heart. A mixture of history of the slave trade and its ongoing effects from both sides of the 

Atlantic, personal memoir, and testimony, Hartman’s book immerses us in the human anguish, betrayal, 
and greed that led to trafficking in black bodies. It also challenges us to realistically assess our conceptions 
of home and the desires for belonging that veil realities. In her opening, Hartman observes, “Torn from 
kin and community, exiled from one’s country, dishonored and violated, the slave defines the position of 
the outsider. She is the perpetual outcast, the coerced migrant, the foreigner, the shamefaced child in the 
lineage.” (5).

Hartman, an English and comparative literature professor at Columbia University, interweaves her 
academic research on the lost routes of the slave trade with her personal search, as an American descendant 
of enslaved Africans, for home on the mother continent. Her family’s encounters with racism in the Jim 
Crow south, their diverse perspectives on how to survive systemic racism, as well as the national story of 
Hurricane Katrina’s exposure of racism’s ongoing effects keep us focused on America’s original sin, the 
building of a nation on the backs of enslaved Africans and their descendants. These stories also speak 
openly of the feelings of betrayal and lack of home many Americans of the African diaspora experience.

On the African side of the Atlantic, Hartman explores the history of the slave trade among Africans 
and the impact of European slave traders as she takes us inside holding dungeons and onboard trafficking 
ships. She notes the diverse opinions of American ex-patriots on life in Ghana. She also shares perspectives 
of native Ghanaians who view African-Americans’ longings for an African home as everything from 
sorrowful to fanciful. Some Ghanaians even view it as ingratitude for the American lifestyle which the 
descendants of enslaved Africans are believed to have inherited. Hartman states, “chance encounters in the 
street made plain the difference between how I saw myself and how I was seen by others. In my estimation, 
I was the aggrieved; to others I was a privileged American and as such was required to perform regular 
acts of penance.” (56).

Hartman never lets us forget the diversity of perspectives on both sides of the Atlantic on the ongoing 
effects of slavery. She warns of history’s combination of fact and fiction, again depending on perspective, 
in the sharing of stories on how we came to this point on the journey. Referencing Foucault’s musings 
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on history’s lack of “providence or final cause,” Hartman avers, “the perilous conditions of the present 
establish the link between our age and a previous one in which freedom too was yet to be realized. The past 
is neither inert nor given. The stories we tell about what happened then, the correspondences we discern 
between today and times past, and the ethical and political stakes of these stories redound in the present. 
If slavery feels proximate rather than remote and freedom seems increasingly elusive, this has everything 
to do with our own dark times” (emphasis in original) (133).

 In the Prologue, Harman explains the concept of “obruni,” which means stranger. It is a term by 
which she is often referred by Ghanaians and a constant reminder of her status in Ghana. She also begins 
sharing the stories she heard growing up about her own family’s history of enslavement. Chapter one 
includes an overview of the years surrounding Ghana’s independence from the British Empire. In chapter 
two, Hartman visits the Elmina slave castle, which was built by the Portuguese in 1482. She shares stories 
of Elmina’s emergence as a major slave market and of the torture that would be its progeny. Hartman’s 
family history is prominent in chapter three along with the beginnings in 1700 of the Dutch dominance 
of the Gold Coast trade in human flesh. As Hartman describes the modern-day tourist trappings of the 
castle in chapter four, she interweaves stories of enslaved people seeking a way to return home through 
slave revolts. A brief focus on African-Americans or “The Tribe of the Middle Passage” as Hartman titles 
chapter five precedes two of the book’s most heart-wrenching chapters. Chapter six describes in detail the 
conditions of enslavement in the castle’s dungeons. Chapter seven relays the unimaginably brutal death of 
a young woman on board the slave ship Recovery, for which its captain was tried for murder. In chapter 
eight, Hartman addresses the spiritual and other ways in which slavers sought to tear the enslaved from 
memories of or longing for home. She also explores the ways in which Ghanaian governments have moved 
from trying to disassociate the country with the slave trade to embracing the tourism dollars that come 
with welcoming the obruni “home.” 

 After a brief story in chapter nine arising from Hartman’s experience with Ghanaian power outages, 
she journeys to Salaga, north of Accra, in chapter ten. Titled “The Famished Road,” the chapter takes us 
back as 18th and 19th century travelers on the roads that led captured Africans from what is now Nigeria and 
Burkina Faso to the Salaga slavemarket. “Salaga was the grand emporium of the kingdom of Gonja and the 
crossroads of a traffic in slaves, which traversed the Sahara and extended as far south as the Atlantic coast. 
The trans-Saharan, transatlantic, and African trade all fed upon the northern territories of Ghana.” (181). 

 Chapter eleven’s brief discussion of blood cowries, which were shells used to purchase individuals 
from African traders, connects the economic motivations of the slave trade on both sides of the Atlantic 
with subsequent economic devestation in parts of Africa. It also serves as a bridge to connect Hartman’s 
earlier Salaga journey with her later return as part of a research group in chapter twelve. The research group 
consists primarily of Africans and Hartman’s interactions with them explores the isolation and otherness 
that can exist for African-Americans as ones connected to, yet distinct from, colleagues of African nations, 
especially when addressing issues of slavery. Hartman observes that “on the really bad days, I felt like a 
monster in a cage with a sign warning, ‘Danger, Snarling Negro. Keep Away.’ And my colleagues did.... 
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Most of my colleagues didn’t experience slavery as a wound, at least they feigned that they didn’t. A terrible 
history had not begun for them in 1492 that had yet to end. And if they believed this was the case, they 
refused to admit it.” (215). Hartman closes the chapter and the book with the group’s trip to Gwolu, a 
community whose ancestors had run from slave-trading African states. Hartman’s description of their 
journey and survival brings forth thoughts of the Exodus, of migrants today, and of myriad ways humans 
yearn for freedom. She reflects, “The bridge between the people of Gwolu and me wasn’t what we had 
suffered or what we had endured but the aspirations that fueled flight and the yearning for freedom.” (234).

Hartman’s work provides a treasure trove for preachers seeking ways to explore the concept of and 
intricacies in defining home in the minds of a people, whether in 15th Century Ghana, 21st Century 
America, or the biblical lands of ancient Egypt and first-century Palestine. Her work also abounds with 
treasure for pastors and educators seeking an engaging novel in which to add particularity to discussions of 
racism that often lose site of the individual lives it continually haunts. We cannot leave Lose Your Mother 
without raising questions about home for ourselves, our spiritual communities, and the physical spaces we 
inhabit. We cannot leave this work without feeling the pains of the past while joining the ongoing yearnings 
for legacies, nations, and freedoms, we can call our own.   

La Ronda D. Barnes 
Columbia Theological Seminary
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The Disabled Church: Human Difference and the Art of Communal Worship
Rebecca Spurrier
New York: Fordham Press, 2019. 272 pages. $30.00

In The Disabled Church: Human Difference and the Art of Communal Worship, liturgical theologian 
Rebecca Spurrier aims to bring the fields of liturgical and disability studies into conversation with 
one another through an exploration of a church community that “assumes difference at its heart” 

(2). Using data gathered over three years of ethnographic field work, Spurrier paints a soulful portrait 
of Sacred Family, an Episcopal church in Atlanta, Georgia which has shaped its identity around the 
inclusion of people who live at the intersection of poverty and mental disability. Sacred Family’s week-long 
liturgy includes both Sunday-morning worship and the weekday activities of the Circle, a program whose 
participants live in personal care homes scattered throughout the Atlanta metropolitan area and who are 
driven to and from Sacred Family in church vans. Spurrier suggests that Christian liturgy must constitute 
a “response to an encounter with the creative beauty of divine love, which makes possible belonging to a 
community through and across difference”(3). Spurrier adopts an aesthetic analytic frame to help identify 
areas of beauty which help theologians appraise and develop liturgies that do not “assume a normative 
set of abilities or body-minds” (197). Beauty matters, Spurrier argues, because it “animates connection 
through desire and respect rather than pity or charity” (202) and testifies to a God who creates and draws 
difference together in community through  “consensual, nonviolent relationships” (3). 

 The Disabled Church is structured by the metaphors that Spurrier develops for the liturgical 
activities which cultivate an intentional community of difference: gathering, weaving, disrupting, naming, 
and sending. One chapter is devoted to each respective metaphor. In chapter one, Spurrier maps the 
ecclesial topography of Sacred Family, describing the  gathering spaces in and around the church – like 
the sanctuary, smoking area, parking lot, and garden – which contain and enable the church’s week-long 
liturgy. These spaces create opportunities for alternative forms of liturgical participation, which highlight 
and challenge the notion of worship as an able-minded activity. Further, these spaces enable the creation 
of “social flesh,” the development of relationships in which “people assume responsibility for one another 
in ways that are not divisive or condescending but that deepen understandings of mutual reliance and the 
need to share limited resources” (59). 

 Throughout chapter two, Spurrier employs the metaphor of weaving to describe the embodied 
and communal ways in which Sacred Family is held together. She identifies the relational liturgical art 
forms of touch and gesture, jokes and laughter, and silence and imagination as ways to create community 
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while making space for difference. These acts help decenter ableist means of liturgical participation, such 
as reading written prayers or hymns, to hold a community of difference together across the “persistent 
hierarchies and divisions – without ignoring the differing abilities, statuses, and resources of members” 
(67). Indeed, weaving “entails and assumes both ability and inability, both agency and passivity, confusing 
these categories without dissolving them” (69). Spurrier thus invites the reader to rethink liturgy and 
reframe it not just as an opportunity to articulate a set of ideas about God, but to engender beautiful 
relationships with God and one another through artistries of interpersonal connection. 

 Chapter three considers the textures of time and pleasure in liturgical practices. Spurrier challenges 
the distinction between pleasure and work in the church and reconsiders the role of pleasure in liturgical 
spaces. What kinds of transformative relationships could we cultivate, she asks, if we thought of communal 
pleasure as the work of the church? Spurrier suggests that in a community of difference, like Sacred Family, 
the centering of pleasure is not a selfish or inward-focused turn. It is instead a “turn to life with others” 
(128).

In chapter four, Spurrier examines how mental illness is and is not named at Sacred Family, and what 
effects naming has on the potential to develop authentic friendships across race, class, and ability. She 
explores Sacred Family’s rituals of healing and what they reveal about the church’s conceptualizations of 
health and wellness. Spurrier further describes the challenge of establishing relationships of equality and 
mutuality amidst unequal power dynamics, and how that challenge impacts the ability to restore dignity to 
the lives of those who experience mental health challenges. Regarding Sacred Family’s approach to healing 
of mental health challenges, Spurrier notes that the church adopts a recovery framework. Thus, instead of 
a focus on cure, the church prioritizes “transformation in lives and relationships as [Circle participants] 
learn to name and live with a mental health diagnosis” (137). 

 In its clear-eyed willingness to engage the limits of communities of belonging created within 
degrading societal structures, chapter five is one of the book’s strongest. Spurrier suggests that the role of 
the church is to share the beauty of their carefully cultivated communities of belonging with the world, 
and to insist that those who have been degraded and abandoned by society do indeed deserve to live 
with dignity. Yet, the author makes clear that Sacred Family is not a panacea. The problems many of 
its community members experience at the intersection of race, class, and disability persist outside the 
boundaries of the church, which serves as a mere refuge from social and economic marginalization and the 
routines and restrictions of personal care homes.

 The Disabled Church closes with a challenge for church communities to find ways to uncover 
the beauty created in and around church grounds and disseminate that beauty into the world. Spurrier 
ends by posing the question of whether the creative disregard for class, race, and ability embodied in the 
week-long liturgy at Sacred Family contributes to a similar transformation of such boundaries in the larger 
society. Spurrier notes in the preface that while she approached Sacred Family with questions about the 
relationship between Christian liturgy and disability, she left with equally challenging concerns about 
the power of Christian worship to counteract “the social violence of urban spaces and the lack of safe 
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and affordable [housing]” (xiii). To these questions, The Disabled Church leaves the reader with no easy 
answers. Similarly, the book raises unresolved and unanswered questions about larger structural challenges 
such as residential segregation and the lack of affordable housing within gentrifying cities. The reader is 
left with an appreciation for how Sacred Family cultivates belonging within the church community and in 
the social networks of its members. Yet questions remain regarding the significance of such a community 
to change the structure of society at a macro level. Ultimately, the book argues that ecclesial communities 
which consent to being transformed by difference must also commit to transforming the society which 
makes difference such a significant contributor to the marginalization of vulnerable persons. 

 The Disabled Church is at once a superbly written ethnography, a meticulous application of aesthetic 
theory to etic and emic liturgy, and an acknowledgement of the limits of the local church to impact societal 
structures which commit violence against marginalized populations. Employing ethnographic methods 
in an inductive approach to developing theological norms grants Spurrier the freedom to simultaneously 
hold multiple truths in dialectical tension. She demonstrates that while it is not entirely possible to avoid 
segregationist charity in communities of belonging formed across differences of race, class, and ability, 
there is beauty and theological significance in the attempt. Spurrier dedicates ample space to the voices 
and actions of Circle participants, lending valuable insight into the ways they play an active, agentive role 
in shaping the liturgy and culture of their church. The book is enhanced by the inclusion of photographs 
of Sacred Family’s gathering spaces and activities, which ground the reader in the idea that this is a 
real space where real belonging is engendered. Furthermore, Spurrier’s accessible prose, humility, and 
reflexivity provide a model of excellence for scholars and ecclesial leaders alike. Through its centering 
of marginalized and overlooked persons, analytic rigor, and thoughtful execution, The Disabled Church 
offers to the academy and the church “the fragile hope for a capacious and beautiful liturgy that assumes 
and desires mental differences” (213).

Jessie Washington 
Emory University 
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Solidarity and Defiant Spirituality: Africana Lessons on Religion, Racism and
Ending Gender Violence 
Traci West
New York: NYU Press, 2019. 336 pages. $35.00. 

From Covid-19 to police violence, 2020 brought new visibility to racial and gender inequities across 
the globe. In fact, as I was drafting this review, news broke that those responsible for the death of 
Breonna Taylor were found guilty on one count of “wanton endangerment.” This conviction was 

not connected to Taylor, a Black woman, shot and killed by police in her apartment, but to a shot fired 
into her neighbor’s empty apartment. Taylor’s case underscores the logics of a legal system that values 
property more than the lives of black and brown women.1 There is perhaps no better time for Traci West’s 
new book, Solidarity and Defiant Spirituality: Africana Lessons on Religion, Racism, and Ending Gender 
Violence, which articulates a “defiant Africana spirituality” to counter a world that systematically devalues 
and commodifies the bodies of Black women.  

While West’s main focus is gender-based violence, she interrogates the anti-black racist underpinnings 
of our world that render Black women and girls everywhere vulnerable to multiple forms of violence. 
Drawing on a mixed methodology of storytelling, narrative, and ethnographic interviews with transnational 
activists, West centers the voices of Africana activists who work to dismantle gender-based violence. Her 
research highlights the need for an “Africana transnational solidarity” to confront a problem that is decidedly 
borderless (4). Since the transatlantic slave trade, gender-based violence has traversed the globe through 
white supremacist, racist ideals. From marital rape to sex trafficking to the abuse of domestic workers to 
assaults on queer and transwomen, West pursues a sweeping project that translates local problems into 
global alliances. She works to attend to the particularities of intercultural encounters, while addressing 
the connective tissue beneath the problems of gender-based violence in Ghana, South Africa, Brazil, and 
her own country, the United States. She selects these countries as sites marked by colonization, slavery, 
genocide, and other forms of racial / ethnic subjugation. 

Her exploration of the racial and religious underpinnings of gender violence begins at her desk. Pouring 
over newspaper clippings of Black women who have died from gender violence in the United States, West 
describes deaths that are not isolated tragic events. They occur within a system that disproportionately 
subjects Black women and girls to violence. From policy initiatives to religious responses, attempts to 
counter this system are woefully inadequate. West seeks a transnational moral response to address the 
cultural, political, societal, and spiritual foundations that facilitate gender-based violence (44–45). 
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West first travels to Ghana—a site she chooses because of its connection to the United States through a 
shared history of violence and activism (58–59). Careful not to impose a romanticized sameness between 
herself and the activists whom she meets, West’s conversations with Ghanaian women underscore 
the importance of religious, cultural, and traditional plurality in moral responses (66–67). She recalls 
conversations with Muslim and Christian religious leaders who draw on their religious platforms to call out 
“misogynist biases in their traditions and practices” in all forms of social belonging, not just in the church 
(67). West describes a nuanced process where these women distinguish between “authentic and inauthentic 
cultural expressions” (70). In particular, they take on the issue of marital rape. These women challenge 
blanket cultural assumptions that project marital rape, while accounting for the complex, colonial history 
of the problem (79). West draws on this encounter to reflect on the North American cultural expression 
of political freedom, a blanket cultural assumption from her own country, that ignores or sidelines the 
history of slavery and anti-black racism (93). Her encounters in Ghana help her problematize the notion 
of political freedom in her country, as she addresses the multi-faceted roots of gender-based violence. 

In her second section, West chronicles her time in Brazil. Here, she focuses on embodiment, 
vulnerability, and the precarious act of transnational translation. West interrogates the production, 
maintenance, and re-evaluation of the country’s 2006 Maria da Penha gender violence law. From grassroots 
activists who tell women about the law to the women that enforce it to the women that demand more from 
it, West describes the dynamic forms of political and spiritual activism needed to make the law work. In her 
conversations with Candomblé practitioners, West realizes that naming Black women’s bodies as sacred 
necessarily merges spirituality and political engagement. In her encounter with organizers for a domestic 
worker’s federation, she highlights how gender-based violence needs a comprehensive response because it 
affects women physically, mentally, and spiritually (120). In conversations with community organizers, she 
depicts their tireless efforts to make the Penha law work by demanding more inclusive forms of assistance, 
such as transportation (131). This work often flows from an unwavering spiritual commitment to the 
inherent value of Black women’s bodies. 

West also addresses the difficulties of translating Brazilian responses to the United States. For instance, 
she considers the overincarceration of Black men in her own country when she visits a jail for perpetrators 
of gender violence in Brazil (129). In conversations with anti-sex trafficking activists, West reflects on the 
ways that American Protestant values of sin and redemption coupled with consumerism can reinforce 
the disempowerment of women and girls and fuel the problem of trafficking (143–53). The issues West 
explores in Brazil are directly connected to her own country through global capitalism and North American 
Christian teaching. At the same time, though there are stark continuities between Brazil and the United 
States, West points toward important points of discontinuity. She notes dissonance as a necessary part of 
translation (157).  

In her final section, West travels to South Africa. Her conversations in this section help her describe 
“defiant spirituality,” and “transnational solidarity.” In discussions on rape, West underscores the nuances 
of “victim blaming” in both South Africa and the United States. Victim blaming is complicated in an anti-
Black racist world, as intragroup solidarity can protect Black leaders from accusations of sexual assault 
(191–92). But West rejects this notion, calling for a “geographically resistant” solidarity that opens up 
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Notes
1  See Hannah L. Drake, “Black Women Will Fight Another Day. Not Just for Breonna Taylor, but for 
Ourselves | Hannah L Drake,” The Guardian, September 25, 2020, sec. Opinion, https://www.theguardian.
com/commentisfree/2020/sep/25/black-women-breonna-taylor.

borders (216). This is the solidarity she finds among queer and transwomen in South Africa. West draws on 
conversations with these women to articulate a “defiant spirituality” among those who insist on their right 
to exist across different borders and boundaries. Defiant spirituality does not siphon off different categories 
of belonging for the sake of political efficacy. One should not have to choose between being queer and 
Black. West notes that this kind of spirituality does not belong to any one religion. After all, Christianity 
has often created the conditions for degradation. But defiant spirituality can be a resource for confronting 
that degradation. 

In her conclusion, West calls for a participatory defiant learning process that moves beyond an 
appreciation of difference. Instead, it looks to the stories like the ones that West highlights as “ingredients 
of Africana political knowledge and spiritual stamina needed for contesting and ending gender based 
violence” (225). For West, these encounters recast the systemic and social patterns that foster gender-based 
violence in her own country. They ignite a “hope that surges outward” and invite a new way of thinking 
about transnational solidarity (223).

West’s work mirrors this participatory learning. Her work does not provide definitive solutions to 
complicated problems. She does not truncate the complexity of gender-based violence in favor of a simple 
answer. Nor does she untangle the overlapping social forces that collude in gender-based violence. The 
problem is never singular. Gender-based violence is political, social, spiritual, psychological, religious, 
and deeply historical all at the same time. Our religious responses must be conversant with all areas. 
Moreover, they must be self-critical. West embraces nuance and ambiguity as she puts forward her own 
hypotheses and second guesses them through her intercultural encounters. Her writing offers a meditation 
on solidarity, a musing on what might work and what does not work. This meditation is a method in its 
own right. Solidarity and Defiant Spirituality offers an approach to solidarity that leans into differences 
that cannot be translated and draws on complicated, complex spiritual resources. West’s work is situated 
within Christian Social Ethics. But her approach to transnational solidarity bridges toward other disciplines 
and non-Christian perspectives. While students and scholars in theology, ethics, and religious studies will 
appreciate the methodological openings her work provides, readers in any discipline can benefit from the 
wisdom of West’s interlocutors. Anyone prepared to embrace the uneasiness of solidarity will be grateful 
for the companionship this book provides.    

Emmy Corey
Emory University


